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NOTICES*.

W.D. LITTLE & CO.,
SI EXCHANGE

STREET,

Established in 1843.

Reliable Insurance against Fire or Lightning in first
ekss Ameriean and Foreign Co's at Lowes! Rates.
Also Life and Accident Insurance.
Telephone

701._

i>R.

]e!7snly

DAMON

EDUCATIONAL.

TVanted HEED—Ladies and gentlemen
in city or
country to work tor us at their
own homes, daytime or
evening; the business is
ngnt, pleasant and easily done; no canvassing or
peddling, good salary paid to smart workers who
devote full time to it, steady employment furnished. Address FRANK EATON, Manager,
Boston. Mass,, Box 5153.

woman in

manor

T T county to sell our
goods. Salary $76 per month
and expenses, or commission. Expenses in advance.
Outiit free. For full particulars address STANDARD SILVER WARE CO., Boston, Mass.
O. BLAINE’S GREAT HISTORY
outsells all other books. Agents wanted oil
commission or salary. The Henry Bill Pub.
Co., Norwich.C't.
sep3 1 wlm36

JAMES

WASTED.

who

OR. E. B. REED,

Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician
Medical Rooms 592

Congress St.,

PORTLAND,

NIE.

Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
heir to; all cases that are given up as in’curable
by the allopathic and liomaepathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 find
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence and
on. 2-cent stamp and $2.00.
Examination second
sight and consultation free.
• nice Hour.—9 n. in. to ». p. in.
my7sntf
TO EET.

No. 14 Stoue St., containing
TO8 EET.—House
rooms, sebago, etc., newly painted and

re-

paired, will be let to a small family at $18.00 per
month. Apply at rear 270 CUMBERLAND ST.

No. 180 Middle St.,
sepl7

SATE.—Lodging house 011 Harrison
Avenue, Boston, elegantly furnished, peculiar circumstances compel a sale at a
great sacrifice, no trouble with an investment of one thousand dollars in making tills amount
every year in
clean profits Jwe invite tile closest investigation.
SAMUEL G. CURRY, 46 .Milk St.28-1

Portland,

MRS.

School

SALE-'The best drug store in Boston,
IjlOK
all tilings considered: very central; very low

rent;

actual cash sales;in August $600; been established 30 years; owner is a practicing physician, and needs all his time and capital in his practice. SAMUEL G. CURRY. 45 Milk Street. Boston.
28-1

chance—$300 will buy a light
manufacturing and office business to make
money in Portland. Boston, or any citv in the
United States;something entirely new; a monopoly ; profits easli daily; any man with 8300, address

Business

u»a uuiuf.

1M-1

NILE—Elegant bar room; pool tables,
FOK
stock, license, safe, etc.; best location in

Boston: must be sold at once on account of sickness. J. W. WILBUR, 200 Washington St., room
7, Boston.
23 1

MALE—$2,000; first-class grocery store,
1JOR
established years, together with horses, wagons, pungs. etc.; good trade; no bonus, actual
value; must he sold before Oct. 1st. .1. W. WILBUR, 200 Washington St., Boston.
23-1

28-1

WANTED.

_

or

0

rooms,

loeation

above

State

St.; rent No. 811 Spring St., 5 rooms; relit
Ellsworth and Hill St., 7 rooms. N. S.
GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
26-1

corner

LET—No. 206 Franklin St.,
eight rooms. Inquire at 209 NEWBURY
TO

HOISK
ST.

26-1

LET—A nice tenement of nine rooms, at 76
TOWilmot
street; price $200. Inquire at the
house

between 9 and 11 a. m. and 3 to 5 p.

m.

_26-1
LET-Furnished house; has 10rooms,and
very desirably located; rent $900, Apply to
L TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.
26-1

TO

LET—A small tenement of 5 rooms
TO stairs)
at No. 128 Einerv St. Inquire
LET-A tenement of 5
TO
St.; Sebago; SO per month.
W.

BURNHAM.

1091

(up

on

premises. WILLIAM H. GRfcEN.

the

24-1
on

rooms

Enquire
Congress St.

Lowell
of G.
24-1

LET—Rent low, to anyone doing business
TO
in chambers,
crowded for want of room,
whole
or

model

Apply

a

store can be rented at a low figure; will rethe store to suit the business if desired.
at No. 181 MIDDLE ST.
22-4

LET-First-class house No. 170 Neal St.;
also office No. 2 Motley Block. Inquire of F.
N. DOW, Room Nos. 6 and 7, No. 12 Market

TO

Square.

22-tf

LET—Two tenements of 12 rooms each,
opposite the Portland Co.’s office, Fore St.;
and
Sebago; rent $12 per month. Apply to
gas
P. McGLINCHY, Cor. Mountfort and Adams sts.
19-tf

TO

TO

RENT.

situation by
WANTED—A
take
of horses,
to
care

like kind.

Apply

at 05

voung man. to
any work of

a

do

or

Free St.

28-1

SEWING CLASSES
Will reopen at her residence, No. 119 Winter St..
September 21st.
Pupils received at the earliest school age and
fitted for the Grammar School or Mrs. Caswell’s
If desired.
CLASSES IN SEWING work on a tried
system.
All Ailva.crii Class in Sewing will be
formed to learn the use of patterns, cutting and
finishing. To enter this class pupils must understand ordinary plain sewing.
A few pupils in
sewing will he received during Aug. and Sept.
Jyll
dtoctl

a good steady pracbest of references given

ABILITY. Press Office.28-1
a man and wife, a situation as
care takers, or a position as watchman by
the man; best of references given.
Address A.
Press Office.
25-1
a

a

Apply

at 384
25-1

WANTED—To do second work, must
be well recommended. Apply from 4 to 6
o’clock p. 111.. 211 STATE STREET.
24-1

GIRL

ANTED—Ladies to know that MRS. DR.
SHERMAN can be found at her rooms, 42
St., until Monday,,the 2d, and those who
are troubled with corns, outgrowing
joints and ingrowing nails will do well to secure her services.

three times

eadi in French and German.
Special students will be received in all
these classes. A large collection of photographs
will he used in the teaching of history, mythology
and geography.
English pronunciation a specialty in every class. So far as consistent with
tlie plan of the school, the discipline of the public
schools is maintained. Seats for day pupils and
places in the family may he secured by personal
application until July 1st and after Sept. 1st, or
y letter at any time. Children under twelve
vears

of

a

atre

TITANTED—Young

mail from 15 to
none but with good

18,
referapply:
boys
peddle candy.
D. RAY FItOHOL'K, Candy Manufactory, No. 7
Portland St.
24-1
1T

learn the trade,

ences

need

also 10

to

Quimby, and situated in Dceriug,

near Stvoudand supplied

It is heated by a furnace
with Sebago water; is m perfect repair, amt commands a fine view of river and country.
A good
stable and carriage house goes witli the place.
ANDREW HAWES,
Apply to
Stroudwater. Maine.
sep25d4w
water.

To Let.
No. 47 Exchange street, now occupied
by L. C. Young; possession given October 1.
of
JOHN P. THOMAS. No. 151 Middle
Enquire
Street.
au29dtf

STORE

_

To Let.

MISS AIVIVA

TEACHER
Sep22

TO LET.

WANTED—At

shop,

tailor

or

re-

Kent reasonable.
No. 1C4 Brackett St., Portland. Me.

$5.00 Per Dozen.

FOR A FEW WEEKS ONLY.
SATISFACTION

SALK.

c\

:C.iX\AY

PHOTOGRAPHER
"

514

otohla.

MALE.—Rock Breaker for $300,
Foster patent, the best in the market, cost $G20,
FOB
Is
than
a

same as new, never ran more
a day. We
have two, and ouly need one at Portland Smelting Works. Apply to L. TAYLOR, Gaboon

Block.

28-1

4

nice

thoroughbred

FOB
liver and white cocker spaniel male pups; also

somelftne Angora eats and kittens.and a nice South
American parrot, good talker, for sale.
MRS. M.
H. RANLETT, Rockland, Mo.
28-1

SALE.-Six horse power Engine and
16-horse power Boiler; a complete outfit, and
will be sold low.
Inquire at 296 C'onunercial St.
25-1

FOB

SALE-75 light Brahma hens, also pullets, cockerels and roosters; prices reasonable,
light Brahmas are at the head of the Asiatic
breeds; hardy, quiet good mothers, not wild, and
the best of layers. Address RAVINE POULTRY
24-1
YARD, South Buxton, Me.

FOB

FOB

SALE—A first-class house located in
oil line of horse ears,

western part of the city,
suitable for physician.

Inquire

of

EZRA

u.in w luiuuic

ALONZO S. DAYIS,
PHOTOGRAPHER,

ISO

Middle

low

nice lot

of

prices,
FOB
young canary singers, (just received.) parat the
birds.
SALE-At

a

Japanese robins, etc.,
mocking
PORTLAND BIRD STORE, 410 Congress St.

rots.

23-1

FOB

SALE —At Gorham Village; the Storer
:
house, on northerly side of Main St.; cenlocated,
large lot with garden spot ami fruit
trally
trees; very desirable property, and will be sold at
a bargain.
Albert Storer, Adm’r with the will annexed of the estate of Catherine Storer. Inquire
3-4
ol JOHN A. WATERMAN.

1AOB

SALE

—

A fine residence, situated at
story, 12 finished rooms;

FOB
Saeearappa, 2 V2
for two

families; sightly, healthy, and
good neighborhood; will be sold at

convenient
pleasant; In a
great sacrifice if sold immediately.
Inquire of
FRANK E. WEBB, at P. O., Saeearappa, Me.

a

of Exchange St.

corner

jell)

eoatf

Herbert O.

pwciidaw/'c

INCORPORATED 1799.

Providence Washington
Insurance Co.,
PROVIDENCE,

Cumberland Centre, Me., a General Store doing a good business; two story dwelling, with
cemented
cellar,and a good rent on second floor;
dry
elevator running from cellar to second story. Fairbanks’ hay scales in front of building. Is centrally
situated, and witliin three minutes walk of the Congregational Church, Primary School and Free High
School. A part of the purchase money can remain
on time if desired. Suldonly because the present occupant must go to a warmer climate on account of
health. For further particulars inquire of O. S.
THOMES, Cumberland, Centre, Me.
sep23d2w*

AT

Elegant

Residence for Sale.

desirable :i story French roof residence of
Barker’s, situated on the Western
Promenade, containing 14 rooms, besides bath
lias
nice
brick stable and carriage house,
room,
and lot containing fourteen thousand square feet
of land, is offered for sale, and immediate possession will be given. For particulars apply to
aitlBdlf
JOHN C. PROCTOR.

THEMrs.

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS,
No. 93 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
to

21st, between 5 and 6 P.

M.;

LOST—Sept.
Congress, between Casco and State Sts.; a
portemonnale, dark brown with enamelled eiasp,
containing *15; if found and returned to This Ofon

suitable reward will be paid.
26-1
Brindic Bull Terrier Pup, 0 months
on
a
had
nickel
chain collar marked
old,
“Redlon.’’ A reward will be paid for his return
to B. D. REDLON, Woodford's, Me.
25-1
fice

a

LOST.—A

UOO.VIS TO LET.

unfurnished front

rooms

WOOD,

BE

LET-Unfurnished rooms at the St.

Julian Hotel, No. 106 Middle St.;
TO
taurant connected with house.
UNDERWOOD, Janitor.

Apply

good

to

resR. ».
13-7

$400,000.00

Jnited States Bonds.$200,295.00
Jity of Boston Bonds. 34,875.00
Railroad and other Bonds.
59,800.00
Providence & New York Bank Stocks 204,350.00
Jas Stocks.
77.000.00
Chicago & Alton Railroad Stock. 25,000.00
iVliat Cheer Corporation, Real Estate 26,000.00
'ash In Office and Banks.
50,653.10
3illsRecelvable(forMarine Premiums) 92,017.36
Due from Agents, Uncollected Premiums, and other Assets.
93,463,77

$870,054.23

LIABILITIES:
Jnpaid Losses and other Claims
against Company.$ 111,193.09
ite-insurance Reserve. 313,908.28
lash Capital. 400,000.00
^et Surplus.
44,952.86

MORSE

&

PINKHAM,

AGENTS,
!)

Exchange St.,

Portland, Me.

seplO

eodlm

FAIR

)ul2dtf

DR. OSCAR B. BRANN
—

HAS REMOVED FROM

CONbKENN
—

ro LET THE BOYS KNOW THAT

—

STREET,

CONGRESS ST.

sepl5

TENNEY &

Christian

Scientist,

A Graduate of the Metaphysical College of
ton. Heals strictly by Mrs. Eddy’s teaching.

Residence 610 CONGRESS ST.,

Davis' Art Store.

Office hours 10 to 12 and 2 to r>.
free.

Consultation

lias a Stiff Ilat different from any
)tlier dealer in Portland. Drop in
and look at it.

197 MIDDLE STREET.

*

)

aug25dtf

Ci Li Si Ci
HEADQUARTERS

CHAUTAUQUA PUBLICATIONS
Hoyt, mf& mum,
193 MIDDLE

ST.^

PORTLAND, ME.

required book* constantly on hand
Circular*, Price Ivi*f* and full informa,
tion couceruiue the (!. L. 8. ©. Course fat

All the

ni.*hed

oil

application.

sepl6d2m

CHAS.H.OWj;
C © A L

Positively Cured by®
these Little Piils.
They also relieve Die®

gj

Dyspepsia®

t.ress from
I n d i g e stion and T' gg
Hearty Eating. A per-®
feet remedy lor Dizzi-®
ness, Nausea, Drowsi-H
ness, Bad Taste m the®

Month, Coated Tongue®
Side, &c®
They regulate the Bow®
Inis
Coneti-®
and
prevent
[«a—■—
nation and Piles. The smallest and easiest to take®
40
in
a
dose.
vial.
a
one
Veg®
Purely
Only
pill
etable. Price 25 cents. 6 vials by mail for $1.00®
CARTER MEDICINE CO., Prop’rs, New York. B

K

Fishing Tackle

and Sporting Goods.
|
Sole agent in this vicinity for

DI

PORT’S

POWDER

HULLS,

—AND—

tepauno Chemical Company's' 'Atlas Powder "for blasting.

ft. L. BAILEY,

221~MIDDLE

Sign of the “Golden

epl7

STREET.

Rifle.”
eod3w

MUPEROUS ASSAULT.
In which Prominent
cians

Brown’s Wharf, Portland, Me.

ORDERS

RECEIVED

BY

TELEPHONE NO. 644

Mean daily bar...30.183 Maximum therT...67.0
Mean daily ther..57.9
Minimum ther_53.3
Mean daily d’wpt.54.6
Max. vel. wind...7 NW
Mean daily luim’y.SO.O
Total precip.00

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(Sept. 28, 1885, 10 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.
JLiicumr ici

Place

I Sjj

of

;

Observation. „£

!

«

§.

w-

«S

£

|
1

^

K

New,York...

Norfolk, Va.
Philadelphia.
Washington..
Atlanta, Ga..

30.18
30.17
30.18
30.24
30.10

30.17
30.19
30.15
30.19
30.18
29.98
29.98

Charleston...
Jacksonville. 29.93

Savannah,Ga

29.94

Memphis.
Pittsburg....
Buffalo, N.Y.

29.87
30.10
30.15
30.12

New Orleans 29.83
Cincinnati, O 30.00

Cleveland....
Detroit.130.09

Oswego.130.17
Alpena.Mich 130.12
30.02

30.04
30.04

St,Paul,Minn 30.02
Omaha, Neb.i30.00
Bismarck,Da 30.06
St. Vincent

..

29.98

GO]
65
52]

471
56!
(!4!

63]

GO
05
68
60
76
75

75
72
70
70
71
65
70
71
58
60
69
56
67
62
65
67
65
63
56

—»

I

11
Block Island
Boston, Mass
Eastport, Me
Mt, Wasli't’n
Portland. Me
Albany, N. Y

u U1U

is!

•

I
I

j

g

5

^ ! jJ
a"

C

5

w

*?
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The Cenesta
Badly Beats the Dauntless In the
Cup Race.

Cape May

Anxiety Felt

Their

Virginia PolitiFigure Conspicuously.

Lynchburg, Va., Sept. 28.—A despatch from
Abington says Judge Geo. W. Ward, editor of the
Examiner, and tire commonwealth’s attorney for

Washington county, while about to enter the Calonade Hotel yesterday about 4 p. m.. was lired
mv!;i___dam
upon by Dr. Wm. M. White, independent candiB*t oponal* for Rubble-Stone.
date for State Senator, who had been concealed in
a store room opposite the hotel.
White stepped
United States Engineer Office,
nut of the door and discharged one barrel of a shot
No. 3”# IVmberton Square, Boston, Mass., Sept.
gun loaded with buckshot at Ward, who fell, but
25, 1885.
recovering and rising on his knees drew his pistol
Proposals, in triplicate, addressed to
and lired three shots at a young relat ive of White’s
the undersigned, will be received until 12
who was on the opposite side of the street behind
o’clock, nson. on Monday the 28th day of October,
a tree.
White in the meantime had stepped in1885. for delivery of about 122,000 tons of rubsice the store and hearing the firing came out
ble-stone for the Harbor of Refuge, Saudy Bay,
again and lired the second barrel at Ward who
Cape Ann. Mass.
fell again and while lie was lying on the ground
Persons desiring
make proposals for this
work are requested to
two of White’s relatives walked up and fired sevapply to the undersigned
at this office for
en shots at him all of which took effect.
bid!
to
instructions
speeitieatio’ns,
Judge
ders. and tl-e requisite blanks, and such further
Ward is in a very critical condition and it Is
Information a < ma\ be desired concerning the
thought lie cannot live. Dr. White and his two
same.
relatives have been arrested and were bailed iu
CHAS. W. RAYMOND Major of Engineers.
the sum of $7000 each. Great excitement exists
in Abingdon and vicinity.
dlw
*ep2f>

Ct

mJJ

o
*
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Lt Clear
Lt Foggy
Lt Clear

N

15 Clear

SE

Clin
Clear
Clin _Clear
SE
Lt Clear
NE Lt Clear
S
j Lt Clear
E
Lt Clear
E
16 Cloudy
....

E

12
12
14

Cloudy

SE
Lt llain
E
Cloudy
NW Lt Fair
NE Lt Clear
NE Lt Ltllain
Clm
Clear
NE Lt Clear
E
I Lt Clear
E
9 Fair
E
Lt Clear
SE
Lt Cloudy
E
Lt Cloudy
NE Lt Clear
....

SE

7

Cloudy

NE 10 Cloudy
E'
7 LtRain
SE
Lt Cloudy
—a! NE 1 Lt Cloudy
—I N
6 Clear'
—ll NW! 9 Clear

OF

HEALTH.
in

Augusta

[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, Sept. 28.—The quarterly meeting of
the State Board of Health was held at the Capitol
this forenoon. There were present tile president,
Dr. Gerrish of Portland, the secretary, Dr. Young
of Augusta. Hon. Lewis Barker of Bangor, Dr. O.
A. Horr of Lewiston, and Dr. Webster of Augusta.
A resolution was adopted, approving of the action of the mediical faculty of Bowdolu College in
establishing a lectureship of public hygiene.
collection and tabulation of the vital statistics of
Maine. Hitherto the statute concerning these
important data has been almost utterly ignored;
but the law now places the duty of superintending vital statistics in the hands of the executive
officer of this board, and it is proposed to make a
beginning of the work at once.
The secretary reported the work which had
been accomplished during the quarter. The principal circulars issued have already been presented in your columns, and it need only be said additionally that the most of them have been sent to
every physician, lawyer and clergyman in the
State. A request for information concerning the
prevalence and causation of some of the common
diseases was sent out to the medical practitioners,
and more than a hundred have already replied,
furnishing valuable data which will be incorporated into the annual report.
It is earnestly hoped
that the physicians who have not already responded will do so as speedily and fully as possible, inasmuch as the more numerous their answers the
more valuable will be the results of the collection.
If each doctor woidd devote a few hours to the recording of such facts as are asked for by the
Board of Health, a decided impetus would be giv
en to sanitary progress in the State.
A large number of complaints of nuisances lias
been received at the office. It has been necessary
to refer all such grievances to the local health officers.
Every town has a health board or health
committee, and it is the duty of every such to at.
tend to complaints of this character in its own lo-

cality.
The principal topic of discussion was the threat
cued epidemic of small pox.
The secretary lias
visited various towns In the endeavor to arouse
the authorities to the necessity of enforcing preventive measures.
The chief danger is in the
manufacturing places, where many French-Canadian operatives are employed, and in lumbering
regions. If the disease should break out in any
of these places, the results would be disastrous
not only to life, but also to business, as is well illustrated in Montreal today.
If the manufacturers and lumbermen are intelligently alive to their
pecuniary interests, they will insist upon the vaccination of every employe. In some other States
the railroads are having all their men protected in
this way, a precaution which self-interest as welj
as a regard for public welfare, should dictate.
A
circular of information is to be issued immediately to those who employ large numbers of meti.The
United States government has been appealed to
for aid in keeping the dreaded disease from obtaining a foothold in Maine.

MAINE.
Postmasters Commissioned.

and work resumed.
Drowned by Capsizing of a Boat.
BnrpiiTON. Sept. 28.—Silas Noble of Otisfleld,
about GO years old, with another man. was crossing Long Lake Saturday night. Both were drunk.
The boat capsixed and Noble was drowned.
Efforts to recover the body have been unsuccessful. The deceased was a soldier of the late war
and a member of the Edes Falls Grand ArmyPost. He was a good man except for his drinking habit.
Burglars at Work.
FARMINGTON, Sept. 28.—The house Of JohU
Hiscock of North Chesterville, was entered by
burglars in the absence of the family last Saturday. A revolver, silver ware, etc., to the value of
840 were taken. No arrests have been made.
NEW YORK POLITICS.
The Democrats

sighted

Unable
to Find
Successor to Mr. Flower.

west

by

northwest

and

the wind

freshened a little. The northeast end of the lightship off Cape May was sighted by those cn the tug
about 11.30 and the horizon was closly scanned
for the Dauntless, but no vessel answering
her description could be made out by the aid of
a glass.
About 1 p. m. Sunday a boat manned by
a crew
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Quarterly Meeting
Yesterday,

a

New York, Sept. 28.—The Democratic State
committee, together with Gov. Hill, met at the
Hoffman House to-night, but without deciding
upon a successor to lion. It. P. Flower as candidate for lieutenant governor, adjourned until tomorrow noon.
After the meeting it was said that
Congressmen Adams and Spriggs had been sent
to Brooklyn to tender the nomination to Gen. If.
W. Slocum.
The result of this visit is unknown
and botli gentlemen decline making any statement. Gov. Hill is said to favor the noriiination
of Gen. Slocum.
Special despatches state the
honor was tendered Erastus Corning to-day hut
he declined.

Jordan,

Marsh & Co. Attached.
Boston, Sept. 28.—On Saturday attachments
to the amonnt of 890,000 were granted bv Judges
Barrett and Donahue of New' York against Jordan. Marsh & Co. of this city in behalf of certain
New York cloak makers, and it is said that other
attachments of the same sort are to be placed today. Mr. Jordan says in relation to this that the
umunsmude by these parties amount to between
»175,000 and 8200.000, and that they propose to
contest them, and if the courts decide against
the firm the claims will be
paid. Mr. Jordan
thought the affair was a conspiracy against them
through the medium of one of their employes.
B-.f. Brooks, counsel for Jordan, Marsh & Co.,
sard this morning: "The ground on which my
clients refuse to
pay these claims Is that of fraud
and conspiracy to cheat. These goods have never
been bought or received by Jordan, Marsh & Co.,
the alleged claims are of remote dates, and there
is no record of them whatsoever.
11 was done to
head off any legal action on our
part. It is a case
of fraud and will be treated as such.”
The counsel said that the parties who
brought these suits
were already
to privately settle. These
trying
parties in New York are well aware that when the
facts are brought to light their
reputation will be
ruined forever, and
they have already begun to
hedge. It could not be learned that any more
attachments had been placed today.

Sept- 28.—A fourth attachment

from the Supreme Court on
Tii?
behalf of the firm of A. Friedlander
& Co. against
Property »i tills cUy of the firm of Jordan,

Maish&Co.,

for the Non-Appearance
of the Latter.

NbwYobk, Sept. 28.—The British cutter Genosta, which raced the American schooner yacht
Dauntless for the
Cape May challenge cup, has
scored another victory.
Sue made the distance
from Sandy Hook
buoy No. 5 Around the Fivebathom Bank lightship, off Cape May. and return
to the Sandy Hook
liglitship, m all 275 miles, in
42 hours. 14 minutes and 40 seconds. The Dauntless was last seen about 5.30
p. m. Sunday about
nve miles north of the
upper lightship near Cape
May, with her foretopmast broken off.
She w?as
then about 30 miles behind.
had a lead at the start and pluckr,tie genesta
uy kept it. through the race. The starting signal
was given a few minutes before 4 o’clock on Saturday afternoon and the Genesta whisked across
the lme at that
time, followed a minute or two
alter by the schooner. There was a brisk breeze
blowing from the southwest at the time and the
availed of it in the best possible manner.
^tter
At 5.30
Saturday afternoon, the Dauntless, which
was a mile behind the
English craft, took In her
balloon jib and set her small jib topsail. At 6
o’clock she wras estimated by those on the press
boat Luckenbach to be three miles behind. The
tug followed the Dauntless for a little while but
finding the cutter was running away from the
schooner, the Luckenbach steamed after her.
The Genesta headed about southwest along the
Jersey coast and at 7.30 o’clock the electric
lights of Long Branch were visible on her beam.
An hour later she was abreast of Asbury Park.
Barnegate Light was sighted early in the night
and the staunch little cutter was abeam of its
brilliant flash at 1 o’clock Sunday morning.
About 8 o’clock Sunday morning Absecon Light
was
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Domestic Coals a Specialty, at Lowesi Market prices.
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Velocity...
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Strike in the York Mills.
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MRS. N. U. JONES,

1885.
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Twenty beamers employed in the York Mills,
Saco, struck this morning for an increase in certain qualities of work. A settlement was effected

DUNHAM,

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS,
State Agents for
ECONOMIST
OIE
NEW
STOVES,
12 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
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Sudden Death.
BiDDKFOIID. Sept. 28.—Darius Knox, aged Go,
color bearer of the Salvation Army, died during
their street parade to-niglit of heart disease.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of

PLAS IM

m| 3

Washington, Sept. 28.—Two more Maine
postmasters. K. K. Beau of. East Corinth, and H.
C. Friend of Etna, have been commissioned.

COE,

TO—

ROOM NO. 7 BROWN BLOCK,

rooms,
LET—Two
TOnected, at 170 CUMBERLAND ST. 28-1 Sealed
LET-A suite of rooms and two single
at 112 FREE ST._10-2
TO
L.ET—Rooms at the St. Julian, No. 196
Street. Apply to R. W. UNDFKTOMiddle
8-8
Janitor.
con

1885.

ASSETS:

Patents promptly

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In

LOST.—Sep!.

X.

1,

REMOVAL.

I,OUT inn FOUND.

22nd,between Bewail Baston’s
house in s». V rmouth and Cumberland Centre, a note fi »2o, dated Mar. 12, 1885.
The
finder will please return to this office and be rewarded.
28-1

It,

JANUARY

$870,054.23

—OF—

Bar’All business relating
ana faithfully executed.

ITATEMENT

3-12

For Sale.

dtf

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

__

(JAI-E-One hack with wheels and runners, same just been thoroughly repaired and
painted; also one light new shifting pole; this
property will be sold cheap, or will exchange for
other property. Apply to FRED BOUCHER. Cor.
1G-2
Silver, Pearl and Market Sts.

Street,

BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES.

009

Robert DresCorner; house, ell. stable
and about 2 acres in lot, filled with fruit ; ill health
of owner reason for selling.
Call at house or on
23-1
N. S. GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange St.

CARDS.

BUSINESS

SAIjE—The fine stand of

FOB
ser, at Morrill’s

ui

ouccis,

dtf

HAWKES, Real Estate Agent. No. 390 Congress

SL___23-1

Street.

INSl'RE WITH

Cash Capital,

aug2G

near

have

Congress

nor

SECOND-HAND Set of Sheet Iron Worker’s
Tools. Address
J5. A. ATKINSON & (X).,
uwi.

nrwl

limma

JL house fitted for two families; gas, Sebago and
furnace; water closets for each story; sunny and
centrally located, in first rate condition: a great
bargain; must be sold at once. JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange St.
28-1

SALE-I

GUARANTEED.

house-

WANTED.

A

a

Liebmaxx,
Sergeant Signal Corps, U. S. A.

JIGRSE &PINKHAM.

janl4dtf

|11

a m

Humidity..

Duluth,Minn
Marquette...

at

sep25dlw

WEATHER REPORT.

Barometer.
Thermo’r..
Dew Point.

Chicago. Ills.

PANELS!

a

suitable for wholesale

light, finished, airy basements.
Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON,

I7

STATE

23-1

500 Bushels Good liipe Tomatoes.
1000 Bushels Tart Fall Apples, Nos. 1
k 2, suitable for canning. ,

LOCAL

$4.50 Per Dozen.

once 100

a

perature.

G.

moderate

in the Thompson block, Nos. 117,119,
TWITCHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.,
STOKES
121 and 123 Middle street,
few door below
MERRILL’S
WHARF.

Tmo of/.eiml

<l2w*

CABINETS

June or July. Low rent. Best references given.
Address, giving particulars, “C,” Letter Carrier
No. 5.
23-1

good agents to sell
tile best household invention ever put before tlie public; Slo to $12 a day easily made; Inclose stamp for particulars, sample by mail 30c.,
two for 60c. BOX 834, Lewiston, Me.
23-1
RJANTED—Ladies and gentlemen just look;
ti
we will buy east off clothing and carpets;
we pay casli anil trade quick; please send postal.
Address Mr. and Mrs. S., 158 Federal St.
23-1
TATANTED—Experienced coat makers at once.
It
Apply io. or address 0.M.WATERHOUSE,
23-1
Merchant Tailor, Saeearappa Me.
VtT"ANTED— \ first-class machine girl, one

Washington, Sept. 29.
For Portland aud vicinity—Fair weather and
stationary temperature.
The indications for New England to-day are fair
weather, east to soutli winds and stationary tem-

_Portland, Me., Sept. 28,

1885.

29,

of Boston, Mass., upon a balance
for goods sold and delivered between
August,
June,
1886, amounting to 839-444.
■r?,. firm
« a,Jtl
The
s
property in tills citv has alrcadv been
attached by the sheriff.

of four

from the

came

lightship

and

re-

ported that the Dauntless had not been seen by
them. At 3.25 p. m. Sunday the Five-Fathom
Bank lightship off Cape May was dexterously
rounded by the Genesta, she having completed
ll'ilf thA

seconds.

in

0*1

Iumii-l.

Qii minnfuc.

r.

twl

•->U

the Northeast End lightship was passed and fifteen minutes later the
schooner Dauntless was discovered about live
miles nortli of the lighthouse. She was bearing
down under full canvas except that in place of her
About 5 p.

in.

topsail she had a main-topstaysail and her
foretopmast had gone by the board. It is not
known how she came to lose her topmast but it is
supposed that in carrying her balloon topsail a
gust of wind snapped it off, it having probably
been previously weakened by the storm she enfore

countered in the Bronton’s lteef race. About 5.30
tiie Dauntless took a tack to tiie southeast and
the steam tug went over and found that with tiie
exception of the damage mentioned she was all

right.

At fi.20 Die tug hail returned to ivatcli tiie Genesta sight Absecon Light, l(i miles off her port
bow. Little Egg Harbor Light was made at 10.45,
and at 11 o’clock Barnegat Light was sighted,
bearing northeast 14 miles off, From this point
to the end of the race the trip was uneventful.
At exactly 10 hours, 11 minutes and 55 seconds
the Genesta rounded Sandy Hook lightship. Her
official time of the race was 42 hours, 14 minutes
and 55 seconds, land her actual time was 42
hours, 14 minutes and 40 seconds, she was then
taken in tow by the tug Luckenbacli and conveyed to her anchorage off Tompkinsvllle, S. I.
Dozens of yachts tired salutes from small guns
mounted on their
decks, which
the visitor

acknowledged by dipping her colors.
,r. Beavor Webb was in charge of the cutter
during this race, Sir Bieliard Sutton having gone
to England. The Dauntless was expected to arrive at Sandy Hook lightship about 4 p. m.
Yachtsmen are at a loss to know how her topmast
broken off.
At a late hour tonight no tidings of tiie yacht
Dauntless have reached this city and there is
some uneasiness as to her condition and whereabouts.
was

THE UNCOMPLETED CRUISERS.
Letter

Written by the
the Navy

Secretary

of

For the Information and Cuidance
of the Board of Appraisers.

Washington, Sept. 28.—A letter lias been sent
by the Secretary of the Navy for the information
and guidance of the naval board recently appointed to appraise the work and material of the uncompleted cruisers. Tiie Secretary says:
In view of the many unauthorized and erroneous
statements which have been made with reference
to tiie contracts upon tiie Boston, Atlanta and

Chicago,

and for the purpose of guarding against
any confusion in the minds of any member of the
board as to what specific province you are called
upon to perform, l make tills communication to

your board:
First—The contract is your only reference for
your authority and only under your appointment.
Tiie validity of the contracts lias never been, so
far as I know, by any person assailed, and 1 know
of no ground upon which they can be. There is
no specific requirement as to the
speed of these
iliree ships to be found in tue legislation authorizing them, and hence the ground upon which tiie
Dolphin contract was criticised by th» Attorney
General does not exist in these cases. You are to
assume therefore that the terms of the contracts,
and the plans and specifications, which are a part
of them, embody the record to which you will
make reference in the performance of vour duty.
Second—Other misstatements have been widely
circulated to the effect that the department lias
questioned the character of the work upon these
snips and deems the contract not properly perii'iwcu 111

mis

icgaiu.

itu

auggoBiiuu

ui

iiiuimt-

this kind has ever been made by this department, and you will allow no such supposition
t<rprejudice you against tlie contractor or ships.
You will of course deal fairly with both tlie government and contractor and as you And the facts
to be.
Third—You are not assisting in the "carrying
out of any secret compromise or arrangement between the parties, tlie terms of which
you are not
advised of.” Tlie work having been stopped, tlie
government has proceeded under tlie contract to
take possession and to have an inventory and appraisal made, and hereafter will doubtless And it
wise to complete the vessels where they lie. But
all this is simply carrying out the duty of the government in tlie contingency which has arisen, and
calls for no consideration from you.
Fourth—The duty which ihe contract imposes
upon you under your appointment Is to examine
tlie work and materials on the three ships, and
ascertain and declare the fair market value thereof, including a reasonable and customary margin
of proAt on so much work as shall have been satisfactorily performed. It may simplify your preliminary deliberations somewhat and enable you
to settle in your own minds a basis upon which it
is proper for you to determine this question of
market value if 1 state to you what seems to me
[o he the course which you are to pursue. In one
sense the market value of tlie partially completed
naval vessels, useless for mercantile purposes,
would he almost nothing. Its saleable value might
be said to be its value for tlie purpose of junk.
Till* is, however, not tlie interpretation to put
upon tlie words as used in the contract. So far as
tlie government is concerned, you can treat the
work performed and material at hand as parts ot
tlie completed ships, and you can determine the
value by pro rating the work satisfactorily completed with the entire work required, and ascertain thereby tlie pro rata proportion of tlie contract price that the work represents.
One of the ships is so near completion that as to
it tlie following method of determining tlie question might be adopted:
Assuming the value of
the completed ship to lie the contract price, by
ascertaining tlie amount of expenditure necessary
tor her completion up to the requirements of the
contract would leave the value of the work performed, and it is possible that the same method
might be more readily adopted iu tlie other eases.
In all these matters it is entirely proper for you to
receive suggestions from the other parties to the
contract; and in making this suggestion as to
your method of procedure I may state that I have
done so after consultation with the counsel of the
contractor, and with the assignees, and thev concur with me in
this matter, but you will understand that tlie method of determining their value
is for you to decide, and these suggestions are
made simply for your consideration.
tion of

WASHINGTON.
Precautions Against Small Pox.
Washington, Sept, 28.—The Secretary of the
Treasurer lias issued the following circular to
custom officers
small pox:

in

regard to the prevention of

“Inspectors and other officers of

tlie

customs
on (lie Canadian frontier will aid tlie sanitary inspectors of tlie marine hospital service and similar
inspectors acting under state authorities so far as

interference wftli their
practicable witaout
regular duties and will furnish them such facilities for examination of baggage as may be practicable. The Secretary has appointed the following sanitary insneetors for dutv on railroad trains
entering Vermont Irom Canada: Drs. II. C. Tinkliani, S. w. Paige, J. W. Hamilton. S. W. Prince
and H. P. Hall.”

A Woman’s Thanks.
On the President’s return from the Adirondack
mountains he fouud awaiting him at the White
House the following letter from Mrs. Helen Hunt
Jackson, the well known authoress and advocate
of Indian rights, which was written bv her four
days before her death:
August 12,1885.
To Grover Cleveland, President of the United
States:
Hear Sir—From my deatli bed I send you a
message of heartfelt thanks for what you have already done for the Indians and I ask you to read
I am dying happier
my ‘Century of Dishonor.”
for the belief I have that it is your hand that is
destined to strike the first steady blow towards
this burden of infamy front our country
lifting
and righting the wrongs of the Indian race,
with respect and gratitude,
Helen Jackson.
[Signed]
The

Special Delivery System.

The Postmaster General is about to issue an additional circular of instructions to postmasters
where the special delivery service has been established. Among other things the circular will advise postmasters to impress upon senders of
letters bearing
special delivery stamps the
necessity of an accurate address giving the name
of tlie street and numbers of the houses whereever practicable, or
failing in that respect, an indication of the business of the person addressed.
This last precaution is deemed necessary in small
towns where no system of numbering the houses
prevails and where there may be tw o or more individuals bearing a similar name. The public
will also be reminded of the advantage to lie derived from writing requests for returns of nondellvered matter upon the envelopes.

Silver Dollars

Into Circulation.
Put
The amount of silver dollars put into circulation
directly |from the mints during the past two or
three months is nearly double the amount similarly Issued duriug the corresponding period of last
year. The issue from the mints during the week
ended Sept. 25th was S736.577 ns against $465,895 issued during the oorresponding period of
last year.
Dr. Tanner’s Rival.
Syracuse, N. Y.,8ept, 28.—To-morrow will be
the 50th day of Mrs. veronica Bullas’ fast. She
commenced abstaining from food Aug. 10th and
nothing but water has since passed her lips. She
has lost 20*pounds in
weight and is now too weak
to leave her bed,
though until within a few days
she1 could walk about the house. She heganjto
fast on account of some gastric trouble.

They

Given Till October 1st to
Leave Cheyenne, Wyo.
Cheyenne, W. T., Sept. 28.-Workingmen
representing all classes of labor held a secret
meeting here Saturday night, and Sunday morning a number of printed circulars were distributed
iu different parts of the city and posted on the
doors of all houses occupied by Chinese, reading:
A fair warning. All Chinamen found in the
city
of Cheyenne after October 1 will be subjected to
a coat of

feathers and ridden from the
city on a rail. The Chinese must go.
This was signed "Workingmen.”
The affair
created a
sensation throughout the city and
while nearly all the best citizens of Cheyenne
would
prefer to see the Chinese go, still there is
no doubt, should a mob
attempt to drive them out
with violence, they would be protected. The proprietor of a steam laundry has published a card in
today’s paper
stating that in deference to public
opinion he had discharged all his Chinese help.
Chinese
camp at the Newcastle mines was
/fbe
visited Saturday nignt
by a mob of masked white
men who compelled the
guard to surrender.
After some talk the mob agreed to give the
Chinamen twenty-four hours to leave. They said
they would riddle with bullets all Chinamen
found there at the expiration of that time. A
special train was sent from Seattle to bring the
Chinese to that city.
tar and

“Murder

Will Out.”

Nashville. Tenn.. Sept. 28.—Intlie preliminary trial here of John Bradley for the murder of
Deputy United States Marshal Miller, the strongest circumstantial evidence of the prisoner’s
guilt
was
produced, but there

was no witness of the
On Saturday afternoon at Briek Lodge,
Gallatin. William Heron, a wealthy farmer
who had been thrown from his horse and fatally
injured, confessed that he killed Miller, thinking
lie was coming to arrest him and that Bradley had
nothing to do witli the crime. Miller’s pistols
were found in Heron’s room. Heron died in an
agony of remorse.

murder.

near

National Convention of Sportsmen.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept. 28.—All the preliminary
arrangements for holding the National Sportsmen’s Convention in this city on next Tuesday
nent sportsmen from all sections of the country
will be in attendance and the convention is exbe the most important one ever held by
the association. One of the chief otjects of the
meeting is to devise means whereby the game
laws of different States may be made uniform, or
at least brought into harmony and made eliective
in the operation. A grand shooting match has
been arranged to be held at the Cote Brilliante
race track on Thursday, Friday and Saturday and
full preparations have been made for the sport.

The Columbian government has declared Colon
Infected with yellow fever.
Commissioner Atkins has notified every settler
in the Crow Creek reservation to quit it at once.
The number of deaths in Montreal and surrounding municipalities for the past week are reported at about 300.
The postraastar general has decided that the
salaries of postal employees cannot be attached
for debt.
The attorney general of Pennsylvania yesterday
proceeded against nearly a score of the mutual
insurance companies in that state to show cause
why their business should not be suspended.
Richard Howells,the world’s champion bicyclist,
rode a half mile in Springfield, Mass., yesterday
afternoon in 1.13 3-5, beating the world s record
for that distance by 1 2-5 seconds.
Sunday afternoon, Burton Merrett, of Merrimac,
shot himself while out gunning in West Newburyport, the charge entering the young man's neck,
severing the Jugular vein and killing him instant-

ly.

P. T. Barnum has sued the Hartford. Conn.,
Globe for libel, for stating in its report
of Jumbo’s death that he was purposely placed in
the wav of the train.
Damages are set at $50,-

Sunday
000.

At a meeting Tyesterday of the Chicago committee on east bound traffic the rates on grain and
to New York were advanced to 20 and
5 cents respectively.
The advance will go into
effect October 1st.
Custom authorities at Ottawa have been ap-

Srevisions

of an extensive smuggling trade which has
prised
been
between

Ogdensgoing on for some time past
burg and Morristown on one side and Prescott
Brockville on the other. The principal com-

and

Carelessness.

Traverse, Dakota, Sept. 28.—The most destructive prairie fire ever witnessed in this county occurred yesterday. A man living in Lake
1 ownship set lire to some straw. A strong south
wind was blowing at the rate of CO miles per hour
and in an instant the (lames were beyond his control and traveling northward with frightful strides
The tire consumed everything within its reach including houses, barns, hay, grain and farm machinery. It is estimated that a thousand tons of
hay

destroyed.

were

Arrival of a Whaler.

Provincetown, Mass., Sept. 28.—Arrived today, whaling schooner William A. Grozier,
Marshall, from the Western Grounds, with 1300
barrels of sperm oil and 225 barrels humpback
oil. The vessel is leaking 1000 strokes per hour,
having encountered a heavy hurricane September
11th, in lat. 33’.27, Ion. 54.15.
FOREIGN.

The Government Takes
of

the

Possession

Railways Throughout

It is stated that the bank examiner of Massachusetts who has been investigating the affairs of
the Framingham Savings bank whose cashier,
Colman K. Adams, committed suicide in tlie bank
building on the 24th of last August, has discovered that Adams was a defaulter to the extent of

fully $228,000.
Judge Pond, presiding justice

of the East Boston district court, has been induced to give up his
duties temporarily, and it is stated that lie has
been placed in an asylum at
Washington. For
some time past he lias acted In an erratic manner,
but his conduct while strange was attributed to
some other cause than loss of mental equilibrium.

BASE BALL.

The

Cholera Spreading in

France.

deaths.
A

Disgusted Home

Ruler.

Dublin, Sept. 28.—Mr. Frank Hugh O’Cahan
O’Donnell, Home Rule member of Parliament for
Dungarvan, has retired from the canvass for parliamentary honors in his district. He declares
that the Parnellites have persistently insulted
Mr. James (I. McCoan, formerly Home Rule member for Wicklow, but now Liberal candidate for
Lancaster, Mr. John O’Conner Power, member of
Parliament for Mayo, and himself. Parnelllsm,
O’Donnell claims, has reduced the popular organization botli in Ireland and America by its
schemes for obtaining money, lias sapped the
foundation of self-government by abusing nominees. and has fostered deceptive confidence by
on the adoption by Parliament
or every wonniess irisn measure.
Mr. O’Donnell
was vice
and
secretary of the

Annis. if. 4
3
3
4
4
Fulmer, 2b. 4
3
cl.
Thayer,
Shaw, ss. 4
3
rf.
Dugan,

2
1
2
0
2
l
1
O
0

Totals.82

9

Weidel, p.
Wheelock, c.
Hartnett, lb.
Holland, 3b.

honorary

Irish Home Kule Confederation of Great Britain.

Rioting in Amsterdam.
Amsterdam, Sept. 28.—The continuing of a
sentence recently passed on the Socialist Van
Awouern by a higher court, to which the case had
been appealed, created a riot here today, during
which a large number of persons were more or
less severely injured. Only four arrests have
been so far made.

AB.
Hawes, lb. 4
Davis,8li. 4
Baxter, If&c. 3
Patton, ss. 3
Cudworth, cf. 2
Sullivan, c. 2
Bignell, c&cf. 1
Totting, 2b. 3
VtcGunnlgie, rf&p— 3
Willis, p&rf. 3

Moonlighters’

and

Dublin, Sept. 28.—Thirty moonlighters

made

a

The Stockholm Calamity.
London, Sept. 28.—The following additional
particulars of the recent calamity at Stockholm
have just been received: Mine. Nilsson had just
finished a song and was bowing tier adieus when
the enthusiastic crowd began to rush towards
Charles XII Square. The police vainly tried to

cheek the rush and women and children screamed
causing a panic. A horrible scene then ensued
and for fifteen minutes the air was filled with
groans of the dying. Dresses were torn from the
women and many persons were trampled on foot
while fighting for then- lives like maniacs.
Tlie night was clear and the moon was shining
brightly. A large staff of physicians worked sll
night caring for the sufferers. Jinny persons are
still missing and it Is feared tuey were drowned
in the canal. Mine. N ilsson has disbursed thousands of kroner in behalf of the wounded and pays
the funeral expenses of those who were killed.
She gave a concert last evening in behalf of the
sufferers.
The Liloerals’ Programme.
Lord Koseberry. in a speech at Bycgate tills
evening, said that in addition to the planks of
Gladstone’s manifesto, the Liberal programme
included the acquisition of land by tenants, free
education and colonial federation.
Lord Roseberry thus undoubtedly, with the sanction of Mr.
Gladstone, recognizes and adopts the features of
Jlr. Chamberlain's programme.

Floods in Italy.
Rome, Sept. 28.—Floods have caused great
damage at Serravezza, a town in the province of
Lucea, rendering many persons homeless.
The Situation in Servia.
Belgrade, Sept. 28.—The military authorities
have taken possession of the railways throughout
Servia, and ordinary travel has been stopped. In

addition to the reserves 60,000 of the Landwelir
have been called out for active service.
London, Sept. 28.—Prince Bismarck, being opposed to a formal conference of the powers on
the Boumelian question,
Lord Salisbury has
agreed that the scope of the proposed meetings of

exchange of views on the question at issue without any formal voting and without the drawing
up of any protocols.

Foreign

Notes.

A despatch from Utrera, Spain, savs that an
attempt to collect taxes created a riot there. The
mob, mostly composed of women, stoned the
police and attempted to set fire to the excise
offices, but the opportune arrival of the military
prevented their designs from being carried out,
A London despatch says that John Bright lias
determined to re-enter politics as an advocate of
the restoration of the Liberals to power. He proposes to make the candidacy of Sir Henry Janies,
Mr. Gladstone’s Attorney General, for the parliamentary seat belonging to Bury, a suburb of Manchester. the occasion for undertaking a stumping
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Newburyport

in

Dilworth and McDermott,
the Newtmryports, formed
the battery for the Haverhllls, and the "phenomenal” pitcher was too much for the home team,they
only making five hits off him. The score:
HAVERHILLS.
AB.

Irwin, lb.

4
4
4
4
4
2
Murphy, ss. 4
Slattery, cf. 4
Dilworth, p. 4
T. McDermott, c.
Foster, If
Hawkes, 2b.
McGarr, 3b.
Robinson, rf.

Totals.34

R.
0
O
1
1
0
2
1
o
1

BH. TB. PO. A.
1
1
10
0
1
1
8
1
2
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2
0
1
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0
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1
l
2
0
1
4
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10

0
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B.

1
O
0
o
0
1
1
0
3

17

27

6

NEWBURYPORTS.
AS.

3
Fish, ef.
Eldridge. rf. 4

Phillips, 3b..
Whiteley, if.

Ellis, p.
McDermott,lb.
Green, c&2b.
Duval, ss.
Jandron, 2b&e..
M.

..

4
4
4
4
2
4
4

R. BH. TB. PO.
o
1
1
2
O
0
0
0
0
2
2
3
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
6
2
0
0
1
0
0
2
1116

Totals.33

Newburyports.0

4

6

6
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22

10

0
O
0
4
2
1
0
6
4
0
0
2
7
3
1
11

23456789
10 0 32000— 6
0002020 O— 4

Earned runs—Haverhills 4. Newburyports 1.
run—Dilworth.
Two base hits—Hawkes,
McGarf. Murphy, Fish. Passed balls—Green, 1.
Wild pitches—Ellis 2.
First base on balls—Haverhills 2, Newburyports 8. First base on errors
Haverhills 4, Newburyports 6.
Struck out—By
Dilworth 6, by Ellis 7.
Double play—Whiteley
and Jandron. Umpire—Quinn.
Time—lh. 55m.
Home

STANDING OK THE EASTERN

LEAGUE.

N. E.

The following is the standing of the clubs in
Eastern New England League to date:

Won.
Brocktous.49

Lost.

Haverhills.44
Portlands.

..34

Newburyports..24

the

Plaved. Percent.

29
32
35
45
63

Lawrences.44

78
76
79
79

77

62.9
57.7

65.7
*43.0
31.1

+

YESTERDAY’S LEAGUE GAMES.
AT DETROIT.

23466789
Detroits.3 0 2 0 2 5 0 2 0—14
Providences.0 0000000 2—2
Base hits—Detroits 18. Providence 11.
Errors
—Detroits 4, Providences 7.
AT TORONTO.

Innings.1

2
1

3
O

4
0

6
0

5
0

7
0

8
0

9
O—

1

Toroutos.O 00000000—0
Base hits—Bostons 2, Toroutos 2.
Errors—Bostons 0, Torontos 1.
THE

NEW Y'ORK-CHICAGO SERIES.

Never in the history of base ball in this country
has there been so much interest taken in the national game as there Is in the series of four games
to be played in Chicago this week, commencing today, between the above clubs. Thousands of people from all directions will witness one or more of
the games, and it is expeeted that there will be
the largest attendance ever seen at a game of ball
in the country. In order to win the championship
the New Yorks must defeat the Chicagos the entire four games, for if the Chicagos win one of the
games the New Yorks by winning the remaining
three games can only tie the former for first position, while if the Chicagos win two of the series
she w ill fly the pennant.
It will be remarkable if
the New Yorks shall win the entire four games,
but it is not probable that this will be done. The
great pitchers of both teams—Welch, Keefe,
Clarkson and McCormick—will be severely tried
in these contests, and their effectiveness will in a
measure rest on the
support they will receive
from their respective teams both at tne bat and in
the field. This series of games will be notable for
Wic
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country, and also for their being played strictly on the merits of both clubs.
-KOTBS.
The Cascos will
the Athletics on the Horse
Car grounds
at 2 p. m.
The teams of the several Maine colleges are engaged in their fall contests. Bowdoiu and Colby
doing the best work, and being in a condition to
do some good playing next season.

play
Wednesday,

The Maine State College nine played a game
with the Colbys Saturday. During the last half of
the eighth inning the M. S. C.’s had to leave for
the train. At this time the score stood 10 to 7 in
favor of Colby, but at the last even innings the
score was 8 to 7 in Colby’s favor.

tour.

The municipal authorities of Madrid have extended the right of suffrage to women.
SMALL

POX.

Four Thousand Cases Said to

be

in

Montreal.

Compulsory Vaccination Causes
Serious Riot in that City.

a

Montreal. Sept. 28.—A gentleman on the citicommittee today claimed that there were at
least 4000 cases of small pox in this citv. The
opening of the Theatre Koval has been indefinitely postponed on account of the epidemic. The
health officials are encountering a most determined opposition in their work of placarding, especially in the east end of the city and several arrests have been made.
In consequence of the inauguration of compulsory vaccination today about seven this evening a
howling mob surrouuded the east end branch
health office and completely wrecked the butldmg. The police were powerless and the mob
gathering strength from this marched upon the
central office in
City Hall. By this lime, however
a general alarm had been sounded and a
strong
force of constables were gathered inside but having no one to command them the mob drove them
out of their way like sheep. After the mob had
smashed the central office they turned their attention to the central police station and soon had all
the windows in that
building broken and revolver
shots were freely fired at the police.
To scare
them the police fired over their heads only to be
received wltii jeers and laughter.
Tilings now
looked so bad that the police were armed wttli
rifles with fixed bayonets, but happily it was not
deemed necessary to use them.
'The constables now charged the mob clubbing
rigid and left, and succeeded in dispersing them,
but not before they had wrecked the greater portion of tile court house, the windows of whieli are
opposite City Hall. The mob then broke up into
different bodies and proceeded to wreck the windows of the Herald office and of the offices of the
medical health officer, chairman of the finance
committee and public vaccination. A number of
arrests were made and the citv is in a state of
great excitement. It Is thought tile riots will be
continued tomorrow night. The police will patrol
around the public buildings all night while the
military will tomorrow lie held in readiness to
quickly put a stop to a repetition of such scenes.
zens’

THE

report favorably on their
various schools.
The Superintendent reports that Dr. Smith
tha city physician, has visited the various
schools, and vaccinated the school children
needing it, and that he is ready to vaccinate
any hereafter entering school on their bringing to him a written request from the principal of the school which they attend.
Miss Elinor G. Walsh was, on the recommendation of Mr. McGowan, elected, by ballot, assistant in Centre street primary school.
Miss Nellie N. Jordan was, by ballot, elected assistant teacher in the Butler school at a
salary of 8425 per annum.
Miss Ellen Goold was elected assistant
teacher in the Casco street primary school.
Pay rolls and bills for the month, amounting to $4,947.21, were reported on and approved.
The matter of further supply of music
readers was referred to the committee on musical instruction with power.
Mr. S. H. McAlpine was chosen by ballot
to write the next annual report on the part
of this board.
Miss Grace E. Toby’s request for an earlier dismission from the sessions of the High
School on the certificate from the family physician that her health requires it, was read,
and the same was referred to committee on
School with power.
Hawley’s request for a position for his
daughter whenever a vacancy may occur,was
presented to the board by Mr. McGowan.
Mr.

On motion of Col. Merrill,
Voted, That the Supervisor of School
street school be authorized to supply outline
maps for that school.
The Supervisor of the School street school
makes the following report in regard to the

occupied by that school, and it
approved by the board and ordered to be
placed upon the records of the board, and
the same to be sent to the committee on public buildings of the City Council for their
school house

was

consideration:
To the S. S. Committee of the Citr/ of Portland
Having been assigned by tills committee to the
school. No. 7,1 beg
supervision of the
leave to report that the building and premises ocschool
are
for the purposes of
this
unfit
cupied by

primary

public school, and unworthy of the city.

Charles B. Merrill,

Supervisor of Primary No. 7.
W. C. T. U.
Tenth

of

Convention

Annual

the

Society.
The tenth annual convention of the W. C.
T. U. of Maine will open this evening with a
reception, free to all, in Y. M. C. A. Hall.
The following will be the programme:
7.30— Music under the direction of G. A. Bent.
Social hour, with music.
8.30— Address of welcome by Mrs. G. S. Hunt,
president Portland W. C. T. U.f Response by Mrs.
C. F. A. Johnson of Presque Isle. Poem by Mrs.
Maud Morse of Thomaston. Music.
WEDNESDAY.

Exercises In State street church.
9.30 a. m.—Devotional Meeting.
10.30 a. m.—Convention called to order.
11.15 a. m.—Corresponding Secretary’s report.
2 p. m.—Convention opens, reports of commit-

tecs, etc.

7.30 p. m.—Devotional exercises by Mrs. Dr. A.
J. Gordon, president Boston W. C. T. U. Addresses of welcome by Rev. C. H. Daniels. Address of State President. Address by Mrs. Gordon.

The Hunter Family Reunion.
The annual reunion of the Hunter family
was held Saturday at the residence of Mr.
George Hunter in Strong. Over on* hundred were present, including about seventy
of the immediate family connections. The

gathering

was

gracefully presided over by
president of the organiza.

Mr. T. B. Hunter,

lion, this being his second year in that
position. It was the unanimous opinion
that the old board of officers should be retained another year. At noon the company
sat down to a sumptuous picnic dinner, and
afterward the time was pleasantly passed in
a social manner, while those so disposed
occupied their time profitably in examining
the fine farm and fanning facilities of the
genial host.
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Hunter in his invitation to the guests to help
themselves to apples, pears, grapes, etc.,
which he raises in great abundance, will not
he forgotten. The gathering dispersed late
in the afternoon, all uniting in hearty thanks
to the host and all who contributed to the
great success of the reunion.

Colby’s

New Professor.

Professor Wadsworth, the new professor
at Colby University, was born in East Livermore, Maine, May 6,1847, and is a lineal descendant of Benjamin Wadsworth, the ninth

president

of Harvard College. He graduated
from Bowdoin and went West, spending four
years as principal and superintendent of
academies and graded schools in Minnesota
and Wisconsin.
Then he returned East and

took

Innings.1

Bostons.0

and approved.
The supervisors

a

K. BE. TB. PO. A.
K.
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
0
2
2
112
13
2
2
1
1
1
2
o
1113
12
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
2
2
5
2
0
0
0
0
2
1

yesterday afternoon.
lately released from

Haverhills.0

raid last night upon the farms belonging to the
estate of Sir Henry Donovan in Kerry', and made
the tenants swear they would withhold rents unless they were granted a reduction of 30 per cent.
The tenants of the Herbert Kinnon estates in
Killarncy, headed by priests, today visited the
proprietor and demanded a reduction of 30 per
cent, in rents. The demand was refused and the
tenants withdrew, declining to pay rents.

2

A.
0
9
1
0
0
3
o
3
O

Portlands.5 1 0 2 0 0 1—9
Brocktons.0 0 0 4 0 1 1—6
Earned runs—Portlands, 3, Brocktons, 3. Two
base bits—Baxter, Patton, Fulmer.
Three base
hit—Hartnett. Passed balls—Baxter 2, Sullivan
2.
First base on balls—Portlands 3, Brocktons 1.
First base on errors—Portlands 5, Brocktons. 2.
Struck out—By Weidel 8, by Willis 1, by MeGunnigle 2. Umpire—Bond. Time—21i. 5m.
HAVERHILLS, G; NEWBURYPORTS, 4.
The last league game between the Haverhllls

Innings.1

Raid in Ireland.

TB. PO.
1
0
0
0
0
7
3
10
2
0
4
l
l
o
2
1
2
2

BROCKTONS.

claiming triumphs

president

BE.
1
0
0
1
2
3
1

R.

Innings.1

Madrid, Sept. 28.—There were 500 new cases
of cholera and 203 deaths reported yesterday
throughout Spain.
Paris, Sept. 28.—Reports received today from
various parts of Alpes-Maritimes, the southeasternmost department of France, show' that the
cholera is spreading throughout the district.
Palermo, Sept. 28.—There have been reported
in this city today 182 new cases of cholera and
94

PORTLANDS.
AB.

The regular monthly meeting of the School
Board was held last evening.
Present.
Messrs. Baker, McGowan, Holden, Merrill.
Ring, Bradley and McAlpine.
In the absence of the Mayor, Mr. McGowan
was chosen chairman pro tem.
The records of the past month were read

High

9; brocktons, 6.
The Portland-Brockton game in Brockton yesterday afternoon, was witnessed by about 500
people. The visitors outbatted and outflelded
the home team, and won an easy victory. The
Brocktons were unable to hit Weidel except in
the fourth inning, when two doubles and a single
assisted by three errors, netted four runs, two of
them earned.
Fulmer and Wheelock did fine
work. Bignell split a linger and was obliged to
retire at the end of the third inning.
The score:
poutianns,

Totals.28

Servia.

the American to the

modity smuggled across from
Canadian snore is coal on.

pected to

Result of a Farmer's

School Committee.

CENERAL NEWS.

are

THREE CENTS.

PRICE

gHradfiSSSB

CHINESE MUST CO.

WEATHER.

Milwaukee. |90.00
St. Louis, Mo 29.92

family,
sized,
WANTED—Bysmall
furnished house, city
beering, from Nov.

wlm is used to work ill
MATHIAS’, 00 Exchange St.

To Let.
in suits, with board.
St., corner of Spring,
dtf

M B ■

STREET.

Conservatory.

FINE

VIT ANTED—By gentleman and wife, a small
H
tenement. Address THIS OFFICE, stating
the number of rooms, price, &e.
24-1

li

to let single or
Apply at No. 99 High
13
may

TNAU

of IV. E.

PIANO,

to

wanted—Girl to do

FOR

WILLEY,

OF

PARRIS

Pupil

general
GIRL
work at 179 CUMBERLAND ST.
23-1

office; fitted
post
business, with

unless thev

or

a

the
tail

will not, he Admitted

existing classes. Number of pupils Limited.
Letters must be addressed to 96 L'ark Street.
Je27
eodtocl

to

reliable party will be rented the residence
TO owned
by the heirs of the late Thomas

ROOMS

week

outer

South

__24-1

—

NO. 96 PARK ST.,
Will reopen Sept. 1G, 1885. Special attention is
given to the common and higher English brandies, Arithmetic, Book-Keeping, etc.
Classes will
recite twice a week in the Hixtory of the English l.i...gunge as a supplement to the study of
English Literature and English History; twice a
week in the History of Art, beginning with the
subject of Architecture; three times a week in
General Literature, beginning with the Odyssey and reading analytically the Iliad, the .Erieid,
Paradise Lost, the Inferno, etc.; four times a
week in Physiology; three times a week in
Geology, and one lecture a week in Mineralogy, with tile study and free use of a collection
of 300 specimens and models; four times a week
in Greek, beginners’ class fitting for
college;

D—A girl to do housework in a small
family. Apply at T.4 ATLANTIC ST. 25-1

WANTE
and ironing work neatWANTED—Washing
_ly done. Apply at 5 CAliY LANE. 25-1

AND

—

WANTED—By

Gill to do general housework
WANTED—A
in
family of three; $2.50 per week and

THE

Weather..

21

by
WANTED—Situation
tical bookkeeper;
Address

good home. Reference required.
Cumberland St.

Children

SEPTEMBER

again a winner.

Published every day (Sunday* excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange Streht, Portland, Me.
Terms—Eight Dollars a Year. To mail sub
scribers, Seven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

PERRY’S
—AND—

EET—Furnished house to let, $450; lower

TODart of house, fi

(13m

I?Ic.

for

IjiOB

u.,

Residence No. 125 Pearl St.

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

BUSINESS CHANCES.

ii.

VIOLIN AND GUITAR

or

MORNING,

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

CRIMMER,

W.

other Instruments,

and

aug31d3m

_

YOUNG

suit

TEACHER of

every

Ladies in city or country to work for us
at their homes; fascinating employment; no
instructions to buy; work can he sent by mail (distance no
objection) :$6 to $!) per week can be made
Nocanvasslng, particulars free, or sample of work
mailed for four cents ill stamps. Please address.
Home Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass. P. o.
Box 1910.
augl4d3m
performed so many wonderful cures at Concress Hall aud City Hotel
last-spring lias again returned for a brief season. All who are interested
In this “new and better way" of healing the sick
are Invited to call upon the doctor at CITY
HO.
TEE. Office Hour. 9 a.m. to8 n. in.

CHARLES

26-6

TV ANTED—An active

TUESDAY

PORTLAND,

ACENTS wanted.

INSURANCE.

DAILY PRESS.

£

STATE.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

Prank Dubios, who was re-captured at Fort
Fairfield last week, had already served two out of
three years’ sentence for breaking and entering
the store of B. F. Gellerson of Fort Fairfield. He
made his escape from prison four years ago by
changing clothes with a scarecrow on the warden’s grounds where he was at work,running Into
the street and taking the horse of Mrs. C. H. Berry and driving rapidly away some two miles, leaving the team and running to the woods. He was
returned to the State prison, Saturday.
It is rumored that Mr. F. W. Plaisted, a son of
ex-Govenior Plaisted, is to assume the management of the North Star at Presque Isle.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Augusta board of health held a meeting
Saturday afternoon to take action relative to compulsory vaccination among the inhabitants of the
French quarter. The matter was referred to the
council at their next meeting.
city
The famous Hallowell road to Chelsea is again
afflicted with disgraceful scenes. A large force of
rum peddlers has recently attacked the region
and there has been more drunkenness than ever.
The officers have been engaged in ferreting out
the offenders.
The Kennebec Journal says that Mr. William
U. Moody, a prominent Democrat of Liberty, was
iu Augusta,
Saturday. He, like many of his
brethren, is au office seeker, having been desirous
that he should be appointed to the position of
State statistical agent of the National Department
of Agriculture, a place now held by Mr. S. L
Boaruinan, but it is understood he is disappointed
in his aspirations.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Chesley Sibley of Lowell, aged fifteen years,
was poisoned with the weed known as mercury
last week. Friday he went in swimming at Bryant Ridge, and
noon, died from the effects of the poison striking in and
producing congestion of the brain.

Saturday

The liangor Whig says that the tourists from
Bur Harbor who uow returnon the noon and
night
trains are dressed in furs.
Many of the ladles
wear sealskin
sacques and have rather a shivering appearance. They evidently do not appreciate our climate as they should.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
p Buck
Foxcroft, late mail clerk betxril*
tween Bangor and \ anceboro, has beeu tendered
a
position as superintendent of the Dade coal
au annual salary
3
•«FSwP»*^5?C0UIl*y»
oi ad.OOU.
There are employed in and about the
mines about six hundred men. Mr. Buck started
for Georgia
Thursday afternoon. His family will
move there some time next summer. guniMiata

a graduate course at Harvard, receiving
The
his A. M. from Bowdoin and Harvard.
following three years he spent at Harvard as
instructor in mathematics and mineralogy.
Since 1877 Prof. Wadsworth has been engaged in original investigation in the Museum
Since January,
of Comparative Lithology.
1878, some fifty important papers and bound
works have been published by him, and several more have been issued by Profs. WadsLast winter he spent
worth and Whitney.
in Europe visiting and studying the collec-

tions in the universities.

Colby University.
The senior class has elected the following
officers for the ensuing year:
President—B. Boyd.
Vice President—J. D. Bryant.

Secretary and Treasurer—A. M. Richardson.
Toastmaster—8. E. Webber.
Orator—S. B. Overlock.
Poet—C. P. Small.
Historian—G. E. Googins.
Prophet—R. J. Condon.
Address to Undergraduates—T. J. Ramsdell.
Parting Address—H. W. Trafton.
Odists—Misses White and Winslow.
Statistician—E. Sanderson.
Marshal—H. L. Putnam.
Executive Committee—Messrs. Putnam, Metcalf and Brown.
Real Estate Transfers.

The following transfers of real estate in
the county have been recorded at the registry of deeds:
Portland—George E. Thornes to John W. Deering, land. $1 and other consideration.
Deering—Alvin E. Plummer to A. L. Parker,
land.

$2,000.
to A. E. Plummer, land and build$1 and other consideration.
Westbrook—John C. Knight and others to Frank
C. Giles, land. $800.
Gorham—Alfred Woodman to Amos Cobh, land
and buildings. $1 and other consideration.

Joseph Mann

ings.

Flour and Crain Dealers’ Association.

The annual meeting was held at the Board
of Trade rooms yesterday afternoon. The
following officers were elected:
President—Willard H. Woodbury.
First Vice President—II. S. Melchcr.
Vice President—H. B. Hill.

Second

Secretary and Treasurer—W. P. Chase.
F. Hawkes, Fred Conant, w. A. SkiUin.
Committee of Arbitration—F. A. Smith, E. C.
Shaw, Charles Walker, Frank Chenery, Chas. B.

Varney.

RAILWAY
The

Formal

MATTERS.

Opening
Bridge.

of

St.

John

The St. John Bridge and Railway Extension
Company have issued invitations for the formal
opening of their bridge the 30th inst. The new
station of the intercolonial Kailroad at St. John,
into which the trains of the New Brunswick Railway and the through trains from Boston will run,
was opened to the public for the first time last
Tuesday. It is an elegant structure,and the opening of the through line will have a very agreeable
effect to travelers to and from the Eastern Prov
inces. The discomforts of the ferry across the
river from Carlton to St. John will be done away
with after October 1, and freights will go through
without change of
ears. The new cantilever
bridge across the St. John River has been fully
completed for several weeks, and the delay in Its
opening has been owing to the delay in completing the grading of the railway extension from the
old terminus ot the Intercolonial Kailroad In St.
John to the bridge.

The New International Railroad.
Hon. John Pope, who was gazetted as Domln
ion Minister of Railroads on Saturday, Is the pro
moter of the new International Railroad across
northern Maine from Lake Megantic to Moosehead Lake and Mattuwamkeag, at which places
it connects with the Bangor and Piscataquis and
Maine Central Railroads. Mr. Pope has been
Acting Minister of Railroads for a long time. His
elevation undoubtedly settles the rapid construction of the International Road as the short line
from the upper to the eastern Provinces.
Th*
subsidy with which it is to be built is to be paid
out under his decisions recording to the terms »t
the gram.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPT. 29.
We do not read anonymous letters and commuucations. The name and address ot the writer are
in all

cases

indispensable,

not

necessarily for pubguarantee of good faith.

lication but as a
We cannot undertake to return
communications that are uot used.

Wanted,

preserve

or

with a barrel to take Mr.
Roswell P. Flower’s place on the New York
Democratic ticket, None others need apply.
a man

While the Hon. Simon S. Brown remains
Washington his attention should be called
to the case o£ the Liberty postmaster by Mr.
Stevenson.
in

The Democrat who said that if the President regrets the resignation of Mr. Eaton he
is about the only Democrat who does knew
the true feeling ot his party.

Yesterday was an Anderson day in the collectorship contest. The General’s friends
wore smiling faces and professed to
have re-

ceived good

body could

Wliat the

news.

news

was

no-

find out.

At last accounts the New York Democrats
had not succeeded in
coaxing Mr. Roswell
Pettibone Flower and his barrel back upon
the Democratic ticket. Mr. Flower’s
loyalty
to his barrel is stronger than his
to

loyalty

the Democracy.

The latest scheme of Reformer Higgins is
to turn out all the female clerks in his division

of the

Treasury Department

and fill

their places with honest Democrats who can
vote. When the Hon. S. fcj. Cox hears this
he will breathe another fervent “God bless

Higgins.”_
Ferdinand Ward is getting tired of his
role of scapegoat and threatens to expose
some of the persons who profited by the rascality of his firm. It lias always been supposed that he had wicked partners outside
the firm who were quite as responsible for the
firm’s rascality as he. It is to be hoped that
Ward will get mad enough to make a clean
breast.
The ablest German newspaper in this
country, the New York Staats Zeitung,
organ, lias declined to approve the Democratic ticket nominated at Saratoga, and has
already repudiated tlie acts of the convention
as a betrayal of the cause of reform.
The
attitude of this journal, considering its great
influence among its readers, seems to be a
sure indication of a German revolt in New

York._
A correspondent of the Cincinnati Gazette
has been investigating some of the reform
appointments made in Indiana at the instigation of Messrs. Voorliees & Co. The new
postmaster at Terre Haute, Senator Voorliees’ place of residence, lias been for years
the keeper of tlie lowest groggery ia the

It is

city.

thing, the writer
says, to see carriages driven up to the back
door of his establishment at a late hour of
the night and, after being loaded lip with
drunken women, driven off. Over tlie rum
shop) is a gambling saloon, also owned by the
postmaster. The characters of District Attorney Lamb and Internal Revenue Collector Hanion are also seriously impeached.
no uncommon

Tile New York Sun has formulated a preamble for Democratic civil service reform
resolutions which is so far superior to anything any Democratic convention lias yet
produced or any Democratic convention is
likely to he able to produce that it ought to
be accepted as a model and precede every
Democratic civil service resolution as long as
President Cleveland remains devoted to the
reform. Here it is. Certainly nothing could
be neater or more comprehensive.
mareas, President Cleveland is greatly taken
with civil service examinations and non-partisan
appointments: and whereas we do not want io sav
anything that would hurt his feelings or prevent
any Democrat from getting a good appointment
from him. wc hereby renew the declaration of ti :e
National Democratic Convention of 1SK4 in favor
of an honest reform of file civil service; and we
adopt that declaration as part of our platform.
COV. ROBIE

AND THE
STABLE.

BATH CON-

Gov. Robie Inis so far gratified tlie expressed
wish of the friends of law and order in Hath as to
determine upon the appointment uf a special

liquor constable, but, as we suspected lie might
do, he lias taken good care not to appoint the one
man desired by tlie friends of
temperance, and
very generally petitioned for. Tlie truth is, tlie
Governor, like Gen. Hancock as regards tlie tariff,
believes that prohibition is "a purely local issue,"

enforced against the wishes of the more
Influential local pofitical magnates, in acting
upon this conviction our worthy Governor is unwittingly supplying Gen. Dow and his allies, tlie
third-party prohibitionists, with a good many
cudgels for use against his party in the next campaign in tliis State.—Bridgton News.
This is a clear case of xuppressio verisnot to he

Tlie Bridgton News undoubtedly knows tlie
reason

the Governor and Council refused to
man “desired by the friends of

appoint the
•vuii/oiuuvv.

X-

HV.

UiUlldim"

tion is that the News suppresses it out of
regard to the aforesaid friends; for it certainly is not creditable to them that the man
whose appointment they asked for had been

investigated

on a charge of taking bribes by
committee of the city council, which reported that it had found the preponderance
of evidence to be in support of tire truth of
the charge. It is not creditable to them
either that they insisted upon this man’s apa

pointment in spite of the fact that Mayor
Wakefield and several other citizens of Bath
had made a sworn affidavit that he had confessed to taking bribes from the proprietors
of the Sagadahoc House.
If the Bridgton News or Gen. How or any
other friend of temperance wishes to use as

“cudgel” against

Republican party the
Gov. Robie refused to appoint a
man to enforce the law against whom there
existed such serious accusations as these*
a

fact

the

that

resting

on

such

testimony,

the

Republican

party will make no objection. But the
Press believes that no sensible friend of
temperance will undertake to use any such
weapon.

PORTLAND
AND
OCDENSBURC
REORGANIZATION.
The communication signed “Citizen,” elsewhere published, should he read and pondered by every citizen of Portland who feel*
an interest in the fate of the Portland and
Ogdensburg railroad. At the meeting of
the city government on Saturday night the
Hon. William L. Putnam presented two
schemes for the reorganization of that road.
Which of them would the more certainly secure the city’s interest he was not asked, and
on this point he expressed no opinion.
He

simply pointed out two ways in which the
company might be reorganized and left it for
the city, as the holder of the controlling interest in the
second mortgage bonds, to
choose between them. The choice ought to
be made only after mature deliberation and
with a full knowledge of the two schemes
in all their bearings. The desire, we believe,
of every citizen,who has no private ax to grind
in this business, is to adopt the scheme that
will the more certainly secure to the city
the control of the road. The road was built
very largely with the city's money and it is

equitably the city’s property. The question
now is how best to make it legally so.
uiop
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Mill-

in its operation and of certainty in
to its results. When the mortgage is foreclosed and a new company organized the city
will control that company.
It will own a
road then subject only to the incumbrances
of the receiver’s certificates and the first

plieity

mortgage bonds, a total of $1,050,000. All
the other incumbrances will be wiped out.
Under this plan there is no possibility that
any scheme can be hatched by which the
city can be deprived of the control. Under
the second plan “Citizen” points out
that there is a way by which the control of
the road can be
taken away from the
The way is clearly
city.
stated by
“Citizen' and we need not recapitulate
here.
What we desire to do is to impress
upon the people of Portland the fact that
the danger exists, so that they may take
measures to guard against it.
CURRENT COMMENT.
THE CHYING NEED OF THE SOUTH.

Macon Telegraph.
What we want is Liberty ’lightening the
taxes.
A WESTERN NOVELTY.
Cincinnati-Commercial Gazette.
Registration is a new thing in Cincinnati,
and there is no honest man who is not personally interested in making it a success.
CONDITION IN NEW YORK.
Albany Journal.
The first stump speech for Governor Hill
was made
by Lester I!. Faulkner, the same
Faulkner who wanted to find out who the
administration was against in order to tie for
him.
THE

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

PRESS.

AMUSEMENTS.

AMUSEMENTS.

miscellaneous.

_

George Cleeve of Casco Bay, 1630-1667, with
Collateral Documents. By James Phinney
Baxter, A. M. Printed for the Gorges Society, Portland, 1S85, by Stephen Berry. 200
Copies. 340 pages, with maps and illustraFor many
tions. $5.00. Postpaid $5.15.
years there has been a quiet but strong feeling in this community that justice had not
been done to the memory of its founder;
that Willis, whose scattered references to
him afforded most of the data popularly
known concerning his life, had been unwittingly swayed in favor of those by whom
Cleeve had been so stronly opposed. Some
historical writers, also, who were so vigorously espousing the Popham Colony as the
true founders of New England, adopted disparaging views of Cleeve while extolling his
antagonists. But the citizens at large evidently did him justice, and their convictions
were evinced by the cordiality witli which
all

joined

in

dedicating monument to his
memory. Now comes the editor of tho Trelawny papers, whose diligent labors on that
volume had unearthed much concerning
Cleeve, with a memoir containing all that is
known of him, and copies of all the documents for and against him, so that a fair estimate may be made. Mr. Baxter is particularly well qualified to give an unbiased sketchof tlie man. His literary training and ina

THE GREAT

STALLION RACE
—

“

SPIRIT

Tucker, who had purchased a preemption
right, and they awaited a patent from Engmuu wuicii Miouiu

that

maxe tuem

day when influence swayed jusTrelawny secured a patent which absorbed their holding, and his agent quickly
dispossessed them. A tenancy elsewhere was
offered them, but Cleeve “with that manly
spirit of independence which less than a cen-

$7125,

MYSTIC

tury and a half later transformed a province
into a nation, replied that ‘He would be ten#n

Casco Keck, and having no title except that
proclamation of King James, giving 150 acres
to actual settlers, Cleeve secured an old
grant made to Christopher Levett in 1623.
Ife also went to England in 1636 and obtained from Gorges a grant of the Keck and

important priveleges from other land holders.
In this undertaking he secured the
assistance of Thomas Morton, who called
upon him in return to testify before Archbishop Laud against Governor Winthrop,

but Cleeve with the fearlessness of an honorable man gave strong testimony in favor of
the governor’s godliness and wise government which won the King’s praise. Besides
thus championing the Puritan governor, he

boldly attacked and censured the Episoopal
leaders. They retaliated by claiming possession of tlie Keck under the Trelawny patent, asserting that the Presumpseot was the

Casco river thee referred to. Time has settled that preposterous theory, and the fact
that their northernmost limit was only a
mile from the Spurwink ought jto have settled it then, but long litigation ensued. At
first the courts gave judgment for Cleeve and
Tucker, and furthermore gave them damages
for their improvements confiscated at

Spur-

Cleeve made a second voyage to England, and there succeeded in inducing Sir
Alexander Rigby to purchase the Ligonia
or “Plough”
Patent and make him DeputyGovernor. He also made charges against
wink.

of his principal opponent and got a
commission appointed to examine them. To
some

his deposition he affixed the names of some
of his neighbors. His enemies accused him

forging

them. His defense was that Parbid him do it. Our author holds

liament

that it was unnecessary to forge them when
he could easily have procured them, and
therefore unreasonable to suppose that
were

affixed for

they

anything

more

than refer-

ence.

Cleeve’s

opponents became much exasperated and alarmed at his new
prospects, and
attacked him with many accusations, which
have been quoted against him of late
years
as undisputed
history, but present modern politics
give us examples of much
graver charges, which history will pass
by as worthless. Cleeve seems to have met
them calmly and patently, offering to submit
them to the worthy magistrates of Massachu
setts, while his opponents acted with considerable violence on several occasions.
In 1647 we find Cleeve
triumphant, a decision having been received from England
affirming the Plough or Ligonia Patent, a
government formed and Cleeve presiding as Deputy President. He generouslyacquiesced in the appointment of his onun-

Episcopal

minister, inherited

his enmity to Cleeve, and
secured possession of the Trelawny grant.
In the course of events Rigby died and the
Province came under the sway of Massachu.
setts. Jordan set up again the old claim to

30

Ornud Stand.

1.00

Seats anil tickets for sale at Thayer’s Ticket
Office. Parker House, Boston, and Blanchard’s, 21)
Washington Street, Boston.
sep28d3t

PORTLAND THEATRE.
TWO INI OUT* ONLY.

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCT. 2 and 3.
4th

Animal Tour of the

Howard Atlueneum
STAR

SPECIALTY AND COMEDY CO.
from the

Seats 75e and 50c.

Gallery 35c. Sale

Thursday, Oct.

1st.

sep28dl\v

for adult** commences Monday
October 5th.
C/la*tt* for young ladies, Thursday Afternoon, October 8t1i, at 4.30.
Class for juveniles, Saturday, October
iOlh, at 2.30 and 4.30.
For particulars, please call or send for circulars.

sep2f>
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Promenade Conceit!
—BY THE—

1G-DANCES-1G

Anson.4s

ARETAS
N«.

January 1,1884.

STREET, Portland.
janldtf

Richardson’s New Method
FOR

—

THE

PIANOFORTE
The

success

of

WEEK.
CITY HALL,

After
a

STOCK BRI DOE

more than a quarter of a century of
trial,
multitude of competitors,

ORCHESTRA

sixty Mu*ician*, from New York city, assisted by
Mi** Emma Juch, Soprano.
Mr. Albert Pavlet, Tenor.
Theodore Thomn*, Conductor.

UichurdHou’s Ne,v Method for the Pianoforte is the most correct of instructors;
having
been very carefidly revised, and every error eliminated.
Valuable additions have, from time to time,
been made.
Teachers accustomed to use Richardson need
no
to continue to do so. Young teachers in
search ol a reliable Instruction Book, al e perfectly safe in adopting this.
Price $3.00, for which price it will be mailed,
post free, to any address.

urging

CO.,

Boston.

■

JOHN C. HAYNES & CO., Boston,
(branch house of O. Ditson & Co.) for grand illustrated Catalogue of all Musical Instruments,
Strings and Trimmings.

sePjS*_ThST&w

READ.

OPERA

eoclt£

and

use

acter.
The next issue of the Gorges Society will
be Hosier’s Relation of the Voyage of Capt
George Way-mouth to the Coast of Maine.
London, 1605, with notes by Henry L. Burrage, D. D.

LOOK.

COE,
THE

HATTER,
lias now all the Fall Styles in
Trunks and Bass.
Zinc Trunks

CO.’S

$1.75.

197 MIDDLE STREET.

PENCERIAN
TEEL PENS

CRACKERS,
PURE.

Hand Made from

They are
of Digestion.

Kecommcnded by

MacDonald. Froth iughain,
Wr. H. Clark and Mr. H. C. Baraabee.

Get

only

GENUINE,

which hear the stamp of
the makers.
For more than four score years these Crackers,
have been unequaled for excellence and their
superior keeping qualities. They are sold by firstclass grocers everywhere.
BENT & CO.,
mav21-TliS&T6m

NEW COSTUMES!

IDEAL ORCHESTRA of 14 BOSTON MUSICIANS.

S. L. Studley,
Feed Williams,
Conductor.
Stage Manager.
Friday K reaiug, the newComic Opera, by Adam,

fPnccp
cc Q
russes.,
$ characteristics.

Y. MX A. COURSE,
TFH-FlIFmilinHS-IfN
CITY

SUPERIORITY OF METAL
Used by the best penmen in U. S. and Canada.

Sample card of special

numbers sent on application
ASK FOB CABB SO. 1

IVISOJf, BLAKEMAJf, TAYLOR & CO.,
7311 anil 733 Broadway, Itew If orb.
*e20
code®

—

STUART
No.

in

Sacks,

Frocks, fine mixed
Suits in a large variety.

Early English History.”

Also

EPPS’S COCOA.

CO.,
London, Eng.
STu&wly

FIGURED GLASS
FOR DOORS CARS, SHIPS AND
CHURCHES MADE TO ORDER.
BROKEN LIGHTS MATCHED.

FARLEY,

EXCHANGE STREET.

eodly

CROCUS

—AND—

BULBS,

Flower Pots and Plant Stands,
FOR SALE BY

special mention of the
”
Rough and Ready and “Rough

and Tumble” All Wool Suits for

and four button

In these

Boys’

grades

Handsome Casstmeres, Whipcords,

we

and drees

Boys’

Men’s Pants and Vests to match

$7.50, $8
5000

at $4, $5,

Nobby styles

wear.

and

Pants in

good variety

at

Boys’ Reefers $4, $5, $6, $7, $8
and $10.

Men’s and Yonths’

Pants at from $1.50 to $8.

Boys’

Boys’Knee Pants 50 cts., 75cts.,
$1, $1.25, $1.50, $2, $2.25, $2.50,
$3 and $3.50.
Besides the elegant new line of
WINTER OVERCOATS for Boys
now

being received, we

lot carried
that we are

have a large
from last winter
selling at mnch reduced
over

prices.

from $2 to $4.50.

$6, $7,

and $9.

pairs

Tricots for school

warranted to fit.

in all sizes.

variety

Suits (age 14 to 17 years),

Cheviots and

carry a complete
line from the common to the best

Dress

&c.

goods

We

Fine Line of Yonng Men’s Pantaloons.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.

Boston

Fall Overcoats.

Reefers for Boys from 7 years
of age aud

upwards.

ALL ARE INVITED.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

Portland Clothing

and

255 MIDDLE

Company,

STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
W-

C*

MAIVAGER.

seP28d3t

WILL

CORK

in

Driving

We

are

SILK UMBRELLAS.

DENT’S

city,

CLOVES.

We have the agency for this Celebrated

Imported Glove.

TRAVELING BAGS
Just

Gloves.

CARLETON,

arrived,

a

full line at lowest

prices.

I
j
!

THE

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.

4—Honday Evening,
Lecture by

city.

We have the largest line of Silk Umbrellas in the
Natural and Silver Handles.

Lap Robes,

Gents’ Street and

HATS

Are worn more than any other Hat in the
the originators, and make them ourselves.

THE BEST QUALITY,
SUPERIOR STYLE,
ELEGANT SHAPE.
FINE SILK TALL HATS,
FINE POCKET HATS,
TURKISH FEZ CAPS,
SEE-SAW CAPS,

Imported Patterns

HATS

111 the latest Flat ami Rolled Brims that will not fade.
We warrant every Hat to keep its color. No other dealer
will warrant their Brown Hat. We have the
exclnsive4sale
of this Hat. We also have the Black in the same.

ELEGANT HATS!

will give his famous Poem-Lecture, entitled “The
Golden Horse,” in the course of which he will
recite many of his most entertaining ballads.

No.

BROWN

MERRY’S

50 CTS.

Nov. U.

HATTER,

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,
232 Middle Street.

237
MIDDLE STREET.
sep2C

sep2ti

eodtf

eodtf

FARRAR,

Rrnnk-«

IN

IN

Unut.-...

!i—ThuiN.lny Evening, Nov.

No.

50 Cl'S.

6—Wednesday Evening, Bee. 2.
Lecture by

J.

P.

NEWMAN,

—

WHITNEY.
eod2vv

__'_

D.

y-monday Evening, Dec. 14.
Lecture by

D.

SUBJECT: —“That JBoy.”
EVENING TICKETS
No.

REV.

D.,

see-savTcaps.

The latest Foreign Novelty for Boys and Girls, assorted colors.

Turkish Fez—in all the Colors.

50 CTS.

8—Wednesday Evening, Bee. 20.
Lecture by

JAMES POWELL, D.

THE LATEST
A New and Fashionable

D.

of New York.

No.

OUT,

Hat, different from anythi .ig shown in the
city.

SILK

SUBJECT:—“The Slave music of the South.”
Singing of Jubilee Songs by a Select Quartette.
EVENING TICKETS

are

50 CTS,

Club,

;

FINE CLOTHING
MEN’S, YOUTHS’ AND BOYS’

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.

DR.

10—Thursday Evening, Jan. 91.
Illustrated Lecture by

C.

D.

HENDRICKSON,

“Wonderland of the World:
stone

tlie best line of

AN EXAMINATION

and other First-class Talent.

No.

showing

Wear to be found in the city. Equal to the
best custom work and at a much less price.
We manufacture our own ^oods and can
ijive yon inside prices.

HATS.

9—Thursday Evening, Jan. 14.
Concert by the

Weber

We

D.

SUBJECT:

VINCENT,

CASCO CLOTHING CO.

NOBBY STYLISH HATS.

To-Day we place on onr counters the best line of Fine Stiff Hats shown
in the city, in all the leading styles, ©nr Special leads them all for style.

“Pergonal Recollections of Geu. Grant.”
EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.
No.

!

I».

SUBJECT:

EASTER LILY

line of PANTS and VESTS

No. 3—Friday Evening, Oct. 30.

REV. J. H.

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which governs the operations of digestion and
nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which mav save us many heavy
doctors’ hills. It is by the judicious use of such
art icles of diet that a constitution may be gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle maladies
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point.
We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”—
Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers; labelled thus :

HYACINTH, TULIP,

We make

“

if desired.

leu’s Ulsters and Reefers.

in good

Sacks and Frocks.

Pants, Coats,

Frock Suits.

Sack

Unsurpassed bargains in BusiSuits at $12, $15 and $18 in

(New

Lecture.)

EVENING TICKETS

REV.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

mar4

double-breasted,

prices.

ness

subject:

“Scenes in

EVENING TICKETS

197 MIDDLE STREET.

KENDALL &

four button, and Prince

Albert.

REV. E. 0. BOLLES, Pli. D.,

Music.

coining to-day,

sep22

Gents’ fine Black Worsted Suits

Oet. 31.

by Artists from the New England Conservatory of

show all the Standard
Winter Styles, in Nobby Stiff and
Soft Hats.
Rafts of New Goods

—

FALL OVERCOATS at very low

Impersonator.

3—Wednesday Evening,
Illustrated Lecture by

No.

now

mar7

department made up in the leading
styles of Sack Suits, single and

We have

and cannot fail to find many who
will appreciate them.

ROGERS,

Reciter and

lirvsj

HATTER,

&

Nice goods will be found in this I

Boys, designed for hard service,
reinforced seats,
canvas
can warrant the
lined
large
and
otherwise
fit of these garments to be entirely knees,
very durable;
lots of All Wool Suits made to our coats
sizes for Boys 4 to 13 years, prices
equal to any cnstom garments satisfactory. We feel confident
$4.50 and $5. A very choice vain
42
to
50
order
sizes
special
at $45 at only $30, in sizes 35 to that a marked improvement in the
riety of Dommon and Dress Suits
breast measure, at $12 and $15
44. To those in the habit of hav- style and variety of Young Men’s at
$2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50, $5,
per suit for LARGE MEN. These
ing their garments made np we wearing apparel will greatly in- $6, $6.50, $7, $7.50, $8, $9, $10
are exceptionally desirable goods
and $12. Extra Pants with suits
especially commend these goods. crease onr trade.

Monday Evening, Oet. 13.

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL CONCERT

EPPS

and all the best shades.

made up this season some very
handsome English Kersey Over-

HALL.

Kvening Tickets 50c, 75c, Si OO.

THE

Homoopathir Chemist.,

Chinchilla, Elysian

Beaver, Kerseys, Melton and Cassinieres, and Blue Black, Brown

VARIETY.
We call attention to two

—AT—

CANON

important

UNIFORMITY, DURABILITY,

all be found in LARGE

can

Cheviot,

in

Knee Pant Suits.

the distinguished preacher ol Westminster
Abbey
Subject :—“Hante.”
Canon Farrar will be laccompanied bv Rev. Phil-

COE,

4

Suits

Saturday Matinee, tile new Comic Opera, adaptted by Oscar Wilde,

Milton. Mass.

ALL IN.

H.

styles at each price. Working
Suits, Business Suits and Dress

Boys’

j

Mr.

IDEAL CHORUS!
SPECIAL. SCENERY!

EMINENT PHYSICIANS
both sides the Atlantic

c.

We offer sev-

eral

EVENING TICKE1 S 50 CTS.

CHOICEST FLOUR

JAMES

At from $8 to $25.

Young Men’s Suits.

BOSTON

Mor*ell,

Guaranteed

can

leu’s and Youths’ Overcoats

SUITS,

Stone, Eizzie Barton, Tom Karl,Herndon

No. I

as

That Mr. Baxter should have been inspired to defend the fame of Cleeve while
working on that splendid monument to his
adversary, the Trelawny- volume, is evidence
of the justice of his verdict on Cleeve’s char

steadily increasing business.

MEW’S

IDEAL OPERA

1801.]

ABSOLUTELY

the

forcibly

been before, because

ever

NEW GOODS WILL BE OPENED DAILY THIS WEEK, and for genuine bargains
our Establishment is the Headquarters.
BETTER GOODS, THE FINEST FITTING GARMENTS, the newest and most desirable styles in Fabrics are now made up and oAered to the public in all sizes and in all prices.

COMPANY, GO Performer*, with the fallowing celebrated artists in the cast: Mile. Zella de Su**au, Ague* Huntington. Marie

Celebrated Hand-made

but when it is observed how many
of influence were obliged to make their
mark in signing documents, a hearty respect

than it has

Course Tickets exchanged for either extra opera.
Thomas Tickets exchanged for either extra opera.
Books of file operas, iihrettoes, aud tickets now on
sale at Stockbridge's Music Store.
Half fare and late trains on (!. T., and M. C.
Half fare on P. & O. Half fare to Matinee on 1\ &
B. B. K.
sep2Udtd

197 MIDDLE STREET
sepia

THE

season

BOHEMIAN GIRL.

has made special arrangements
witli all the leading New York aud
Boston
hat
manufacturers to
make his specialties, and will take
orders for single hats, in Silk, Stiff
or Soft, and guarantee satisfaction and superior workmanship
without extra charge.

Easy

third larger this

a

FALL AND WINTER.

Evening Tickets 60c. 76c, 81. Matinee 26c and 50c.

HATTER,

BENT

by

the

VICTOR, the Blue Stocking.

THE

[ESTtBLINIIKD

SEASON

Saturday Eveniug.Oct 10, 2d entertainment in
Stockbrklge Course, Balfe’s charming Opera, the

COE,

spelling,

our

to match at Low Prices.

Evening Tickets, including Reserved Seats. $1.00
$1.2o, according to location.

foreign fingering.

WATER

of

Large

and

CLOTHING FOR

Our mammoth stock is

Double-breasted Suits.

THEODORE THOMAS

RICHARDSON

continues to bring, yearly, great credit to its publishers, and to the window of the compiler a large
and comfortable income.
More than half a million pupils have learned
from its papcs.
It is published with American, and also with

Send to

COURSE

THE UNRIVALED

BY

this celebrated instruction book

OLIVER DITSON &

0cUth,9tii&10tll,

The Musical Event of tiie Season.
AVedumda;
Evening, Oet. 7, the opening Concert of the

oi

amid

READY-MADE

—

men

King’s English so effectually
sturdy George Cleeve.

GRIMMER.

CITY IIALL, MOADAYEYEMNG, OCT. 5.
__ADMISSION 50 CTS. LADIES 25 CTS,dlw
sepiSo

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central.. 7s & 5s
P. & O. If. K_6s

SHURTLEFF,

I»4 1IIODLI!

able and intelligent man, anh wrote as
well as the majority of them. The best writers
of those days were not very regular in their

who could

BY

NHL RIVAL

BONDS !

an

a man

Montgomery Guards.

FINANCIAL.

Keckland.6s & 4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s

MEN'S, YOUNG MEN'S, BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S

GrRAjsrx*

was

will be felt for

RETURN,

sepasu_d4t

MUSIC

THE

—

TROTTING ENTRIES.
No. 1—2.40 Class—Purse of $100.
A. G. Sawyer, Portland.bro. g. Harry L
M. Jordan, Saccarappa. .g. in. Lady Independence
I. P. Woodbury, Portland.ch. g. lied Cross
C. E. Whitney, Portland.g. g. Grey Eagle
Geo. Rose. Portland.b. g.Hooslc
Clias. G. Crosby, Portland.b. m. Brighton Girl
No. 2—3.00 Class—Purse $10(1.
K. P. Fox, Cornish.s. g. Sorrell Dan
J. Scott Jordan, Cape Elizabeth.Little Jim
M. Jordan, Saccarappa.ch. g. Pete
H. D. Donovan. Auburn.b. g. Puritan
R. Dver, Cape Elizabeth.Skedaddle
I. P. Woodbury, Portland.bk. g. Red Cross
C. E. Whitney, Portland.g. g. Grey Eagle
No. 3—2*30 Class—Purse $1(H).
J. Scott Jordan, Cape Elizabeth.Little Jim
F. P. Fox, Cornish.s. g. Sorrell Dan
M. Jordan. Saccarappa.ch. g. Pete
H. D. Donovan, Auburn.b. g. Puritan
I. P. Woodbury. Portland.bk. g. Red Cross
C. E. Whitney, Portland.g. g. Grey Eagle
No. 4—Pi-ee For All—Purse >200
F. P. Fox, Cornish.bro. g. R p w
formerly Brown Dick’
I. P. Woodbury, Portland .bk. m. Black Nell
E. L. Norcross, Manchester.b. m. Sontag
Geo. Rose, Portlaud.b. g. Hoosie
M. Jordan, Saccarappa.b. m. Bell of
Fitchburg
M. Jordan, Saccarappa..g. m. Ladv Independence
A. G. Sawyer, Portland.bro. g. Harry I,
S. PORTER, Supt, of Horse Department.

Claw

Evening,

WEEK !

Largest Manufacturers and Retail Clothing Dealers of lew England,

including conveyance by rail and stage.

Portland

THIS

BY

CENTS,

75

of seats

GILBERT’S DANCING ACADEMY.

orous an

illiterate and ignorant, but the comparison of his letters with those of many of his
distinguished compeers shows that he was

TO

and Westbrook

FAIR GROUNDS AND

Howard Athaeneum, Boston.

AS GOOD AS EVER AND ALWAYS THE BEST.

won his suits in a court of
which he was an associate justice.
Cleeve
was now getting old, and his young and
vig-

fair and generous, and yet have been unable to satisfy the expectation of the wife. A
further criticism against Cleeve is that he

—

RKCOUD.

KING ALMONT.. .2.2U4.New York.
PILOT KNOX.2.21
Maine.
MONTGOMEKY... .2.21%.Michigan.
KING WILKES
2.21%.New York.
DON CARLOS.2.23%.Mass
ALMONT GIFT.... 2.27%.OhioWESTMONT.2.24
Wyoming^
AduinMion Tickets.S 1.00

the Neck, and

tagonist pursued him implacably, so
that his last days were spent in
poverty;
but his record throughout appears clean and
honorable, and it is noteworthy that in an
age when so many were charged with immorality his worst enemy brought no such
charge against him. On the contrary he
seems as Deputy President to have acted
strongly against such ill-doers, and to have
temporarily alienated some of his own
friends by such action, notably his own sonin-law, Mitton. He was also accused by
Mrs. Tucker, the wife of his old partner,
with having wronged him to the amount of
£100 in their final settlement, yet as her accusation stated that Tucker had been, as it
were, a servant hitherto for Mr. Cleeve, it is
easy to see that Cleeve might have be en very-

Junction

PARK,

The following named Stallions Dave entered and
will start, barring accidents

new

nents as associated with him. Winter, who
was Trelawny’s old governor, was
dead, but
his son-in-law, Robert Jordan, an

Woodfords

AT

commences

ant to never a man in New England.’”
Driven from Spurwink, they settled

Excursion Tickets via Maine Central It. K.

MEDFORD, MASS.,

WEDNESDAY,
Sept.
2 O’CLOCK.

OPENING

SEPT. 30 AND OCT. 1.
Portland,

WILL TAKE PLACE AT

was a

tice ;

of

”

STALLION CUP,

But

secure.

TIMES

FALL

FAIR !

—

THE

Valucd at One Thousand Dollars,
Now on exhibition at Shreve, Crump & Low's,
corner Washington anil Summer Streets, Boston, AND ADDED STAKES of

dustry have been finely evinced, and universally applauded by the readers of the Trelawny volume, and his religious and social
views preserve him very fairly from prejudice in favor of either the Episcopal or the
Puritanic side of the controversy.
He finds George Cleeve to have been a man
of character, who came over with his wife
and daughter to Spurwink, near Richmond's
Island, with the promise of a grant of land
in 1030. Arrived there he joined Richard

FOR THE

OF

The Yellow-

BROADWAY AND YOUNG MEN’S STYLES’

New

Fall

National Park.”

EVENING TICKETS 50 CTS.
Course Tickets, including Reserved Seats, $2.50.
$2.00, $1.60. according to location.
Reserved
Seats to members of the Association, $1.60, $1.00
50 cents.
Sold at Stockbridge’s Music Store, Sat^
urday morning, October 3d, at i) o’clock. Numbers given out at 7 o’clock.
Only six tickets sold
to one person at the opening sale.
Half fare on M. C. li. R., r. & 0. R. R. and G. T
R. The Deering Horse Cars and Cape Ferry Boat
will make Trips after the entertainments.
jgf-Association Membership Cards will admit to
the hall, as In former years, but not to reserved
seats.
sep28dlw

SILK, STIFF AND

Street and Driving Gloves.
SOFT HATS MAPUTO" ORDER WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE.

SOMERS, THT HATTER,
Practical

Manufacturing and

Retail

Hatter,

253 MIDDLE ST.,iDIRECTLY OPPOSITE HEAD GROSS ST.

sep26

eodtf

SOLICITED.

CASCO CLOTHING
Manufacturers and

207

CO.,

Retailers,

MIDDLE ST.,

Opposite
sep^4

Uotel.
e<xltt

THE
TUESDAY

PRESS.

MORNING, SEPT. 29.

WIT AND WISDOM.
It seems

appropriate for a druggist

himself, ’'cordtaliy yours.”

to subscribe

Backache is almost immediately relieved by
one of Carter’s Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters. Try one and be free
from pain. Price 25 cents.

wearing

Banker—Now there’s that Smitten, he’s a prom-

ising young

man.

Tatior—Yes, I’ve always found him that.

Some Kemarkabbe Cures of deafness are recorded of Dr. Thomas's Eclectric Oil. Never
fails to cure earache.

“LingChing is

Chinaman who is immensely
rich. He’s worth millions,” said a traveller.
“Goodness!” remarked one of his friends, “He’s
a daisy, ain’t he?”
“No, he’s only a China Astor.”
a

More cases of sick headache, billiouiiesss, constipation, 4tc., can he cured in less time, with less
medicine, and for less money, by using Carter’s
Little Liver Pills, that by any other means.
man who
A, literary motto

asked to furnish a
to be framed and hung up over
Sliaksperian
the bar of a saloon, suggested the words:
-As
you like It."
was

Never buy baking powders which contain Alum
or Ammonia, but always use Congress Yeast Powder, a Perfectly Pure Cream Tartar powder.

FINANCIAL AN COMMERCIAL.
PQRTUNO DAILY WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Sept. 28, 1886.
Flour continues firm, but without material
change in quotations; demand improving. Groceries of all kinds are quite active and prices well
sustained. Sugars were quoted ygc off to-day,
while at New York the market was more active
and higher. No change in hog products. The
market for Mackerel is decidedly better, and an
advance has been established; Is have advanced
to $17@$18, previous quotations being 814&S1G;
2s are 60c higher; large 3s, medium and small
are also doing a little better.
Dry Fish steady
and unchanged. Onions have declined 26c. Poultry very scarce. There has been a sharp rise in
Nails, and dealers are now asking $2 50® keg;
stocks low with an active demand.
The following are the closing quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, etc.;
Flour.

j

Superfine and

Graiiu.

High Mixed Corn.55(g56
low grades..3 25@3 50 No'2 do, car lots..64®56
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots—57 a 58
XX Spring..6 00@5 25 Meal, bag lots
55@56
Patent Serine
Oats, car lots.305:38
Wheats.6 50g5 90 Oats, bag lots_38^40
Michigan Win| Cotton Seed,
terstraiglits4 60® 4 75 car lots..27 00g27 50
do roller.... 4 75(5)6 25 Cotton Seed,
St Louis Winbaglots..28 eo®29 00
straights. ..6 00@5 25 Sack’dBr’n,
do roller... .5 25®5 75
car lots. .17 50a 18 00
WinterWheat
d
g... 18 50 a 19 00
Patents.5 50g5 75 Midlings,crl8 00a21 00
Fish.
do
|
bag.... 20 00@24 00
Csd. t> qtl—
Provisions.
Shore3
50
PorkLarge
25@3
Large Bauk3 26a3 50 Backs....13 25a, 13 50
Small.2 75a; 3 00
Clear.12 75:513 00
10 50 a 11 00
Mess
English Cod3 50:5)4 00
Pollock.1 75®)2 75iMess lleet.lO 50®11 00
Haddock.1 50®2 00
Ex. Mess.ll GOall 50
Hake.1 75®2 25
Plate
1150(0,1175
Ex Plate.11 50,5)12 50
Herring—
Soaled ® bx...l4@18o LardNo. 1.12(5jl5c
Tubs ® fb..
@7 c
Mackerel ® bbl—
a7 c
Tierces..
Shore 1. 17 00®18 00
Pails.714(5,8 c
No. 2, 6 60,5)7 58 Hams ® lb.l014®llc
covered..13 @14c
Large 3s.
Medium.4 50@6 50
Oil.
Small.2 75@3 50 Kerosene—
Produce.
Ref.
Pet. 7Vsc
(Port.
Crauberrles—
Water White.loy3c
Cod...
Devoe
Briil’t.12y3e
Cape
Maine.|6 00@7 00 : Pratt's Astral. ..13ffil4c
Pea Beans.... 1 75(5)1 85 Ligonia.11 c
Mediums....1 60®1 70 Silver White.1014c
German md.l 4051 50 Centennial.11
c
Heeds.
YellowEyesl G5 «J 75
Onions
3 00o.j3 25 Red Top.2 25 a,2 .37
Potatoes, bush
45(5)501 Timothy Seed2 00@2 10
Eggs ® doz.. 19E20c;Clover.10y3@llc
Raisins.
Chickens ®ib 15@18cl
Powls ® ib... 13 a 15a Muscatel.2 505,3 00
8.1*otatoes.$2 75@$3 26 London Lay’r 3 15 53 37
Rutter.
10 all c
Ondura.
Creamery® lb 24525c Valencia.6Vs 58 c
Gilt F.dgeVer 21@23c
Apples.
Choice. 18420c New«bbls 1 605(2 50
Good. 15j5)16c Evaporated,ft)
8,5 tic
Store.
10®12c i Dried Apples. 3V4m4V4
Cheese.
Sliced do
4V4;a)5
Vermont... 9Vi®l0c
Orauge*.
N. Y. facl’y 914 4 L Oe
Mesina.3 50,g4 50
—

..

—

Hugar.

—

l.etuons.
TVtci Palermo.4 50 ><;<', 50

Granulated ®lb...
Extra C.(!%cl

Railroad Receipts.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for l’ort-

and 36

necting;
dise.

miscellaneous merchandise; for'eouroads, 102 cars miscellaneous merchan-

cars

Boston Stock Market.
The following quotations of stocks arc received

(By Telegraph.)
T. & S. F. 08
Mexical Central 7s.I 40(4
New York & New England. 22%
Bell Telephone.184,*
Flint A Pere MarqHette common.I
Flint A Pere Marquette preferred.177
Boston A Lowell Railroad.117%
Portland. Saco A Portsmouth K. 121
Eastern Railroad. 61
A.

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 28. 1885.—Money

on

call

continues easy at 1®2 per cent; prime mercantile
Foreign Exchange continues dull
paper at 4S6.
and quotations unchanged. Governments dull and
strong. State bonds only moderatelv active but

strong. Railroad bonds quiet and steady. Stocks
closed firm and fraction above Saturday's final
figures.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 268.353 shares.
a he following are to-day’s closing quotations oi
•ovemment securitlrs:
United States bonds, 3s.103%
United States bonds, 4Vis, leg.112(4
United States bonds, 4%s, coup.112(4
United states bonds, 4s, reg.
122(4
United Stateslbouds, 4s, coup.123%
Pacino 6s.’96.127%
The following are to-day's closing quotations of

Stocks;
Chicago A Alton.131%
Chicago & Alton preferred.160
Chicago,Burlington A Quincy.128(4
Erie.

17 Va

Erie|preferred. 37

Illinois Central.131%
Lake Shore.
73%

Michigan Central. 66%

New Jersey Central. 41(4
98%
Northwestern
Northwestern preferred.127
New York Central. 99 Vs
Rock Island.119%
St. Paul. 79%
St. Paul preferred .111%
Union Pacific Stock. 49%
Western Union Tel. ;68%
American Express Co. 98 Vs
Adams Express Co.143
AltonJA Terre Haute. 33
Alton A Terre Haute preferred.
Boston Air Line.194
Burlington A Cedar Rapids. 60

Central^Paciflc.

37

Canada Southern. 38%
Del. A Lackawanna.103 Vs
Del. A Hudson Canal Co. 85%
Denver A K. G. 13
6
B. Tenn., Vtr. A Ga.
10 Vs
do preferred.
20
Hartford A Erie 7s.
Missouri Pacific. 92
Houston A Texas.; 30
Hannibal A St.JJo. 38
do preferred.
Kansas & Texas. 24%
Louis A Nash. 45%
7
Lake Erie A West.
-126
Morris A Essex.
Mobile a Ohio. 13
Metropolitan Elevated.130
Manhattan Elevated.100%
New York Elevated.
N orthern Pacific common.■. 21 %
47
preferred.
Oregon Nav. 80%
A
Pittsburg Fort Wayne.1301/2
do

Pittsburg.140
Pacific 1 Mail. 49%

EiiilmaniCar.129

Richmond & Danville. 73
Reading. I8V4
St. Paul A.'Omalia. 33Vi
92
st. Paul A Omaha preferred.
St Lou# andj San Francisco. 17%
do 1st pri fai ed. .80
33
do 2d preferred...
Union Pacific 6s.115(4
■

union racinc l. g. 7s.nn'/t
Union Pacific Sinking Fund 8s.119 Vi
100
St. P. M. and M.

Wells FargolExpress.116 Vi
54
U. S. Express Co.
—

New York

1725
Colorado Coal.
Homestake.17 00

Quicksilver. 6 no
Quicksilver preferred.26 50
Caledonia B. H. 2 45
Con. Cal. & Va.1 40
18 50
Plymouth.
Horn Silver. 220
Ontario.
24 00

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph.)
CHICAGO. Sept. 28,1885.-0att!e-Receipts !>,000 headjshipments 1800head; generally steady;
slilppi'g steers 4 25®5 80; stockers and feeders
at 2 6090; cows, hulls and mixed 1 750®4 00;
through Texans stronger at 2 00@3 75; Western
rangers, natives and hail breeds at 3 60@6 05;
cows 2 90," 3 40; wintered Texans 3 26®3 76.
Hogs—Receipts, 19.000 head; shipments 8,000
head; generally weaker; rough and mixed at 3 35
an<1 shipping at 3 50@4 05; light
l^2^1ipackin?
3 00@3 90; «krps at 2 7M3 30.
8beep—Receipts 3600 head shipments 8000 hd;
steady; natives 1 75B3 80;western 2 76®3 62Vi ;
Texans 2 00®3 00. Eambs 1 50®3 00 *Hiead.
Domestic Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. Sept. 28, 1885.—Flour market
-Receipts 13,721 bbls; exports 7760 bblsY dull
and weak, but prices generally without much
change; sales 14,700 bbls.l
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 35@3 85; Superfine
Western and State at 3J)0@3 50; common to good

extra Western and State at 3 40«3 85; good to
choice 3 90®5 50; common to choice white wiieat
Wes extra, 6 00®5 20: fancy do, 5 25 a 5 60 ;cnmmon to good extra Ohio. 3 45 ff 5 60; common to
choice extra St. Louis. 3 46 ®6 60; patent Minnesota extra, good to prime, 5 25®5 50 ;i choice to
double extra do 5 o0®5 76, including 2400 bbls
city mill extra at 5 00®5 10; 700 hbis tine do »i
2 35®3 35; 500 bbis snperfiDe at 3 00&B50; 1,400 bbls extra No 2 at 3 3o®3 86;3600 bbls Winter wheat extra at 3 45ab 75;4900 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 40®5 90. Southern flour steady. Rye
flour is steadv.
sYheat—receipts 294,600 bush
spot lots declined Vi«lc. closing steady with recovery of Vs®Vie; export demand light ;exports
hush; sales bush spot; No 2 Spring at 90Vs®
00 13-16C; No 3 Red 93ViC;|No 1 Red State 99e;
—

son. Fuller. Hoboken; Jane L Newton, Stover.do;
Judge Low, Crossman, Calais ; Sadie A Kimball.
Kimball, Wlscasset ; H Prescott. Davis, New-

66fn.3 65; choice at 3 '.KVa* 00: fancy at
ily
4.05®* 85; patents at 5 05@5 35. Wheat lower;
No 2 Red at 93®93V»c. Corn
lower; No 2 Mixed
at 40%@41c; No 2 White Mixed 42e. Oats firm
No 2 Mixed at 25:825 V"C.
Receipts—Flour 5.000 hbls, wheat 31,000 hu,
eorn 170,000 hush, oats
38,000 bush,rye 4,000 bu,
barley 41,000 bush.
Shipments—Fhiur21,000|bbls. wheat 17.000 bu,
corn 109.000 bush, oats 54,000 bush, rvelO.OOO
bu, barley 0,000 bush.
DETROIT, Sept. 28.1885,-Wheat weak; No 1
White at 92c; No 2 Red 03c.
Receipts—Wheat 51,900 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Sept. 28, 1886.—Cotton is
firm* middling 914c.
MOBILE, Sept. 28, 1885.—Cotton firm, middling 9 3-16c.
SAVANNAH, Sept. 28, 1885.—Cotton is firm:
middling 9%e.
CHARLESTON, Sept.28,1885—Cotton is firm;
middling 914c.
MEMPHIS, Sept. 28. 1885.—Cotton firm; middling 914c.

Ar at Bermuda
son. Bangor.
Cld at St John.

Sept 19,

_______

snow.

sch

CORNER OF CONGRESS AND BROWN STREETS.

A. F. HILL &

one Maine

js

This Powder never varies. A marvel of
puity
strength and wholesomeness. More economeal
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weigh
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only in cuts
Koyal baking Powder Co., 16G Wan St., N Y

WOLFE’S
SCHIEDAM ARO

Neckar.New Y’ork.. Bremen.Oct
Moravia.New York..Hamburg_Oct
West:’rnland.New York..Antwerp. ..Oet
Nevada.New Y’ork..Liverpool_Oct
Elbe.New York. Bremen.Oct
New York..Hav&V Cruz.Oct
City of Puebla
Amerique.New Y’ork..Havre.Oct
...

Alvo .New York..

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper, &c.,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior to
every other preparation for these purA public trial of over 30 years
uration in every section of our country
of Udolpho Wolfe’s Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by the medical
faculty and a sale unequaled by any
other distillation have insured for it the
reputation of salnbrity claimed for it.
For sale by all Druggists and Grocers.

laet

..

it vuv iv.-. u

Steamer Cumberland. Thompson, Boston for
Eastport amt St John, NB.
Sell Thos W Hyde, Sherman, Philadelphia—coal
to Sargent, Dennison & Co.
Seh Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon. Baltimore—coal
to P & O lilt Co.
Sch Fleetwing, Johnson. Boston.
Sch Tiara, Chatto. Brooklin.
Schs Soltaire, with 200 bhls mackerel; Emma
Brown, 175 do; PS E Small. 140 do; Clara Ben-

ner. 40 do.
Sells Robert Ripley, with 40 bhls
E K Dresser, 40 do; A H Lennox, 30
Sargent, 175 do; Island Queen, C5 do.

mackerel;
do; Annie

Bosteu—E De B

Barque
of.New York, 436 tons, built
at Miubrldge in 1874, has been purchased by
Messrs Hall & Haskell, of Portland, and Capt A
T Eobes and Geo O Spear, of Cape Elizabeth, and
others. Capt Eobes will command her.

Georgietta,

Sch George A Pierce of Salem, 97 tons, built in
1867, lias been purchased by Capt Kdw Sherman,
East Machias, for the coasting business.

of

Launched—At Bath 2Sth. from the yard of
Hon Wm Rogers, sch Edward C Allen True, ownh.v J 11 Drake and others of Bath, and Capt McLaughlin, wlm will command her. Dimensions:
length, 108 it. oreadtli 36 ft. depth 17 ft; gross
tonnage, 824-19; net tonnage, 782-19. She was
rigged on the stocks, ready for sea.
ed

FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

EAST MACHIAS. Sept 24—Ar, sell C V Minot,
Hathaway, Portland.
Sid, sell Gamma, Brown, New York.
BOOTHBAY. Sept 27—Ar, sells Isaac Chapman
with 175 bhls mackerel; Louisa Boynton. 175 do;
Mary Elizabeth. Dunton, Portland.
WISCASSET, Sept 26—Ar, sells Charter Oak.
Greenleaf, and Minetta, Boston.
Sid, schs Emma S Briggs, Lewis, Newport and
New York;
Douglas Haynes. Dunton. tor New
Haven.
FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Ayres Aug 22d, barque Will W
Case, Dermott, New York; 26th, Wm Wilcox,LitArat Buenos

tlefield, Portland.

Aug 25. sch St John, Matthews, Brazil.
Sid fm Liverpool 27th inst, ship Riverside, Langdon. New Orleans; barque C M Davis. Trefry, for
Mobile.
Sid

Memoranda.
Barqne St Cloud, Barstow, at Boston from llobokeu, reports, Sept 23, off Soutli Shoal Lightship,
encountered a very heavy gale from SE to Nw.
lasting thirty-six hours, during which shifted
cargo, giving the vessel a heavy list to port.
Dublin, Sept 14—Ship Indiana, from San Francisco, while weighing anchor ill Dublin Bay, was
obliged to slip m consequence of a heavy gale,
and five of the crew were injured in consequence.
The ship was towed up in safety.
Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 25tli, ship Wm R Grace,
Wallnutt, New York.
Sid 19tli, ship Win II Many, Harkuess. NanaimoChartered—Barque Adolpli Obrig, for New York
with general cargo.
FORT EADS-Sld 23d, sch Melissa A Willey,
Willev. Pensacola.
KEY WEST—Ar 27tli, sch Horace O Bright,

Fighler, Philadelphia.

BRUNSWICK—Ar 25th, brigCastalia, Jackson,
Savannah.
Cld 25th, sell Emily J Walts. Watts, New Y'ork.
SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, brig J L Bowen, Berry,
Batli for Philadelphia.
CHARLESTON—Ar 26th, ship Andrew Sackson, Kelley, Boston.
Cld 26th, brig H B Hussey. Hodgdon, Baltimore
RICHMOND—Sid 26th, sell G B McFarland,

Strong,

Boston.

GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 25th, sch Jas Young,
Young. Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 20tli, brig A J Pettengill.
Berry, Portland; sell George H Ames, Marshall,
Kennebec.
Cld 25th. schs B R Wondside, Reed, Somerset;
Juliet, Leach, Kennebec.
Cld 26lli. sch Morris W Child, Torrey, Boston;
Gardner G Deering, Rogers, do; M Luella Wood,
Spaulding, do.
Ar 27tn, sch Alfaretta Campbell, Campbell, fm
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 25tli, brig Osseo, Ilix,
Cardenas.
Cld 26tli. barque Shetland. Haskell, for Boston;
sch Willie L Newton, Coombs, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, barque Emita, Strout,
Gibara 14 days; sells J H Crowley, Cotton, Two
Rivers, NS; J, I) Wentworth, Phillips, and Olive
Branch. Farrell, Bangor; Eugene, Godfrey, and
vvwin

iiiuKtm.mii,

<uu-

shall, Belfast; Julia & Martha. Hopps, and Freddie Eaton, Aylward, Calais; Franconia, Young,
do; Fanny Hodgkins, Tibbetts, Gardiner; Merrill
C Hart, Hart, andC M Klngland, Brooks, do; Annie

Lee, Cole, Machias; Eliza .lane, Jameson,
Ira Wight, Arey, do; Alligator, Chase,

Rockland;
Newport.

27th, sells La Volta, Baltimore; Orion, and
Empress. Bangor; Annie Louise, from do; Brave,
Frankfort; City of Augusta,Somerset; Jas WarFrancis Hallock,
ren, and Dolphin, Ellsworth;
Mt Desert; Warren It Potter, St George; Emma
L Gregory, Rockland; Eliza Ann, Moses Eddy,
Millie Trim, and Silas MeLoon, do; Alims. Bangor; Bramhall, Portland; O D Witherell, and W
S Jordan. Boston; Ernest T Lee, do.
Ar 27th. barque Freeda A Willey, Willey, New
York; sells Fred Gray, Littlejohn, So Amboy for
Portland; Jos Eaton, Oliatfield. Hallowell.
Cld 28th, barque S R Beaue, Bernard. Dnnedin
and Littleton ; sells Col Milliken, Dunton, for St
Pierre; Brigadier, Cousins, Bermuda.
Passed tlie Gate 26th. sells A L Palmer, from
New York for Eastport; George Bird, Roudout
for Boston.
Passed the Gate 27th, schs Lucy Ames, from
New York for Rockland; Vulcan, and Mary Langdon, do for do; A Hayford, Hoboken for Salem.
Ar 2oth. seh Lettie Wells.
NEW HAVEN
Bunker, Calais for New York.
Cld 25th, seh Ralph Sinnett, Pinkliam, Norfolk.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th, sell Susie J Sawyer,
Dickerson, Hoboken.
SOMERSET—Sid 25th, seh City of Augusta,
Meadv. Baltimore.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 26th, sells Geo Albert.
Wentworth. Portland: Onward, Lowell, Bangor;
J M Kennedy, War Calais.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 25th, sells Lizzie G
Rich, liitli. Bangor; Maud Mallocli, Clark, Calais.
Ar 26th, sens Norman, Smith. Amboy for Boston; Elcctra Bally, lTiilhlick, Baltimore for Portland; E Amdahl's, Baltimore for Salem; Dexaio,
Bristol for Bangor; David Torrey, Portland for
New York.
HYANN IS—sid 26th, sells Hamburg, Small, fm
New York tor
Newlmryport; Empress, Richards,
Arohoy for Salem; Marion Draper, Burgess, do
lor Gardiner; Pusliaw,
Ludwig, New Haven for
Ar

—

St

George.

BOSTON—Ar 2Hlli, stl;s Ada Barker, Rogers,
w
"ehawken : Ringleader. Thomas, from Clinton
Point.
Ar27th, barque Si Cloud. Barstow, Hoboken;
sells Augustus limit. Baker, Philadelphia; Jas S
Lowell. Reed.and Norman, from
Philadelphia;
Cygnus, Cole, Port Johnson; R L Kenney, Hinckley, Amboy; Terrapin, Hannah, do; Ruth Robin-

YORK.
dly
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FIRST NATIONAL

wm~1mvk

EYE WATER.

v.

I IMPORTED

WINES and LIQUORS
OF ALL KINDS,

IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
FOR SALK

For sale by Druggists

sepl7d3m

NO. 410 FORE ST.,
Also Ganeral Managers

ESTABLISHED 1831.
Best in th« world.
Harmless! Reliable! Instantaneous! No disappointment, no ridiculous tints; remedies
the ill effects of bad
dyes; leaves the hair
?oft and beautiful
Black or Brown. Explanatory oir cularp
sent postpaid in sealed

PORTLAND, HE.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRING WATER,
I'RO.n

H A R R1WOIV.

MAUVE

TYTOTICE IS HEREBY RIVEN, that, the
subscriber has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of
LEMUEL MOODY, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make pay-

tion, mentioning this
Sold by aildruggiets. Applied byexperts at BATCHELOR’S Wig Factory.30
East 10th St,,N.Y
paper.

oily-

_eoflnrmly

CHAUNCEY R. BURK, Adm'r.
Portland, Sept, 1st, 1885. sep22dlaw3wTu*

ANU

Cured without the use of the
knife.
WILLIAM REED (M.
|D., Harvard. 1842.) and ROBERT
M. REED (M. D., Harvard, 187(5.)
Evnns House, 175 Tremont
St
Boston, treat FISTULA,
1 PILES and ALL DISEASES
OF THE RECTUM without
detention from business.
References given.
Send for pamphlet,
office Hours, ll a. m. to 4 p. m.

(except Sundays).

febl2

eodly

STORAGE.

1

to

$12.

STOVE DEPARTMENT.
We ask particular attention to this portion of
our establishment.
One lot of 100 Double Oven Ranges, complete
with ware, reduced from $25 to

PARLOR SUITS.

$22.00.
$17.00.

plication.

Terms of Credit on above ranges, to residents
of Portland, $4 down and 81 per week until paid,
$4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly

Walnut, and of the very best make. This lot consists of 7 pieces, including Window and Corner
Chairs, Largs Arm Rocker With Western Spring
Attachment. Easy Chair, two-part back Sofa, and
two Reception Chairs; reduced from 9-1-3.00 to

HOLLAND SHADES.
We have a line of Holland Shades on genuine
Hartshorn Fixtures, in 10 different colors, which
will offer in connection with the above sale at
65c EACH.

We Most Enlarge! Goods Most be Sold!

monthly.

In addition to these two special offers we have
Parlor Suits in almost endless
exhibition
variety, ranging from ¥50 to ¥150 each, made
from new and fresh Spring designs, upholstered
in a combination of colors of embossed plush, spun
silk or hair cloth, on which we announce similar
cut nriees to those above mentioned.

First-class storage for Flour, Fisli,
Cotton anti other merchandise In the
Portland Sugar House.
Warehouse receipts given. Otis Brothers elevator.
Lowest rates of Insurance. Apply to
J. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
IVo. 397 Commercial Street.
jyl.4dtf

Portland (G. T. Ky).... 7.26

$26.00.

Ar.

and term* of household good*
Order* by
by mail upon application.
mail for any of the above good* promptly
attended to. No charge for packing. Good*

charge.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., NO. 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.
7

sepl2

7

dtf

READYMADE CLOTHING!
in every

complete

department

Overcoatings

and

in Medium and Fine Goods.

for

and

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
FARE $1.00.
FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

THE

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
alternate^ leave FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m.,and INDIA WHARF, Boston. at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line secure a comfortable
night’s rest, and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ann Sound Lines, for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
will

mVI T?

JAPAN, CHINA,
Sandwich Islands. New Zealand and Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for AsplnwaU oi»
the 1st, loth and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China aud Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

E. A.

BOSTON
—AND—

Direct Steamship Line.

From BOSTON ever; WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA ever; TUESDAY and FRIDAY.
p.

■

N7"

■

Philadelphia,

E.

Connecting

Portland & Rochester R. R.
ARRANGEMENT

OF TRAINS.

On and after Monday, Juni1! 29,
f!?????-*?!£?“!!1885, Passenger Trains will leave
l^' ^^ljPorlland at 7.30 a. in., and
-^“~"1.10 p. m., arriving at AVorcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.25 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, AVorcester, at 7.30 a. m. and 11.15
a. m., arriving at Portland at 12.50 p m. and 6.40
___

p. m.
For

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Epping
at 7.30 a. ni. and 1.10 p. ni.
For Manchester, Concord and points North

at l.lOp.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro uud Saco River, 7.30 a. ni., 1.10
m. and (mixed)
at 0.30 p. in. Returning
eave Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.00 a.
m. and 3.35 p. m., arriving at Portland (mixed)
m. and 5.40 p. m.
0.40 a. in.,
For Rorhaui, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and Woodford’s at 7.30
Mills,
a. m., 1.10, 6.20, anil mixed at *6.30 p. m.
The 1.to p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hoosac Tunnel Route for
the AVest, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norw ich Eine and all rail,
via Springfield, N. Y. A N. E. R. R.,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Raltimore, Washington, and the South alia
with Rostou A Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. R.,
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through tickets to all points AVest and South
in.

f>.

12.60j>.

may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent. Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Sr., and
of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
*Does not stop at AVoodford’s.

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER R. R.
Summer Arrangement in Effect June 29th.

Cennectlons via Portland & Ogdensburg li. R.
Leave Portland 8.25 a. m„ 12.40 and 0.00 p. in.
Returning, leave Bridgton 6.00 and 10.10 a. m.,
and 5.40 p. in, arriving in Portland at 8.45 a. m.,
12.35 and 8.00 p. m.
Stage connects with every train tor No. Bridgton and Harrison, and with train leaving Portland
at 12.40 for Waterford.
W. F. PERRY Supt.
J. A. BENNETT, passenger Agt.

je30

___d3m

PORTLAND&OGDENSBURGR.R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
COMMENCING MONDAY, JUNE 29th, 1885,

until further notice, Passenger Trains will
Leave Portland as follows: 8.45 n. ni., for
Fnbynns, Bethlehem, Cittleton, I.nncnster. Woods ville, Montpelier, **t. Johns,
bury, Newport, Montreal, Qneber, Bnrlington, Mwnnton, Ogdensburgh, and all
points on connecting lines.
14.40 p.m.—Express for all points in White
Mountains, arriving at Fabyan, 4.30, Bethlehem 5.10, Profile House 6.00, Summit
Mt. Washington 6.30 p. m. This train will

not stop at Mouth Windham or Hiram.
0.00 p. m., for Bartlett and intermediate

sta-

tions.

ARRIVALS.
8.45 u. m., from Bartlett and way stations.
14.35 a. in., from all White Mountain points.
5.45 p. ill., from No. Conway and way stations
8.00 p. m., from Montrenl, Burlington and
all points on through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt,
Juue 27,1886.
le27otl

On and after MONDAY,

Sept. 2ist,

Gar

Z

eodtf

in

IVotice.

sepl6

dim*

New York.

leave Franklin Wharf

on

Wednesdays

and Saturdays at 6 p. m.
Returning, leave Pier
38, East River. New Y'ork, on Wednesdays aud
4
at
m.
J. B. COYLE, Jr.,
p.
Saturdays
General Agent
sep21-dtf

Calais, Me., St. John, N. B.
Halifax, N. S., &c.

Summer

Arrangement,

Commencing itlny 18, 1883,
(3

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

8TEAMER8
LINE

effect lUonday, September 14, 1885.

WESTERN DIVISION
TRAINS

I,HATH

Portland,

Assignee's

SAMPSON, Agent,
l.ong Wharf, Boston.

OF

WILL

PASSENGER SERVICE

PORTLAND
1885, Passenger Trains leave
For Ronton at 6.15,8.45 a. m., $12.45, 3.30, $5,30
Portland as follows:
p.m. Arrive at Bouton 10.30a.m., 1.16,4.55,8.00,
For Bnngor, Vanceboro, St. John, llali
9.25 p.m. Kowtonfor Portland 7.30,8.30 a. m.,
fux.nudthc ProrinceN, St. Stephen anti
l. 00, 3.30, 6.00 p. m. Arrive at Portland 12.05,
Aroontook County, 12.30 p. 111., via LewisScarboro
12.25, 5.00, 8.08, 10.00 p. m.
ton, 12.35 and $11.15 p. m., via AugiiNtn; and
and Pine Point 6.15, 8.45 a. m.. 3.30, 5.00,
for Bnngor at 5.15 p. ill.; for Bnngor & Pis
Saco
Old
Orchard.
6.00 p. m.
Biddeford,
entaquiM K. R., til.15 p. ill., for WkowheKennebuuk and Kennebunkport 6.15, 8.45
gnn, Belfast nml Dexter, 12.30,12.35, tll-15
a.m., 12.45, 3.30,5.00. 6.30, 6.00, p. m. Old Oreh
p. m.; Wnterville, 6.45 a.m., 12.30. 12.35,
ard Beach for Portland 7.69,9.30,11.36,11.57
5.15 and til.16 p. m.; for AuguHtn, Hnla. m„ 4.05, (from Scarboro Crossing via Eastern
lowell, Gardiner and ISrnutiwick, 6.45
Division)4,33, 7.43, 9.34 p.m. Well* 6.15,8,45a.
a. in., 12.35, 5.15, $11.15p. in.; Bath, 6,45 a.
m, 3.30,6.00,5.30 p.m. North Berwick 6.15,8.45
Great Fall*
m., 12.35, 5.15 p. in., anct on Saturdays only at
a. m.. 12.45, 3.30, 5.00, 5.30 p. m.
11.15 p. ill.; Rockland and Knox &- I’.inand Dover 6.15,8.45 a. m., 12.45,3.30, 6.00, 6.30
colu B. B., 6.45 a. m., 12.35, and on Satur- i p. m. Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence and Low
days only at 5.15 a. m., Auburn and Lewis- ell 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 12.45, 3.30, 5.30 p.m. Roch
ton at 8.20 a. m., 12.30, 5.10 p. m.; Lewiston
e*ter, Farmingtou and Alton Bay 8.45, a. ill.,
via Brunswick, 6.45 a. ill., $11.15 p. ill.;
12.45, 3.30 p.m. Wolf boro and Center Harbor
Monmouth,
IViuthrop. Weir* and Lake Village via Alton Bav and
Farmington,
Oakland and North Auson, 12.3.0 p. m.;
Hausteamers across the Lake 8.45 a. m.
Farmington via Brunswick,6.45 a. Hi. and
che*ter and Concord (via Newmarket Junc12.35 p. m.
6.15
a.
3.30
m.:
via Lawrence 8.45
m.,
tion)
p.
а. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS for Bo*tou 1.00,
From Congress Street at 13.35 p. in.,
5.30.P. in. Arrive 5.30, 10.00 p. m. Ronton
Fast express train for Ellsworth and Bar
for Portland 6.00 p. m.; arrive 10.15 p. m. For
Harbor,stopping at Brunswick, Gardiner, Hal- Pine Point, Scarboro
and Old Orchard
lowed, Augusta, Waterville and Bangor only
Beach,Saco. Biddeford, Dover and Great
Tliis train must be taken at Congress Street sta
Fall* 1.00,3.00 (mixed) 6.30 p. m.
tion as it is a through train from Boston to
$The 12.45 p. m. train connects with Sound
Harbor.
Lines for the South and West; the 5.30 with Kail
The 11.16 p. m. train also runs through to Bar
Lines
for New York. Parlor cars on trains leaving
Harbor a and may he taken at Portland station.
Portland 6.15 and 8.45 a m., 12.45 and 6.30 p. m.:
$The 11.15 p. in. train is the night express with
on trains leaving Boston 8.30 a. ni., 1.00,3.30 and
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sun
б. 00 r>. m.
days included, but not through to Skowhegan o
EASTERN DIVISION.
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter o
beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar Harbor, on
TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
Sunday mornings.
AT li.OO A. M.t Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The mornSaco,
Hiddeford, Killery, Portsmouth,
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.; Newburyport,
Salem, Lynu anil KoMton,
Lewiston. 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Banarriving at 6.20 a.m. AT 9.00 A.VL: For Cape
Elizabeth, Srarboro, W est Scarboro. Saro,
roads at 12.50 and 12.65 p. in.; the afternoon
Kiddetoril, Keuuebuuk, Well*, North Bertrains from Waterville, Augnsta, Bath, Rockland
wick, Conwny Junction, (connecting for all
and Lewiston at 5.35 p. m.; Flying Yankee at
on Conway Division.) Kittery, Porta
stations
5.46 p. m.; the night Pullman Express train at
month, Newburyport, Salem, f-luncreler,
1.50 a. m.
Rockport, Lvnn.t hrlieunnd Hoftton, arrivHiddrBangor, Mt. Desert and Ma- ing at 1.10 p. m. AT 1.00 P. M.: For
t’ord. North Berwirk, Conway Junction
cltias Steamboat Company.
leave
onlv
to
passengers), Kittery, Porta(stops
COMMENCING MAY 1,1886.
mouth, Newburyport, Snlem, Lynn and
at
4.60 p. m., connecting with
STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
Boaton, arriving
Sound and Rail lines for points South ancTWest.
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY
at 11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from BosAT 0.00 P. VI.: (Express for Boaton and printon, for Rockland, Coniine, Derr Isle, Nedscipal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p.
wick, South Went Harbor, Bar Harbor, in., connecting with Rail Tines for New York.
Millbridge, Jonesport anil Macbianport; TRAINS LEAVE BOSTON at 7.30.0.00
a. m„ arriving at Portland 11.60 a. m., 12.25 p.m.:
or parties for last three named points desiring to
at 12.30p,m. runnlngfrom North Berwick to Scardo so can proceed bv rail to Mt. Desert Ferry
boro Crossing via western Division, stopping at
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
••Kennebunk, Saco, Biddeford and Old Orchard
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferryarriving at Portland at 4.30 p. m.
At 7.00 p. m. daily, arriving at Portland at 10.45
on Eastward trips.
RETURNING: Leaves Maehiasport every
p. m.
to leave passengers taken West of North
Monday and Thursday morning for Mt. Desert
••Stops
Berwick only. PIJLLVIAN PARI,OR CARS
Ferry, and then; connecting with trains for Ban- on
trains leaving Boston 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00 d
gor, Portland and Boston, and leaves the Ferry
III., and Portland at 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p m
same forenoon for Portland via all landings and
THRO IKK
PIJLLVIAN SLEKPINK
with night Pullman and early morning
connecting
C ARS on trains leaving Boston at 7.00
trains for Boston.
p. in.
and Portland 2.00 a. m.
I.imitrd Tickets, (irst nud second clnss, foe
Through tickets to all points South and West for
nil points in the Proviuces on snle nt resale at Depot Ticket OlHcca; also at 40 Exduced rates.
change Street.
rAYSON TUCKER, General Manager.
JAS.T. FUItBER. Gcn’l
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Act.
D. J. I- LAN DERS, Gen. P. & T. A. Manager.
je29dtf
I
Portland. June 25.1885.je2«5dtf

4 LL persons indebted to Maher & Co., or John
1jL P. Maher, are requested to make payment
to me: and all creditors of said Maher & Co., or
John P. Maher, will present their claims to me if
they desire to join in the assignment.
H. M. MALING, Assignee,
‘J34 Middle St.
Portland. Sept. 16. 1886.

It.
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EXCURSIONS.

E 8 "N7" -Li 3^3* I

central railroad
Portland and Worcester Line. maim:
and
Steamboat Lines.

a. ra.

BOSTON & MAINE R. R.

a

RAUL ROADS.

RAILROADS,

at 10

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Passage Ten Dollars. Round Trip 91S.
Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to.

RAILROADS.

first-class store.
CALL AND EXAMINE.

-fc-fc. ”5?"

From LongWharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

THIS
LEAVE
RAILROAD WHARF,
loot of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 5 p. in., for Eastport and St. John,
with connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews, Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
Menan, Campobelio, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shedlac, Bathurst. Dalhpusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interand Annapolis, western
colonial. Windsor
Counties Railroads and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage checked
to destination.
!EF“Freight received up to 4 p. in., and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Office, First National Bank Building
corner Middle and Exchange streets.
J. B. COYLE. Manager.
mylSdtl

FARRINGTON,

M~*

M~* 5

CO.,

&

ADAMS

115 State Street, Cor. Bread St.. Ko.toa.
feb8
dtf

Our stock of

TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.
STORE.
KTBW

GP _L“*

sep2G

U'lnanor

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
TO CALIFORNIA

Eastport, Me.

large and well selected, consisting
UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, NECK WEAR, COEEARS AND CUFFS,

R.

T t*

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Suitings,

be found in

m.

_I-

For

of

can

3.23
3.35
3.60
4.04
4.10
4.25

STEAJ1EBS.

Steamers

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS
everything that

p.m.

3.10

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

Men, Youths, Boys

is

1.30

m.
B

Gilbertville
A35_
Stage connections daily with passenger train at
West Minot for Hebron Academy: at Buekfleld for
West Sumner. Chase’s Mills ana Turner; at Canton for Peril. Dixfleid. Mexico and Rumford Falls;
also for Bretton’s Mills.
L. LINCOLN. Supt.
Jy9dtf

31dtf_

now

m.|

Canton.12.30

tent

-delivered in Portland free of

a.

MIXED

Mechanic Falls.10.00
West Minot.10.32
Hebron.10.60
Btiekfleld. 11.30
Sumner —..11.50
Hartford.12.10 p.

Catalogue*

on

pieces

My stock is
Children.

_rASS

Truin'. North
Lv.

..

12.35 p.

PHILADELPHIA

we

1

9.60
9.5o
10.10
10.20
10.32
10.45

Sumner.—5.05
Buektleld.5.30
5.50
Hebron.
West Minot.0.10
..(1.30
Ar. Mechanic Falla
Portland (G. T. lly).8.35

or

$38.50.
Credit on above sets, to residents
of Portland, $5 down and ¥1.25 per week until
paid, or ?5 per month, if purchasers are paid

complete

Besides these special designs, we furnish the
celebrated Walker, Magee, and New Hub Ranges
at very low prices. Every' range we sell Is warIllustrated catalogues of our
ranted to hake.
ranges mailed anywhere in New England on ap-

One lot of 55 PARLOR SUITS, upholstered in
first-quality Hair Cloth, with frames of Solid Black

S'S?0'..11''
9.36

ports.

One lot of 75 Single-Oven Ranges,
with ware, reduced from $20 to

$45.00.

$22.00.

ment to

THIS

sep22&29

Importers,

for New England for the
Celebrated

applica-

In Insolvency.
Court, of insolvency for the County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
September21, A. D., 1885.
In ease of JOSEPH E. COOMBS, Insolvent Debtor,
is to give notice, that on the twenty-first
day of September. A. D.. 1885, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody,
of the Court of Insolvency for said CounJudge
ty of Cumberland, against the estate of said
JOSEPH E. COOMBS, of Cape Elizabeth,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, which petition was tiled on the twenday of September, A. D., 1885, to which
ty-first
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any
by him are forbidden by law.
property
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more
assignees of his estate, will he held at a Court of
Insolvency, to he holden at Probate Court Room,
ill said Portland, on the fifth day of October
A. D., 1885, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

BATCHELOR’S CELEBRATED HAIR DYE

mayl 6

TTSly

UOV20

Opticians,

on

years’ mimi

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
CFA8.C.NOBTON,Cash’r. Lew E.Darrow Preu”
IGii.m4n.Som *r Oo. B^ukern, NY. Guv,
Meter to j Mbbuhant*' V
«>ina£0, UliaOR

approaching
glasses

envelopes,

BANK,Corning,low;

in loaning for Private Inventor* and I r*.-rt
“NOT HOW MUCH. BUT HO A
is our Motto in Loaning. Sena lor circ»i»;
(riving full particulars as to loans, references, vt
Interest from Date of Receipt of* Money-

New i,ml Valuable Discovery for the
Preservation of Sight.
If your sight begins to blur, or where the eyes
smart, burn, itch or fee! as though sand was in them,
donotfailtogiveitatrlal,itwiIirelieve you at once.
of
These are true
failure of
vision. By its immediate use, the use of
may
he delayed for years.
For all inflammation of the
eyes and lids, or weak and watery eyes, or when
there is trouble witli the tear passages, it has no
equal. For ulcers on the globe of the eye. or where
there is a hardening of the lenses, and tendency to
cataract, this is guaranteed a sure cure. Prepared
No. 496
(only) by BURNHAM BROS.,
Main street. Worcester Mass., and 390 Main street,

generally.

THB

(Successor to Geo. W. Frank & Daruo\>
Choice First Mortgages in tho oestj
Districts in I ova, Missouri, Kansas and Net’.
E*< .'
Interest paid at your oxen home, in N.

A

Bnffalo, N. Y.
Price 50c per package.

d&wlm

MBOOTIATED BY

ML BURNHAM’S

symptoms

Mass.

^ jy
OecuritiesImortgageO

St

$5.50

painted

Terms of

sweeping

The Clothier and Furnisher, tinder Falmouth lintel, Portland Me.

an°

parts of the body. It makes the skin white. £
soft and smooth; removes tan andfreckles, p
and is tlie BEST toilet dressing IN THE WORLD
Elegantly put up, two bottles in one package, consisting both of internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it.
$1 per package.
mvl3dtlninnn

of

75 MOHAIR PLUSH Parlor Suits,
PIECES complete, including GENT'S EASY
CHAIR, LARGE ARM NOISELESS PLATFORM
ROCKER, TWO-PART BACK SOFA and FOUR
LARGE SITTING CHAIRS. The FRAMES are
BLOCKED and DOWELLEl). and are manufactured from WARRANTED KILN-DRIED LUMBER. REDUCED from 935-00 to

One lot of 33 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, of the
These
New Square Design, ten
complete.
but we
were considered a bargain at $30.00;
have marked them, to close, at

NO

OSFflBONDfl

■-

styles

imOOC.On

CO., Lynn,

sepl6

2
3
&

other different

a

Insolvency.

B. E. MARSH &

!?

Forty

One lot of

We furnish these Sets with best Italian, Lepanor Hudson Shell Marble Tops, when desired.
We have severrl other patterns of Mahoganized
Sets, equally low in price, which we have not
space here to enumerate.

WRAPPERS.

*

nave

y

to

FRED

2.

In Warranted to Cure

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS,
■£ INFLAMMATION, MILK CRUST,
5 ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
6
” SCROFULA, ULCERS, PIMPLES,
AND TENDER ITCHINGS on all

We

from

enamelled sets constantly on exhibition at our
Warerooms. Those above mentioned are entirely
New, having been designed expressly for our
Spring Trade, and are not shown anywhere else
in Boston.

$27.00.

fSAVE^OUR

CURE?

Term, of Credit on above Sets, to residents
of Portland, §4 down and $1 per week until paid,
or $4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.

i-ahs’h

mixed

South_

Gilbertville.. a.m.
Canton.4.30
Hartford.4.50

HO. SE

We offer an English Dinner Set of 124 pieces of
the new square shape for $9.00.
An English Decorated Tea Set of 44 pieces,
$3.50.
An English Dinner Set of 112 pieces, $10.50.
Term, of Credit on above sets to residents of
Portland, $3 down and $1 per week until paid, or
§4 per month if purchasers are paid monthly.
Our Crockery Department is fully stocked, and
the variety of designs is fully matched by the cut
prices at which the sets are marked. We have
Dinner Sets for from $12 to $30, and Tea Sets

$18.00.

One lot of 100 Elegant Mahoganized Chamber
Sets of ten pieces complete: Curly Maple or Mahoganized Panels, French Bureau with Bevel
Landscape Mirror, Commode with three drawers
and side door, gilt or nickel bar pulls.
Former price, $33.00, reduced to

and in fact

>

*

—

the outset.

Send ns 25 wrappers, taken from the
GOOD-WILL SOAP, with your name
and address* and we will send you FREE
one of our New Pictures without any advertisement on it.

Fall Arrangement, in Effect Sept. 14,1886.

••

In this department we have made
twenty-five per cent, reduction.

These arc Full Size Sets of Ten Pieces, well
made and attractive looking.

MAHOGANIZED CHAMBER SETS.

minutes, and positively

uozen

BENSON’S

CHERRY CHAMBER SETS.

One lot of 40 Solid Ash Chamber Sets, ten pieces
complete, with Landscape Mirror and Combination Commode.
Former price, $26.00, now offered at

Hays

WM. EDGAK, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Sup’t.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

One lot of 115 Painted Enamelled Chamber
Sets, dark and light panelled, with Landscape
Mirror. Combination Panels and Handsome Ornamentation. Reduced from $23.00 to

One lot of 25 Solid Cherry Chamber Sets warranted. These sets have Freucli Bureau, with
Landscape Mirror; the Commode has three drawers and a side door, and the drawer pulls
are of
These
the favorite square shape, in solid brass.
sets are unquestionably the best bargains in genuine cherry sets ever offered in this country.
Former price, $53.00; Special Cut Price

ASH CHAMBER SETS.

L’

Iy28eod&wl2wnrm
W.

—

Rumford Falls and Buelfield Railroad.

Lv.

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT.

We have also a very large variety ot other Black
Walnut Sets, varying from 850 to 8150, all of
which are marked at reduced figures.

THIS

extracts, 50 ets., and $5.00 a dozen. Peoit is the best beverage in America.
The
ple Fountains
have it.
Soda
MOXIE NERVE FOOD CO.. Lowell, Mass.
C.

TO

3

$42.50.

Minutes

Double
say

DR.

the MAMMOTH

new

PAINTED ENAMELLED CHAMBER SETS.

Hour

Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland, State of Maine.
September 21, A. D. 1885.
In case of WALTER L. KELLEY. Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice,that on the twenty-first day
of September, A. I). 1885, a Warrant in Insolwas issued by Henry C. l’eabody. Judge ol
vency
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cunt
berland, against the estate of said
WALTER L. KELLEY, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition ol
said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
twenty-first day of September, A. D. 1885, to
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payments of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any prop
erty
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor
to prove tlieir debts and choose one or more assignees of bis estate, will be held at a Court of In
solvency to be holden at Probate Court Room, in
said Portland, on the fifth day of October, A. 1).
1885, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writ
ten.
H. R. SARGENT.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of In
solvency for.said County of Cumberland.

labor, excitement,

a

choice selection off

of 50 Solid Ash Chamber Sets of a style j
the past spring. These are Full Sets
and are warranted. They have a beautiful MarOne lot of several patterns All-Wool Carpets at
60c per yard. One lot 60 places All-Wool extra
quetry Ornamentation, and were considered Low
at our Former figure of $35.00. We uow, howSupers at 65c per yard. One lot 76 pieces
ever, offer thenflor
of Standard make, at 65c per yard.
Tapestry,
We have also a large variety of Roxbury, LowBrussels and Moquette Carpets, together with
ell,
30a 00a
a full line of Rugs ana Mats, all at prices largely
reduced from former figures.
We defy competition in these Special Sets above
enumerated, Quality of Materials, Workmanship
and Price being together considered.

entirely

One Special Lot of Black Walnut Chamber Sets,
consisting of three different patterns, with tops
of Italian Marble, Hudsou Shell or Lepanto.
These are full sets of ten pieces each, including
French Bureau, Landscape Mirror and Combinar
tion Commode. The stock is warranted KILN
DRIED Lumber, the style is the latest, and the
workmanship of the very best.
The former price of these sets was $55.00. As
a Special Inducement, we offer them during the
continuance of this sale, at

“

Remember that Dr. Thomas* Eclectric Oil
only 50 cents per bottle, and one bottle will go
farther than half a dozen of an ordinary medicine.

and sexual excesses. This food can recover the
whole field. Though harmless as milk, inside of
eleven weeks, in Lowell alone, it has recovered
305 cases of nervous and mental exhaustion from
one to twenty years standing.
Some were helpless, two mentally inbecile, three had paralysis,
one was blind.
Two cases of insanity were cured
in Boston, but the friends will not allow use of
names, both in high life. It makes healthy peoclear-headed, vigorous, and able to stand
ple
twice their usual labor with less fatigue.
Continued, it hinders exhaustion of brain and
nerves from excessive labor.
It stops nervousness, and gives an immense appetite.
Lowell,
alone, lias taken 33,000 bottles m ten weeks. As
we have no room for testimonials, we offer S500.00
to any person who can show our statements to he
untrue. Eleven old drunkards say it stops the
rum thirst.
For sale by all apothecaries and grofcu.uu

Hoars

is

9500.00.
The results from the use of the extract of tlie
South American Moxie Nerve Food Plant have
excited medical and observing New England the
last ten weeks, as never before. We are a people
with worn out nerves, abused with stimulants,

uoiue,

2

cure

A. chance to win

quart

2

Backache.“

Croup it will

Chess-Carly Co., Atlanta Division.

a

Earache.“

Pain of Scald-“

janl_d&wlynrm

oo veins

5 Minutes

PainofBurn..

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
Y„ 157 W. 33d St.
Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.

ceis.

Toothache_in

Heafness.“

April 18, 1885.
druggists.

mental

OIL
has
which the

Colds.“ 24 Hours
“
Sore Throat.. “ 12

all
THE

severe

a

One lot

BLACK WALNUT CHAMBER SETS.

cures.”

application.

on

Hoarseness...

Specific

drugs, morphine,

ECLECTRIC
cures, proof of

following
proprietors can furnish

Lem McClendon has been in the employ of the
Clies Carley Company for some years, and 1 know
the above statements to be true. At the time lie
lie was in a horrible
began taking Swift’s
condition. I regard his cure almost miraculous.
W. B. CROSBY, Manager.

X.

THOMAS’

made the

and Potash, which brought on rheumatism and inipaired my digestive organs. Every joint in me was
swollen and full of pain. When f was given up to
die. my physicians thoughttt would he a good time
to test the virtues of Swift’s Specific. When I commenced taking S. S. S. the physician said 1 could
not live two weeks under the ordinary treatment.
He commenced to give me the medicine strictly according to directions, which I continued for several months. I took nothing else, and commenced to
improve from the very first. Soon the rheumatism
left me, my appetite became all right, and the ulcers, which the doctor said were the most frightful
he had ever seen, began to heal, and by the first of
October, 1884,1 was a well man again. I am
stronger now than I ever was before, and weigh
more.
S. S. S. has saved me from an early grave.
LEM McCLENBON.

by

patrons

1— Any person purchasing $25 worth of goods will be PAID HIS FARE TO BOSTON BY BOAT, and the
goods will be delivered FKEE in Portland.
2— Every purchaser of $50 worth of goods will have his FARE PAID BOTH WAYS BY BOAT and
goods delivered FREE.
3— In the case of purchasers of $100 worth and upwards, FARES will be paid BOTH WAYS, the goods
delivered FREE, and parties can pay $10 down and take ONE YEAR in which to pay the remainder.

•—

I contracted a fearful case of blood
poison In
1883. I was treated by some of the best
in Atlanta.
used the old remedies of Mercury

For sale

35 Exchange St., and Depot Foot of India Street.
nt’KETS SOLI) AT REDUCED RATES

septlMtl

■•■^-.-.4.
Tlr,urmprinTrc nnnmmrpn nwtTTT- nrmTor me nisniay of SPECIAL BARGAINS.
The following UNPARALLELED INDUCEMENTS are ottered to residents of Portland during the

-i—I---—

,-n

word to the wi.se'OUGliT TO BE SUFFICIENT.
time which REMAINS:

monthly.

All
the wonderful and miraculous
The unrivalled and peerless medicines.”
And note the following

Frigi tfuiCase of aColoreJ Man.

Atlanta, Ga.,

to show their

whlch^e ^S^nSuShSSSSSr^

Term* of Credit on these sets, to residents of
Portland, $5 down and $1.25 per week until paid,
or $5 per month if purchasers receive their pay

PREPARED BY

They

STREET,

__-

$42.00.

^^ABOUT

B. P. HAIL & CO., Nashua, N. H., U. S. A.
Sold by all dealers in medicines.

MONDAY, Sept. 28.
Arrived.
Steamship Franconia, Bennet, New York—mdse

STREET,

marlO

to a beautiful brown or black,
as desired.
The colors produced are
natural and lasting. It cannot bo washed
off, contains no destructive ingredients,
is cheap, safe, convenient to use, and
effectual.

..

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Cleared.
Sch James Henry. Monroe,
LeProhoti.

NEW

whiskers,

MARINE

iu u

18 BE AYER

WHISKERS

MINIATURE ALMANAC. SEPT. 29.
Sunrises
r>-36
2.04AM
f
Suu sets. 5.36 Uli?n "<lter
2.10 PM
of
11.50
i...
9ft2in
Length
days....
lme
Moon rises. 9.00
( ...io 6 in

j

UDOLPHO WOLFE’S SON & 00.,

commends itself to all who have occasion
to nsc a dye for the board or mustache.
It will change gray, faded, or sandy

..

„.

8oses.

FOR THE

Hayti.Oct
Sannatian.Quebec.Liverpool.... Oct 10
Newport.New York..Havana.Oci 10
Atlios.New York. .Kingston
Oct 14
Valencia.New York. Laguayra_Oct 15

TIC

SCHNAPPS*

Buckingham’s Dye

3
3
3
3
3
3
6
7
8
8
9

Pulhnaiu" hirt'&leeplng

naw, Mt. Paul, Mult liitke City,
Drnvrr, Man ■•'raneinco
and all points in the

Overcoats, Suits and Furnishing Goods.

..., ,,... ....

I have used
only four bottles of the Renewer, and am
perfectly satisfied that it is the best preparation in the market for checking the
falling out of hair, invigorating the hair
roots, and promoting a new growth.”

..

Parisian.Quebec ...Liverpool ...Oct
City of Chicago ..New York.. Liverpool_Oct
Servia. New York. Liverpool—Oct

Montreal 12.25.

Cars on night train and
Portland and
Parlor Cars on day train between
Montreal.
TI<,KET OFFICE:

Trulu.

A

resort, Hall’s Hair Renewer.

..

"From Chicago^and

—

W. H. HERVEY & CO., OF NO. 5 UNION ST., BOSTON,

It
cleanses the head of dandruff', and leaves
the hair soft, glossy, and beautiful.” F. T.
Sandhein, 1010 Spruce st., Philadelphia,
After unavailingly trying
Pa., writes:
a number of preparations to prevent
my
hair from falling out, and, realizing that I

Werra.New York..Bremen_Sept 30
Fortunse.New York..Brazil.Sept 30
Claribel .New York..Kingston .Sept 30
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool... Oct 1
Frizla .New York..Hamburg_Oct 1
New York.. Hav&V Cruz Oct 1
City of Mexico
Niagara .New York..Havana.Oct 3
Caracus.New York..Laguayra ..Oct 3

prepared

The ENLARGEMENTS

THE HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

FOR

ARRIVALS:
Lcwi*ton nnd Anburn S.30 a. in.,
[2.25, 3.15 and 5.60 p. m.
7.20 p. m„
From Gorham, 9.30 a.m. and

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mi. I.ouis, Omaha, Sagi-

15 DAYS MORE!

come thick, soft, and
vigorous. It restores
the color of youth to locks which have
become faded with age or disease; and
relieves ami ■,.^ it,.],..,.*
humors of the scalp. Dr. George Gray,
Nashua, H. H., writes: “It gives me
pleasure to testify to the wonderful effects
produced by Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair
«Renewcr, as observed by me in very many
cases.
It will certainly restore

«

are

sep26

It is a medicinal preparation, and, at
the same time, an elegant and
cleanly toilet
article. Its action upon the scalp is healthful. It nourishes the glands which
support
the hair, and causes thin, dry hair to be-

nc

where they

n»ar7____*_<«£

RENEWER.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

Furnishers,

CONGRESS

500

Pure.

Absolutely

itusseu.

HALL’ShTpr

T trforl

DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and I,ewi*ton, 7.10 a. ill., 1.15
mil 5.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.25 a.m. aad 3.30 p. in., mixed.
For Gorhnin,Montreul nud Chicago, 1.30
). m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. 111.

Northwest, West find Southwest.

USE

fast. lwpnmino' Imlrl

ISM

In an.I after MOSDAV, Sept. 14,
Train* will run a* follow*:

HAVE REMOVED TO THEIR NEW STORE

Spoken.
xvuck,

CHANGE OF TIME.

Canaila.

Aug 26, iat 2 S, Ion 26 W, ship Cariuer, Sawyer,
from Cardiff for Coquimbo.

28s.

and

Clothiers

CO.,

NB, 26tli,sch Irene E Meservey,

jiuu

RAILWAY OF CANADA.

From

Meservey, Washington.

LIVERPOOL, Sept. 28. 1885.—Cotton market
firm; uplands at 5 7-l(id; Orleans 6%d; sales 12,000 hales; speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Sept. 28, 1885.—Winter wheat at
6s 10d>_7s Id ; spring wheat 6s 10d@7s; California average ill »d@6s 7dclub at7sld@7s4d;
Corn at 4s 7d; Peas at 5s lid. Provigons, etc.—
Pork steady 52s 6d; bacon 3ls Od for short clear
and 30s 6d for long clear; lard, prime Western at
32s Od; cheese steady 39s 6d. American Tallow

FROM

1RAXD TRUK

Nantasket, Hick-

from Philadelphia for Sagua.

railroads.

|

[HE NEW CLOTHING STORE,

Foreign Ports.
Arat Sydney, NSW, Sept 23d, barque Hiram
Emery, Gorham, Boston.
Passed St Helena Sept 5, barque Oasis, Call, fm
Calcutta for New York.
Ar at
Liverpool 21st, ship Alfred Watts, Morton. New Yrork.
fin Rosario Aug 21, barque David Chapin,
T,s!f>
Hall, Barbadoes; 25th, brig Havilla, Coombs, Rio
Janeiro.
In port 5th, barque Albemarle,
Forbes, unc.
Ar at. Port au Prince 7th inst,
brig Morauey,
Wass, Bangor.

_____

1

Sid 27tli, sell Parker M Hooper.
Ar28, brig Screamer, Jordan. Humacoa; schs
Messenger, Falker, Brunswick ; H H Sturgis,
Spear, Newport News; Ellen M Golder, McLeod,
Hoboken; Chas E Sears, Allen, and Norman,
Smith, Amboy; Stephen J Watts. Donovan, Weeliawken; J S Lane, Hawkins, Kennebec; J P
Merriam. Gilman. Bangor.
SALEM—Ar 26th, schs Win Stevens, Carter,
Boston tor Belfast; Montezuma, Rich, do for Bangor: Emily. Jasper, do for do.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 20th, schs Eliza Levensalier, Kellar, New York; Carrie L Hix, Rockland
for New York; Emma K Smalley, Lubec for do.
Sid 26th. sens Jenny Lind, Leighton, Bangor;
Jas Nichols, Childs, Damariscotta: F L Porter,
Clark, Frankfort.
Ar 27th, sell M B Mahoney, West, Elizabethport.

■

European Markets.
(BY Telegraph.)
LONDON, Sept. 28,1885—Consols 99 15-16.
LONDON, Sept. 28, 1885.—[Beerbohm’s report
to Merchants’ Exchange.]
Floating cargoes of
wheat and corn firmer; Cargoes on the
passage
of wheat firm; corn steady. At Liverpool, wheat
quieter; eorn firm. Weather in England, some

hhceluneoci.

lUINCEI.LANEOIJg.

castle

mi

ST.LOUIS, Sept. 28, 1885—Flour Is easy; famat 3

ivicivillc, UiiLOii' uaugwi

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Sept. 28, 1885.—The following
are the closing quotations for mining stocks:

—

No 1 Whits at 98Vise; No 2 White 90c.
Bye Is
dull. Corn Vie lower, closing steady; export demand moderate; speculation rather tame jreceipts
213,200 hush; exports 98.200 bush;sales 169,000
hush on spot; No 2at 48®48%c elev; No 2 White
49% c; Yellow 60c. Oats Vs's Vic lower and fairly active; receipts 223.600 bush; exports 120,937 bush; sales 1OO.OO0 bush spot; No 3 at 27Vi
@27%C; do White 30V4@30%c; No 2 at 29%®
29%c elev; No 2 Wliite at 33 Vic; Mixed Western 27y2@®32c;White do 34®40c; White State
32®40e. Coffee is steady at 8V4c. Silly or higlier
and In fair demand [refilled firm ;C 5y8(s!Cc; Extra
C 6%c; White do 6%c; Yellow at 6%®5%c; off
A at ey2c: Mould at A
7c; standard A at 6%c;
granulated 6 15-10®7c ;Confectioners A Oy8c; cut
loaf and crushed 7V4®7Vic; powdered 7®7Vic;
Cubes 7y8„7V4c. Petroleum—united at l 00ya.
Tallow steady, Park is lower; mess at 9 60®
10 00 for
Inspected. Beef dull, l.urd opened 2
@0 points lower and closed steady with decline
recovered and more doing; Western steam spot
quoted 6 20; refined for Contient 6 45; S A 7 00.
Butter declining; Western 6®22c. Cheese is very
firm, State 6Vi 6,8% ; Western fiat at 4Vi®8e.
Freights steady ;Wlieat steam 3%@3%d.
CHiCAGO.Sept. 28,1885.—Flour market steady;
winter wheat 4 40 64 90 for Southern; 4 40@4 75
for Wisconsin; 4 25®4 50 for Michigan soft;
SpringWheat 3 4064 00; Minn, bakers at 3 50®
4 60; Patents 4 75@5 25; low grades 2 00@3 00.
Bye flour at 3 256 3 60. Wheat lower; September at 84Vi ®85V4c; No 2 Spring at 84%@85Vic;
No 3 at 70cTNo 2 Red at 90c; No 3 at 86c. Corn
is quiet at 42%@42%c. Oats are steady at 26@
26Vic. Rye firm; No 2 at 69y«c. Barley is quiet;
No 2 at 70c. Pork lower at 8 35@8 62%. Larcl
is steady at 6 06. Boxed Meats steady; shoulders
at 3 76®3 85; short rib at 5 35; short clears 806
6 85.
Receipts—Flour 1,000bids; wheat 37,000 bn;
corn 761,000:busb, oats 246,OOObush, rye 8,000
bush, barley 66,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 13,000 bbls, wheat 74,000
bush, corn 348,000
bush, oats 163,000 bush, rye
5 nnn huch
01 aaa k„„i,

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.
Summer Residence, situated on
the shore of Casco Bay. at Falmouth Foreslde, 4 miles from Portland, with 20 acres of land,
and island opposite belonging to the estate. Nice
orchard, good well of mineral water, line privilege
fbr boating. Ashing and bathing. For further par
tlculars enoulre at premises or address
MRS. li. JOHNSON,
marSeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

BEAUTIFUL

4

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Gor-

September 16, 1886. steamer
ONdon willafter
leave Custom House Wharf (Sundays
for
weather
at 2.00
and

excepted,
p. m.,
permitting)
Long Island, Little and Great Chebeague, Harps-

wcll and Orr’s Island. Return, leave Orr's Island
for Portland at 6.46 a. m.,
at intermediate landings, arrive at Portland 0.16 a. m.
For freight or passage apply on board to
CAPT. J. L. LONG.

touching

sepliiiltf__

For Diamond Inland and Diamond Cove.
STEAMER ISIS.
CHANRE OF TIME.

On and after Wednesday, Sept. 9th, this new and
staunch steam yacht will run as follows:
Leave Burnham’s wharf, city, 6.60, 7.20, 9.00
10.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.15, 5. 6.15 p. m.
Leave Diamond Island at 6.20, 7.50, 9.30,
11.15 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 5.30 p. m.
September 7th. 1885.
sepSdtl

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, ONLY $1.00
RU

MAIL POSTPAID.

KNOW THYSELF
A Great Medical Work on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
or excesses.
A book for every man, young, middle-aged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions
for ail acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable. So found by the Author,
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a finer
work in every sense—mechanical, literary and
professional—than any other work sold in this
Country for S2.50, or the money will bo refunded
in ever)' Instance. Price only $1.00 by mail, postpaid. Illustrative sample ft cents. Send now.
Gold medal awarded the author by the National
Medical Association, to the President of which,
the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of
the Jioard, the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
for instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It
will benefit all.—London Lancet.
The is no member of society to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether youth, parent. guardan, instructor or clergyman—Aryonavt.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr.
VV. FI. Parker, No. 4 Bulflnoh Street, Boston.
Mass., who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill and experienee. Chronic and obstinate diseases that have baffled || L’ »T the
skill of all other physicians aspect 4* * s -A JLJaltv
Such treated successfully with- TllVUl1!
out any instance of failure. A It X fxXiX-1 J
Mention this paper
lanSleod&wly

DIR1G0 MIXERAL WATER.
Iced water ruins digestion; Dirtgo Water im
it; is always palatable, refreshing and
ealthful. Delivered daily, cool and refreshing
from the spring. Our improved cans will keep the
water cool from 30 to 48 Lours; use of cans free
water per gallon 10 cents.

groves

RUNDLETT

BR08., Proprietor*,

413 l
j«28

o.-v

“Street.
ut,

THE
TUESDAY

the ocdensburc railroad.

PBESS.

MORSflfG,

What

si l»T. 29.

Iu conversation with "lion.

Charles Mcreporter for the
Press referred to the schemes proposed at
the meeting of the City Council, for the reorganization of the Portland and Ogdensburg.
Mr. McLaughlin thought that if the
city
could go, as a merchant
goes to his lawyer
for advice,
^Mon. William L. Putnam and
say.e put this whole matter into
your
hands to reorganize for the
best interests of
the city, draw up whatever
order, in your
opinion, fulfils oil these condtfions; present
it to the City Council and It shall
be passed
without a murmur”; he had such confidence
in Mr. Putnam’s
ability and integrity h%belie, ed it would be all that was
necessary.
But Mr. Putnam is fhe counsel for the trustees of tlie road. It is his
duty as an honest

Laughlin,

A®VBRTlSEMEJrT8 TO-DAY.
AMUSEMENTS.

Course-City Hall.
SfcSS&W®
West Cumberland
Fair.
NEW ADVEKTISEMENTS.

Insolvency—2.
Wanted—Situation.
Wanted—U< >arders.
i o

Let—Rooms.

A- Atkinson & Co.—Pearl and Middle Sts.
:\L C. M. Association.
I & O. it. It.
Coupons.
lortlaud Provident Association.
idiort-H.uul—Portland Business College.
Forest City Steamboat Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Grand Fall Opening—John E. Paluier.
For Sale—House.
Fall Bulbs—W. (_)• Sawyer & Co.

EMULSION OF COD LIVER OIL

Quinine

with

anti

Pepsin.

Prepared by Caswell. Massey & Co., (N. Y ) is
strengthening and easily taken. Prescribed
by leading physicians. Label registered.
sep3.Th,S,Tu-18w

peared to him this new scheme was a Boston A Maine scheme, and it was not
unlikely that the Grand Trunk was, or would
be interested. By exiSinigpt ritllfbad
map
of New
Hampshire, or of the New England
States, it would be seen that the piece of
road running from Fabyan’s to North Conway is the key to an almost direct line from
Montreal to Boston. A small piece of road
from Qroveton, on the Grand Trunk, to
Fabyan’s, on. the OgdenSbarg, is all that

Auction sales this day at No. t«
Exchange
a large
stock ot the choicest groceries
canned goods—fttst-class and well known
brands’
At 7..>0 o.clock at store No.436
Congress street,
a lot of
pictures, engravings. &c. For particulars
see auction column.
1

iompt relief In sick headache, dizziness, nauconstipation, pain in the side, etc., guaranteed to those using Carter’s Little Liver
Pills, One
sea.

s,'tlt

would need ’construction to accomplish that
result. At present the Boston and Lowell
and Grand Trunk are “.sucking thumbs” to-

CClllS.

li&ulu

__

UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.

gether, but this-new arrangement would be
perhaps far more acdiejrtabla; to the latter.
Accomplished, and tlitf-Ocean stffners will
leave for Boston-an. l all PoftlandlCbusiness
will consist of the'little local traffic from
North Conway on the Ogdensburg, and from
Gorham on the Grand Trunk, while the
Boston & Maine will also reap all the ad-

BEFORE .JUDGE WEBB.

8

Monday.—I)mit>l l\ .vigllti vs.
< ompauy.
Totiunmy. closed

Hadi^k.'

H.R

Trunk
<i»
both

“ am* <;- "

Adjourned toTuesaay
FRANKLIN

ai

!>.3o a.

S.

J.

a

efficient lawyer to seryft. M.L clients
faithfully and carry out their wishes, it ap-

street,

uunr.

yesterday,

and

must

.1

McLaughlin

Charles

Thinks of Reorganization.
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BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.
[Reported for the Press.J

Wednesday.
S. C. Manley, son of Hon. J, H..
Manley of
Augusta, departed for Cambridge, 'Mass.,
Saturday forenoon, where lie" enters Harvard College,
Ex-Gov. Selden Connor of Augusta, goes

was ('Xeused until the next

*.efm -ti court. Rut taree%f the indictments have,
aswpt, been made public*
Lucius F. Warren alias ‘-Jack Warren,” of
hustis. was brought into court this
afternoon, and
arraigned upon an indictment found against him
at this U'i'ip for sijtgle sale, ami also
upon an indictmdiP bHftih against him at this
term, aiul an
Indictment found against him at the September
term. 18-So, as counnou seller, and
pleaded not
e'1^
t'ase*
The prisoner was then rc-

to Washington county this week, on a huntDr Hunter, of Maeliias, will join
him in tiie sport.

ing trip.

nymied*
v,
C.

Ti. L.

T.

Whitcomb iur respondent,

Capt. Arthur M. Small, one of Portland’s
shipmasters, died- yesterday at his residence, No.. 11 Congress Place.. He was85

Holman,County Attorney.

old

William ilatl vs. Warren W. Hall
A rual-ao
tmn. The p.iiUep reside in Wilton. The
plalntilf
brmgs-nnS' fterimiio* recover possession of a certain strip nf bind, running east ami west, and lying between land oi the plaintiff and land of the
dPielulaut, and which was formerly used as a
road, but was abandoned for public*travel eight
or iui,ie years ago, the
plaintiff claiming to the
north slue of the roa»t umler certain deeds which
were read in evidence, and the defendant claiming to the soutli side of tin; road by adverse
possession.
The evidence is largely
documentary, and the
case is one of considerable interest as it involves
mtrirnte questions of law.
Arguments closed.
The case will be submitted to the jurv
by the
court
if.

years of age.
At the Falmouth last night were Jarhes T.
Patten, New York ; Lewis Barker, Bangor;
IV. A. R. Boothby, Waterville; John Glas

Landenden. Glasgow, Scotland.

Telephone Rates.
The Telephone Company yesterday issued
circulars announcing a slight advance in
rates for the rent of telephones. The circular states that heretofore ordinary business
telephones have been rented at from $45 to
$50 a year. The rate for these telephones
has now been fixed at $50. For a special
wire the charge has been $00 a year. This
has now been advanced to $75. For a telephone in a private residence the rate has
been advanced $10 a year, ft was formerly

Monday morning.

F. < >. Greeuleaf for plaintiff.
Whitcomb for defendeut.
j >
_

i*.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Fruit thieves are plundering tin* orchards
at Deerhig of much of their line fruit.
A (ft’unken man stole a couple of hats from

Reddy,

the tailor, yesterday afternoon
arrested by Officer Harmon.
Thompson and Ilall completed their

and

$30 and will

be $40 per annum. These
rates will be made uniform throughout New
England in cities with a. population of 20,000

was

Rnn’fi

mrn

lionlrimr Sotnr/lov

olfarnnnn

sean

f fni-

For out of town subscribers, the circular
says, the rates will be regulated by the distance, so that in some cases the rate will be

diminished instead of increased.
The company state that the new rates

lowest living figures. For two years,
they say, the company has not made anytnmg, not naving paid a dividend In that
time. They expect a great deal of fault
finding, but they have fixed a uniform scale
of prices and will abide by it in any event.
They will strive to make the service as satis-

Remember the supper and social reunion

Wednesday evening at: Plymouth Free
Baptist church.
Granite paving is to be laid on Congress
»

factory
the

street at the head of Park, and Preble street
below Oxford is being rnacmlamized.
The studies in Shakespeare, in connection
with Miss Wolhaupter’s school, open this

On the same stem was an
som and several biuls.-

open

blos-

Upon a petition received for a charter Mrs.
Charles E. Moulton, vice president of the
Woman’s State Relief Corps, will organize a
corps at Springfield, in this State, on Wednesday (toirioi'row) September 30th.
A small ;boy named Mnllin fell

into an
open culvert at tiie corner of Union and Fore
streets yesterday.afternqmi and was fished

ouf somewhat moist but unhurt. The
to the culvert which had

cover

mysteriously disap-

peared, was replaced.
There was a lively row on. Commercial
street yesterday
afternoon between two
roughs who disappeared quickly upon tlie
cry of police being raised. One of the fighters crawled beneath a building and remained there for a good quarter of an hour before
tie dared to venture out.

ly

Advices from Newfoundland say that nearall the most valuable part of the Balti-

cargo of the wrecked Allan steamer
Hanoverian has been saved and sold at auction in St. Johns at good prices. An effort
is to be made to float the wreck, with sanguine hopes of sueeass. Three-fourths of
the hull is intact.more

Suicide of a

Ferry Village

Man.

A letter was received here last night from
Frank Burk, an undertaker at St. John, N,
B., saying that Mr. Burk would arrive here
in a day or two witli the body of Geo. F.
Soule of Ferry Village, Cape Elizabeth. The
letter states that Soule committed suicide by
shooting at 10 o’clock Saturday night, and
died one hour later, asserting that he. was
not guilty of the things charged against him.
Soule was twenty-five years old and un-

married. He was a sailor .and”his father
lives at Ferry Village. Soule left home

are

the

H. Williams of this city.
WestbfoolfSemihary has a very efficient
corps of teachers and the students speak in
high terms of tlie school.

day.

now

or more.

putting up 200,000 eases.
Hon. George P. Wescott is the manager
of a Portland kymiieate.who have purchased
the Augusta gas works.
The October number of the Cottage Hearth
contains a pretty poem, written by Mr. John

afternoon with the play of Julius Caesar.'
Tlie Folio for October has been received
from W. E. Chandler. Beside tlie usual interesting literary matter there is a fine lithograpli of- Ravelii, the-well known tenor.Tlie usual gospel tcuqieiauee meeting will
be held at the Mission this, evening .at 7.4.i
o’clock. Good speaking and singing. All are
invited.
Mr. W. H. Randall of Heeling, brought to
this office yesterday a ripe strawberry which
lie picked in the field near his house Satur-

Webster,

head- assistant at the High
.School, has recovered from her recent illness.
Miss Blanche Willis Howard and her sister
Mrs. Smith of Wiscasset, sail for Europe
Miss

against him at the March term, 1885, as
coininou seller, pleaded guilty, and was sentenced
to pay a line of $ltio-nnd eosis taxed at &20.7U
Fine and costs paid.
Ill
grand jury arose this morning.
An unusunlly large number ol indictments were pre-

a.

possible, 'fliey further state that
i;ites aye lower than thosenf any

as.

new

other uumpauy iurmsldug like service,
Wlonson Water Power

..

Company.

organi/.aliom composed ofJ'gjtiand,
Concord A LuweH capitalists, will ’jiiijrchase
the “property of 5*T. I".' Phillips at Monsofi,
comprising water power, timber lands, saw
A new

|

mills; also an additional tract of some 10,000
acres of timber; lands in the near vicinity.
Tiie new company willlruxi the saw mills,
probably under their present management,
but their principal bujjSness will b* thuimproveinent of the water power and the promotion of other industries. Among the first
to be started will be a large pulp mill, a hosiery mill and an extensive wood-working
factory, work upon all which it is ejected
will speedily commence. MiaM-A’. B. Stinson negotiated the sale, ana the Monson
Water Power & Manufacturing Company
will be organized next Monday, with $uo,uoo

™W-4

a
r
West Cumberland Fatr.

||i;

The West Cumberland Fair is one of the
institutions of the western part of Maine.For
several years these fairs have drawn not 6fi-“
ly the cream of the stock farm products|Iand

farm implements of Cumberland county for
exhibition, but the fair has been extensively
and profitably patronized by tViiTleadfug cftizeus of the county with their ladies.
An excellent dinner is procurable at the grounds,
and excursion tickets are provided by the
Maine <ieiBgal fsonx Portland, Woo(Jfordls
and We$y>r&)k Junction and return, tneluding conveyance by rail and stage. The fair
will tie held Wednesday aij(| Thursday of
this

week._
United Order Golden Cross.

of_llm Golden Cross Journal,
Edward Hartshorn, M- D., of Boston, will
The editor

accompany the Supreme Commander, W. H.
Solomon, and tlrf: SdprtStne-’T’reasurer, John
I). Swain, oh theit-trip-to Portland.' They
come to join in thfe -seiond animal excursion
of the Order do S6bago-Lake on Wednesday
•'
next.
~

Receipts.
The aggregate receipts of the Maine
State Fair

Fair for 1885
total receipts

State

$18,443.10. Last year the
The premiwere- $17,908.07,
ums and running expenses this year amount
to about $14,000. Thus a good balance is left
to apply to paying for permanent improvements,
are

now

about two or three weeks ago charged with
breaking into a vessel and stealing some

charts.

__

PORTLAND & OCDENSBURC RAIL-

ROAD.
The Two

Montgomery Guards.

organization.

juonjgtoHeiys are iiaru ai worn preparing for tlK'ir New Haven trip Qet. 1.'itii.
The company will leave the city at 5. a. m.
Tuesday, accompanied by the honoraries
and invited guests, and are due in New
Chandler is practicing
Haven at 1 p. m.
with the company and the marching movements will be executed to music. The drill
will be one of the finest- ever given by the
company. The honoraries are requested to

meeting

Rochester Fair.
Attention is called to the. advertisement of
the Portland and Rochester Railroad of reduced rates to the fair at Rochester, N. H.,
which occurs this week.
On Wednesday a
special train w ill leave Rochester at <> p. m.
for Portland, thus affording a fine opportunity to spend a day in one of the prettiest
of New England towns, and enjoy an excellent exhibition of mechanical and agricultural products as well as witness some of the
most interesting races that will occur ip this

vicinity.

___

A New Steamer.
A fine steamer named the Lincoln, has
been built by I T. Hobson of Wiseasset. and
will ply coast-wise between Portland and
Some figures in regard to this
that port.
steamer were lately published in the Press.
She is 150 tons burden, 100 feet long and 25
feet beam. She will carry nine to ten thousand heading, and will be consigned to E. S.

Hamleu & Co., agents here.
here to-day.
Fall

She is expected

Opening.

Mr. John E. Palmer, at 543 Congress street
will have a grand fall opening of hats and

bonnets, millinery goods and trimmings today. The styles will be1 very elegant, ns Is
the feature of this house. Vnd the ladies will
be out in throngs.
(
1

viu

uujw im,Vl

WUl

and some third mortgage tends issueflPby
tlie Vermont division of the 1’. & O, I!. K.
in violation of the rights of tlie
Company
Portland division, tile bonds and the debt
amounting, as Mr. Putnam says, “to probably over $150,000.” These third mortgage
bonds and this unsecured, debt have no
equity ascagainst the city’s.‘mortgage, and

the Press':
:
There are some points in the correspondence between the Mayor and Mr. Putnam,
which appears in this 'morning’s' Press,
Which may well excite the surprise of the
To the Editor

of

■

■

citizens of Portland.
It is well understood fhat the first lien on
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad at
present is the apiount qf; $250*009 of the
Receiver’s loan c.that the, next incumbrance
on the road is the first mortgage of about
$800,006; that there is a second mortgage on
the road to secure bands' in- about the sum of
$2,000,000; and that more than: half of these
second mortgage bonds are held .by the city
of Portland; thnt at great expense and after
long delay the city ha? procured a foreclosure
of its mortgage upon, the road and op the
12th day of November next, the title to the
road will be absolute in the second mortgage
bondholders (of Which the city represents
the

due to it, there is no reason for its being
generous to claims which are inferior to its
own mortgage.
Yet it is proposed by this
new scheme to
pay this $150,000 (which probwill
be
found
to be a sum mnch.larger
ably
than that) directly out of the city’s illterest in the railroad by issuing new preferred stock to the holders of these third
mortgage bonds and this unsecured debt,
whose claim’s are absolutely barred’ by the
foreclosure. This payment must of course
come directly out of the value of the city’s
interest, because the receiver’s loan and the
first mortgage of $800,000 must in any event
Will anybody give a reason
lie paid in full.
why the city should procure this foreclosure
at great expense and, having secured by it
all tlie return for its loans which it can ever
get, should waive.it for the purpose of paying out of the 25 per cent, which it may possibly get, the sum of $150,000 or $200,000 of
until the city is
claims which have no
paid in full, and which it was the direct object and effect of the foreclosure to finally

major interest,) subject

to

the two in-

cumbrances already stated amounting to $1,050,000.
By means of this foreclosure the
second mortgage bondholders acquire full
title to all the property of the road subject to
the incumbrances stated and the city, as the
of more than half of the second mortgage bonds, acquires the right to control in
the management of the road. The process
is a simple one and the result is assured.
All the value there is in the road after payment of the two prior liens, which must of
course in any event be first provided for, becomes the property of "the city and its associate holders of
the second mortgage
owner

bonds, and that property

acquired becomes subject to the control, direction and
management of the city as the major owner,
as fully as if it were the sole property of the
city of Portland. Under the foreclosure the
second mortgage bondholders become a new
corporation in which each bondholder becomes a stockholder for the same amount as
so

MARRIACES.

extinguish.

Put more than this, it is easy to see how
the proposed scheme can be so worked out as
to deprive the city of the controlling interest
which it has under the foreclosure. Having
issued tlie new preferred stock in the sum of
$1,500,000 pro rata to the second mortgage
bondholders and to tile holders of the unsecured debt and of the third mortgage bonds,
it is proposed to issue a new mortgage, and
in tlie proposed scheme there is an omission
to state the amount for which this proposed
new mortgage is to be issued.
“Under these
schemes a eertain amount of preferred stock
could be exchanged for the unsecured debt
and the bonds covered by the joint mortgage
spoken of. The balance of the preferred
stock, with such an amount of bonds to be
covered by a new mortgage- as may be determined upon, could be issued for taking
up tile bonds and coupons secured by the
mortgage of November 1, 1881 (city mortgage), and cancelling that mortgage, the preferred|stoek and bonds to be-divided pro rata
among the holders of such bonds and cou-

■

pons.”

furrod otnnlr fA tlio

unm

c HOICE CANNED GOODS

Mrs. Sarali li.
Lewis of Brownfield.
In Kennabunkpbrt. Sept. 26, by Rev, 8. p,
WethCrbee. Austin ti. Day of KennebUnk and
Mrs. Minnie E. Spencer of Keiinebunkport.
In Bristol, Sept. 14, John J. Wallace and Miss
Alible I. McLain.

r\f tlxn

_

Portland.,

lespectfnlly

iention to

our

scheme includes two methods in which tlie
slight majority of interest now owned by tlie
city may lie extinguished, and the city find
itself suddenjy-simpiy a holder of a minority
interest in tlie stock and bonds of the P. ai 0.
Railroad Company.
If tlie issue of preferred stock to tlie unsecured debtors and third
bondholders
shall not be sufficient
mortgage
to make ttie city's interest a'minority inter-*
est as against all the-other holders-of the
preferred stock- (who control the roadliheu it
is clear that under this proposed scheme the
city must either hire more money, .which is
practically impossible, and buy the majority
of the bonds. whipfc are issued tb pay the
$800,000 mortgage and a majority qf the
bonds which are issued to extend the road,
or else the city must be content to become a
minority holder flf the bonds of the P) £ 0Railroad Company, subject to be deprived of
all voice in the control ahd management of
the road whenever (as is very likely to happen) these new bondholders shall take possession.
The city is simply a second mortgagee of
tlie P. & O. Railroad.
Its position is like
that of any other second mortgagee of real
or personal property who has perfected its
title to the mortgaged estate subject to prior
liens.
Together with its associate second
mortgage bondholders it now owns the road
with only these two liens-upon-it. It is to
have full control in .tlie management of the
road. It must be content to take what there
is left of the mortgaged property in return
for tlie large loans which it made to this railroad company-.
No device or scheme can
give it moie than this. Do the City -Council
or the citizens of Portland desire in place of
the simple and effective and rightful procedure by foreclosure, which has already cost
them so much money, and which at great labor and expense has been perfected by the
trustees, to substitute a scheme which proposes to perpetuate all the adverse holdings
of the old stock, to pay a sum “probably
larger than $150,000,” upon claims which are
UC|1XVU
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which in two ways at least directly pjidan
gers the city’s superiority of right in the
management and control of the railroad.
There is nothing to indicate that this
scheme has the approval of the trustees or
Mr. Putnam. If the latter believed it to be
for the interests of the city he would be very
As one citizen, interested
likely to say so.
in the development of this railroad, and the
protection of the city’s supremacy in the
same, I protest against the scheme which is
being worked up, and by which the interests
of the city will finally be jeopardized. We
have had enough of hasty action in the management and disposition of the city’s interest in railroads. It is time for eitizens to call
a halt, and for ene I
propose to say publicly
what as an individual I think of the matter,
and I know of no better way than through
the columns of the Press.
Citizen.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.

Theodore Thomas and hi§ grand orchestra will
open the Stockbridge course Wednesday evening,
Oct. 7th. They Will be assisted by Miss Emma
Juch, soprano, and Mr. Albeit PaUlet, telior. Mr.
Thomas brings sixty musicians with him. Friday
and Saturday of the same week the Boston Ideal
Opera Company present three operas—‘•Giralda;”
by Adam; "Our Victor, or the Blue Stocking,”
and "Bohemian Girl,”—in the Stockbridge course.
Course tickets exchanged for either extra operas.
Seat are now on sale at Stockbridge’s music
store.

C....
In Richmond. Sept. 1(1, Mrs. Eliza Dorr, aged

40 years.
In Durham,

Everett E.

Finkham, aged I

6, Stoughton

Mitchell, aged !

Sept. 8,

21) years.

In Pittsfield,
73 years,

Sept.

In Thomaston, Sept, 1, Mrs. Esther, widow of 1
Wm. O’Brion of Warren, aged 81 years.

NOTES.

“Featherbrain,” now being played at the Boston Museum, is called one of the most delightful
comedies ever seen on the stage.
The laughing ltosina Yokes, with her company,
will be at the Globe Theatre, Boston, shortly.
One day last week, as Mr. George Littlefield of
Albion, was engaged m husking com in his barn
in tlie evening, the lantern standing near him in
the midst of a pile of straw, suddenly exploded,
setting fire to all the material around it. The barn
is a large one and tilled so full of hay that it meets
overhead, and it looked as though the whole
would have to burn; lint Mr. Littlefield, by the
most extraordinary exertions, succeeded in putting the flames out, being badly burned in so do-

ing.

F.O BAIUEY A

What Is the Use

BY

TfK shall sell on Thursday, Oct. l,at 2'/.o'clock
fV p in., the property No. 164 Daufortli street,
Tyng street; consists of brick house with
t nclve flnlsned rooms, arranged for two tenelias gas. Setiago water, furnace, double
lents
lot contains about 3360 square
V indows. &c.;
rents
for 8410 and water rate. Sale positive,
l •et;
T or further particulars inquire of
F. O. BAII.EY & CO., Auctioneer*.

1

OPENING ! !

FALL

GRAND

\eedcd
“I

was

generally

that did me
I now have

so
a

not

Tonic,

a

dqwn, bad fib appetite

much good

Hood’s

as

Sarsaparilla.

good appetite and feel renewed all
better than 1 have been for years.”
E.
H. Band, 41 W. 9th Street, Oswego, N. Y.
•■1 earnestly recommend Hood’s Sarsaparilla to
all who sufferwith-ljeadaeUcsJ1. Mbk E. Satvh-

over;

am

iXL,:®a,tfs Avenue,. Br<iqfcjy.ijIJN, ;y.,

Hood’s

Clocks!
Just received.

Sarsaparilla

lOO Doses One Dollar

A

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

iuetioneers and Commission Merchants

Pattern Hats and Bonnets
NOVELTIES IN MILLINERY GOODS, LACES AND TRIMMINGS,
I.

$1

NEW A Dll! ItT IN Jill IC .YIN.

] r. O.

Wednesday and Thursday, Sept.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

jismiiHw

E. PALMER,

JOHN
g15S«

a very handsome
new patterns, and

We have

DISSOLUTION OFCO-PAHTNERSHIP.
heretofore

THIS WEEK.
School

Paper,

Try

name

dissolved by mutual consent. Either partner authorized to sign in liquidation.
CHAS. G. ALLEN.
H. L. JONES.
B. F. HASKELL.
Portland. Me., Sept. 2d, 1885.sep22dtf

10 cents per Pound.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
per lb.
books

10 cents

Writing Fluid, only

my Jet Black

a

bottle.

CANNEL COAL
for

Combining

Furnishings of

scription under one roof
defy competition

Open Grates, at

and get
know We

Delivered.

174 Commercial Street.
dtf
sep2!)

FRANK B. CLARK, 515 Congress .$1.
SPECIAL SALE

on

sep21

we

price.

Gome and See the Quality!
Gome and See the Pattern!

S10.00 PER TON,
SARGENT DENNISON & CO,

do House
every de-

as we

our
can

i

1

In

Court

of

Insolvency.
Insolvency for the County

of Cumber-

land, State ot Maine. September 28, A. D. 1885.

of GEORGE T. STEVENS and CLINTON
S. STEVENS, individually and as co-partners
under the name of £TEVlfiNS&,CO., of Portland,
Insolvent Debtors.
*,
Is to give notice, that iiuthc twenty-eighth
day of September. A. D. 1885, a Warrant in
Insolvency was Issued by Henry C. Peabody.
Judge of tbe Court of Insolvency for said County
of Cumberland, against the gstatei of said
GEORGE T. STEVENS and CLINTON S. STEVENS. individuall>ai«Las«»»artners under the

In

ease

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency, for the County of Cumberland,
State-of Maine.
September 28, A. L>. 1885.
In case of STEPHEN H. LIBBY,
Insolvent
Debtor.

the twenty-eighth
& Warrant in Insolvency was
by Henry C. Peabody^Judge
of the Court of Insolvency, for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
STEPHEN H. LIBBY, of Westbrook,
adjudged to in1 an Insolvent Debtor, on petition of
said Debtor, wliiclijpetition was filed on the twenty-eighth day of September, A. I). 1885, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, r.ml lbe transfpi; and qe(jyfry of any property
by trim are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of tlte Creditors of said Debtor,
■to choose one or more assignees of his estate, will
he held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at
Probate Court Room, in said Portland, on the
nineteenth day of October. A. D.. 1885. at 10
o’clock in the forenoon..
(liven ’under my IgindHthe dltte flrsiuIBSe writ-1
H R, SARGENT.
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger, of the Court of Insolvancy for said County of Cumberland.
that

is
give notice,
1 1H1S
diy of'SepteinBPT. A. D.
issued
to

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

Splen-

OF

1, ISS1. Steamers Leave

at

folio,tn:

Custom House Wharf,
in.. 2.15, 4.30, (1.10 p. m.

1

iiivunu

III

5.45, 7.00. 9.00,10.30

a.

.’ft...

Peaks’ Island. 6.25,7.40,9.20,10.50 a. m., 2.35.
5.00, 6.30 p. in.
Leave Trefetlien’s, 0.05, 7.20. 9.40. 11.10 a. m.,
2.55, 4.55, 6.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond. C.10, 7.25, 9.85, 11.05
a. ill., 2.60. 4.50. 6.45 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.15,7.30, 9.30,11.00 a.
m., 2:45, 4.45, 6.4Q p. jn.
SI VIll V Tins TABLE.
Leave Portland, 9.00, 10.30 a.m, 2.00, 4.30

JTS

sep29dtf

B.

J. WILLARD, President.

FALL BULBS.
Hyacinths. Tulips.

Crocuses, Lilies, &c.. also
Wire and Wooden Plant Stands, Plain and Raney
Flower Pots, Plant Brackets, &<•., at low prices.

tv

g. oAWTcn

at

LOUNGES!

MEETINGof the Maine

Charitable
Mechanic Association wild be held in the LiA STATED
Hoorn. Mechanic Building,
THURSDAY

on
brary
EVENING, Oct. 1st, at 7.30 o’clock.
B.
R.
SWIFT,
Secretary.
sep29d3t

P. &- O. R. R. Coupons.
due January 1,1885, on P.& O. R.R.

COUPONS

Bonds of October 1, 1870, will be paid by
SAMUEL J. ANDERSON, Jt«teiver,<m Presentation at;his office.
&p29dllflr
MALE —A

desirable 2V2

story wooden

house, situated in the western part
FOK
heated by furnace,"withHill

a

young-man with two

years
WANTED—By
reexperience, a situation In wholesale
store; best-of references from
a

tail hardware
employer and others.
■

mo

or

last

Address J, II. TJds Office,
29 1
■_

EET.—Hmwheil

or

unfurnished rooms to

1. let with or without board in private
on the corner of Elm and Oxford St.

family,
29-1

4,208,002.74

JL 9400,000.00 according

setts

to

the

standard, and of $723,400.00

to

held

DOE548.

86,0-22,85,-

883.

plain and
chance for

misconception.

250.
922.
825.
234.

920.

908.
45.
572.
178.

247.

POLICIES ARE
I N C O N T E S T A B L-E

827.
734.

CLAIMS, WITHOUT
DISCOUNT, immediately the proofs are complete and satisfactory, and without waiting GO, 90,
or any number of days.
PAYS DEATH

Springs.
New Corning Open Buggy.

New
New

Corning Top Buggy

SURPLUS, EQUIT-

ABLE and ATTRACTIVE PLANS, and
vative management.

in the city. The wood
in these sets is all kiln dried
and the workmanship firstclass.
No better goods are
shown in Maine than we
have on our Hours, and we
respectfully solicit a critical examination from iniviiuius

Ikii

Call or send to any Agency Office for
of its plans.

JAMES

a

conser-

circular

SINKINSON,

Portland, Rainc.
mar4

135
no
loo
60

Springs.

175

130

Springs.

135

100

ster Springs. 135
New Light Express Wagon. 140
New Corning Top Buggy. End
Springs. 135

100
110

Ranges!
styles,

We invite attention to a
new lot of very Elegant
Pattern Robes whicn we
shall open To-day. Also

9 different
sizes
and makes to select from.
A splendid Range and ware,
pipe and zinc for $15.00.

new

in

colors. As these are limited in number and will
not be duplicated this
season, we give this notice, that all may have an

PARLOR STOVES!

opportunity to
early selection.

make an

MILLETT & LITTLE.
d3t

sep28

Springs.

J35
50

125

880.
919.
873.
144.

721.
56.
507.
382.

Top

842.
930.
213.

451.
208.
930.
240.

Open Surry, made by Zenas
Thompson.
Standing'Top Phaeton, trimmed

in leather.
Coupe Carryall, built by Wm. P.
Sargent & Co.
Open Basket Carryall, built by
Wm. P. Sargent & Co.
Basket Phaeton
Piano Box Buggy, with Sun
Shade, built by Martin. Pennell & Co.

Open Box Buggy.
Carryall.

Open Corning, with Sun Shade..
Phaeton, built by Zenas Thomp-

250

Cor. PEARL and MIDDLE STS.,
Me.

B. A.

116
110
60
40
50
85

Open Every
Evening.
i
sep29

...

Congress

Street,

SICA OF SIDEWALK CLOCK.
sep24

dU

SPECIAL SALT
—OF—

UNDERWEAR!
BEST BARGAINS

have ever seeu offered at 85
cents, 50 cents, 75 cents and $1.00.
we

OPENING

50

175

75

125

75

85

50

Cloaks, Wraps, New-

100

50

45
75
85

30
50
60

markets, &c„ in the

85
50

50
35
30

Phaeton.
50
Piano Box Top Buggy, built by
Martin, Pennell & Co. 100
Piano Box Top Buggy. 76
Carryall, quite light. 165
Basket Phaeton.
75
Extension Top Carryall. 135
Extension Top Carryall, built by
150

Thompson

547

Extension Top Carryall. 100

70
55
120
50
90
100
65
125
65
60

Coupe Carryall...
Phaeton,built by Robert Farrar
Open Corning.
The above former prices are the actual prices at
which these carriages have been held, so cus175
100
85

can see at what sacrifice they are now
Many are line warranted jobs, built by
the leading builders of New England.

tomers
offered.

—OF—

New Materials.

Headquarters for Seal
Plush Cloaks, full line
just opened from $25
to $45.
Exclusive salcof the best imitation
of the real fur to be found in the
market. Garments made to order
by the most experienced workmen
in the state. Satisfaction guaranteed.

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO EARLY PURCHASERS.

TURNER BROS.,

ETCHING OR OUTLINE

COE,

EMBROIDERY.

THE

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R,

HATTER,

$4,0 00 IN PREMIUMS.

488 & 490 Congress St.

aual9

ranted to wash in warm water and
Castile Soap without change of color or
injury to the fabric. Made iu over 100
different shades, and for sale by leading
Fancy Goods Healers everywhere. See
that every skein is ticketed:
Outline Embroidery )
or Etching Silk.
1

CHINA PAINTING AND FIRING.

"

Color.

197 MIDDLE STREET.

and Indelible Ink.
ARMSTRONG CO., Drawing, hinting
11188 11. K.
<T'.i:iOHTON

Is prepared to receive pupils and form Classes for
the winter in tlm above mined branches.
She
will make

WEISBADEN TABLE SAUCE.
The.moat delicious relish.
AUK20

0.3m

a

specialty

of

'lima

Painting,

and will

kiln and under her own
her pupils.
Plain and Fanev
ink
in
Indelible
on table linen, handkerMarking
chiefs, &c., done to order.
Specimens of work may be seen and inquiries
made at 86 PARK ST.
seplSdlm

Fire China in her

supervision,

for

own

rtt!

THE GREAT FAIR OF 1885.

has his own delivery team, and
will deliver all goods bought at
his store free of charge, and at a
moment's notice.

35 KINGSTON ST., BOSTON.
eod3m
sep24

1

McKENNEY, The Jeweler,

GOOD.

THE BRAINERD &

ISAAC C. ATKINSON, Manager.

CAUTION.
I would notify my customers and the public
generally that all Silver Plated Goods with an arrow through the name or brand arc imperfect or
unsaleable goods, and therefore second quality
ware and as such goods arc sold In this city, it will
pay you to examine the brand.

150

Manufactured Exclusively Hv

Atkinson & Co.

4.25 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Forks,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Knives, 3.00 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Knives, 2.87 per dozen.
Pie Knives, Soup and Oyster Ladles, and all kinds of
Table ware at lowest prices.

FAST COLOR

Every shade of the Brainerd & Armstrong Co.’s New “Wash Silk” is war-

A FEW DOORS BELOW THE POST OFFICE,

$2.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Tea Spoons,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Dessert Spoons, 4.00 per dozen.
4.50 per dozen.
Rogers & Bro. A1 Table Spoons,
Rogers & Bro. A1 Medium Forks, 4.50 per dozen.

165

Open buggy.

Zenas

999.
88.
871.
775.

I warrant this line of goods to be the genuine
Rogers & Bro. make and first quality. I keep no
second quality or arrow brand in stock.

135

HandSCarriages.

son.

443.

SILVER PLATED TABLE WARE.

165

135

887.

ROGERS & BRO.

100

175

curtains. 150
New Piano Box
Buggy. 150
New Light Concord Wagon. 100
New Dog Cart.
75
New Dog Cart. 80
New Beach Wagon. 110

Ware,

135

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART, PLUM ST.
sen28
dtf

donneliTeuilding,

Portland.,

Figured Cloaking

110
75

170
Springs.
827. New Corning Top Buggy, End
175
Springs.
838. New Top Beach Wagon, with

264.

Silver Plated

New Corning Top Buggy, Brew-

Second

PATTERN ROBES.

100
135

140
125
85

ster

751.

-AND-

135
150

135

New Corning Top Buggy. Tim-

203.

Stoves

140

165

829.

179.
259.
802.

i'Aiiki
wx kj*

135
145

165

ken

eodtf

145

125

675.

767.

150

100

New Corning Top Buggy, Timken Springs. 108
New Open Box Buggy.
85
New Corning Top Buggy, End
Springs. 265
New Corning Top Buggy, Brew-

753.
050.

MANAGER FOR MAINE AGENCIES,

SO OF SIDEWALK CLOCK,

235

135

ster

567.
879.

$175

105

Springs.
New Corning Top Buggy, End
Spring.
Vow Pnpnimr Tnn ttiifftrv Tim.

New Corning Top Buggy, Brew-

808.

a

135

190.

are

2

w

Tim-

851.
915.
265.
679.

are
none

2

ken Springs. 105
Piano Box Top Buggy. 150
New Concord Wagon..
100
New Corning Top Buggy, End
Springs. 105
New Corning Top Buggy, Tim-

Mahoganized
premium
plan
and
NON-FORFEITURE INVESTMENT PLAN
hogany. A splendid line. Adjusted
features of this company and issued by
special
Six new styles added this
other.
week, making as fine a line
ADVANTAGES ok' this Company
AGE. EXPERIENCE, STRONG FINANTHE
to select from as can be CIAL
CONDITION. LARGE

all

-l-i

New

ken Springs.
New Corning Top Buggy, Timken Springs.
New Phaeton.
New Open Corning Buggy.
New Concord Wagon.
New Corning Top Buggy, Storm

ou

o

3
g

185
125

JEWELER,
Congress Street,

547

-t-v

2
y

Kimball Phaeton. 105

ken

813.

!

-1

New Extension TopCarryall Extra tine Job anil quite light ...$250
New Coupe Carryall,SpringCurtains anil first class in every
particular. 300
Corning Top Buggy on Timken
Springs, fine job. 185
New Phaeton, low with high
back, very stylish. 185
New Corning Top Buggy. 105
New Light Carryall. 175
New Canopy Top Surry trimmed in leather. 185
New Corning Top Buggy End
Springs. 185
New Corning Top Buggy, End

568.

ISSUES POLICIES
and its

To-day.

•

approved

Pine, Ash, Walnut, Cher- ITplans,
and Mary

seen

THE

Carriages

Nos.

828.

ITS

IT

Season’s

year of

THE
tuality,

Chamber Furniture!

mcrvenney,

by the

Now is tlie time to buy your next

891.

Massachuby the New

POLICY CONTRACT is
definite in ail its terms, and no

sep23dtf

September 2,1885.

DOI.-

UNION MUTUAL recognizing its muis the most liberal company in its
dealings with its policy-holders.

ITS

E. E. BENSON.

which these

Prices they Will he Sold at

only

are

York standard.

___

BOARD.—A

Dividends.

After three years for any cause except fraud.

on
St.;
Sehago
and gas: healthy, sightly and pleasant, in good
on premises.
stable.
nice
Impure
;
neighborhood
29-1

gentlemen wanted as boarders, in
private family, also pleasant rooms to let with or
without board. Address with name-, \y., prf.ss
Office.
__”_29-2

5,592,112.84

922,576.50.

of tire

or two
a small

Surrendered policies,

ARE

in great variety. SEE THE
only Perfect Lounge and
Perfect Bed combined in
the country at the price.
THE CASCO Bed Lounge.
We upholster it in Hair
Cloth, Ramie, Petty Point
and Plush.

city,

gentleman and wife

3,140,251.90

PRESENTjASSETS
ITS001.67,
while its liabilities

d2w

A.

#7,892,511.71

paid.

the company’s

on

M.

Death losses paid,

TOTAL PAV.HENT
Policy-holders of nearly

13 different styles, Round,
Open
Portland Provident Association. Square and Oval.
Orate Stoves, Air Tight
A1VJHJAL MEETS NO.
of the Portland Provident
Annual
wood burners, and all kinds
for the purpose of electing its
T1IHAssociation,Meeting
officers, and the transacting of its annual business,
of Chamber' and Parlor
will ire held at its office,
THVilSI>AY,< October
C. C. HAYES,.
1st, 1885, at TVs o’clock.
Stoves from $4 to $40.00.
Secretary.
An Oil Cloth Mat given
Portland, Sept. 28,|1885.
sep29d3t
away with every Parlor
SHORT-UMD.
Stove. Please call and see
October class at the Portland Business
line before purchasing.
the
THECollege
will be formed MONDAY EVENING, Oct. Oth. Thorough instruction in the prinsold for Cash or on
Goods
ciples of the art guaranteed. For.full particulars
address,
our Special Contract SysL. A. CRAY, Portland, Me. ! tern.
dlw
sep29_
M. C.

at

ALSO

A

uu.’

5 PREBLE ST.

Sep29

the Prices

MANUFACTURERS,

SHOWING
Mil,I,ions of
TWENTI'-ONE
EARS, equal to
HUNDRED THOUSAND
SIXEARS, paid
policy-holders for each
existence.

CHAS. G. ALLEN,
W. C. ALLEN,

CARRIAGES

1848.

RECORD IS

Endowments

—a > »—

m.

4.45 p. m.

IN

give

Have bceu

EASY CHAIRS

Leave Peaks', 9.35,10.50 a. m., 2.20, 5.10 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 9.25,11.10 a. m., 2.40, 4.55

Leave Great Diamond, 9.20, 11.05 a. m., 2.35,
4.50 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 9.15,11.00 a. m., 2.30,

Wc

Has had thirty-five years’ experience

p. m.

p.

MAINE.

ORGANIZED

any shade you desire yon
can select from our stock,
or select your coverings and
have the set made to order
for the same price in the
We keep
Boston factory.
all the different kinds of
Plushes in our Portland
store to select from.

t All il 5 11

inanufactnrers, wholesale and
retail dealers in Men’s Clothing
and Furnishing Goods, and will
occupy store numbered 204, on
Midale street, formerly First National Bank Building.

CONSIGNEES.

VARIOUS

__

jtiusii,

on

STEAMBOAT CO.

On anil After Oct.

W

ALLEN & CO.,

Union Mutual CARRIAGES.

1 $55,

sep2t»&oct6

F

1

aim

The undersigned have this day
formed a co-partnership under the
firm name of

as

Cloth,
Ramie, Tapestries, Silk,Silk
rmsn

CO PARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

OF

We offer the following Carringef
to Close up this Season’s
Accounts witli

•

the undersigned have this day entered into
a copartnership under the firm name of
HASKELL & JONES, for the purpose of transacting the wholesale anti retail Clothing, Furnishing Goods anti Custom Tailoring Business, at the
old stand of ALLEN & CO., Lancaster Building,
*70 Congress St.
B. F. HASKELL,
H. L. JONES.
1885.
2nd.
sep23dtt
Portland, Sept.

WE

NEW AND SECOND HAND

THE

.

TfeV

____

*

We
prices.
satisfy you.

An enormous stock.
Hair
did variety.

between

existing
co-partnership
the undersigned, transacting business under
THE
of ALLEN dfc VO., is this day
die firm

from the best mills in the

country.

w-ruMUBur.

rHE

STREET.

carpets! CALL AND SEE OUR BARGAINS

carpersi

m

partnership heretofore existing between
Chas. W. Lane and J. W. Dean, Jr., under
he firm name of Lane & Dean, is this day disolved
>v mutual consent. Chas. W. Lane will continue
lie business at the old stand and will settle the
CHARLES W. LANE.
alls of the firm.
J. W. DEAN, JR.
Portland Sept. 21, 1885._sep21d2w

OONGR-ESS
_1V.O.,AX.BKTAM,.

343

C. AV. ALLWi.

BAILEY.

mar!4_<la

30 and Oct.

11
Cotton and Wool C arpets,
Writing Paper, 15
Cream and White Note Paper, 25 cents
All Wool Extra Super Carpets, Fine
A large variety of Children’s Illustrated
at very low prices.'

wjirimy

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

AJKT-D

very

nice line. Prices from
to -si 5.00.

line, all

:

Sold by all druggists, .81; six for 85. Prepared
by C. f. HOOD a CO., Apothecaries, Lowell. Mass.

jam

Clocks!

dlw

scp25

__

Run Down-Built Up.
“Being run down from lard work"! tiled Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and it so I milt me up thrff tliave con
tinned its use. I have great faith in it as a blood
purifier and regulator.* J- A. SmFh, Commercial Bulletin Office. Boston. Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
equal. It tones tlie system, strengthens ami invigorates, giving new life. 1 have taken it for
kidney complaint with tlie best results.'’ D. It.
Sai’ndkus, 81 Pearl Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

AUCTION.

c irner

50 CENTS UPWARDS.

liaml.

iuciionrert.
d3t

I REAL ESTATE

13 different colorings, with
spring fixtures and nickel
pull. Prices from

Don’t buy until you
these handsome goods. Re-

U©.,

sep26

WINDOW SHADES

Of your dragging yourself around, day after day,
without any life or activity, feeling all tired out
see
and miserable, when you might be as quick and
lively and strong as ever? Take care of yourself
at once, or in the depleted condition of your sys1.
nmr /aaI am itaii nrrtTwl
tem, a complaint otherwise trivial, may fasten
lllvlll Wvl WUJ vvtvx J vu MUIXIJ
upon you with serious or fatal result. Hood's Sarsaparilla is just the medicine you,need to build up on
your entire system, to purify and quicken your I
blood, and to give you appetite and strength.

HOWARD SPECIALTY COMPANY.

The Howard Specialty Company is one. of the
most attractive of the many fine organizations
that popular place of entertainment lias ever put
on the road.
They will be at Portland Theatre
next Friday and Saturday, and there will be a rush
for seats next Thursday.

BY AUCTION.
\N TUESDAY, Sept. 29, at 7.30 p. m., we shall
/ sell at Store No. 436 Congress street, about
1 >0 Pictures and Engravings. House, »Baby Carri age ami Lump Mats. Wool Dusters, Books, Pho»< graph Frames, &c.

/

goods,
ty and styles.

call your atsale of HOL-

__ll:it
ICTURES, ENGRAVINGS, &c.,

sep26

I

LAND and OPAQUE
aged

tnidlvejit

to raise tire money to complete the extension
of tlie railroad? Unless the city itself buys
these new bonds which, are issued to pay the
first .mojEtgage.andalsqJmys the ponds which
are issued to extend the road, it will have
oeased, to he tlie eontrolling owner ef the
new issue of bonds.
So that the proposed

We shall offer twenty-five dozen Ladies’ pure Linen
Lawn Handkerchiefs, hemstitched, and fancy borders
at 25 cts. each, or §2.75 per dozen.
We desire to call particular attention to this lot of
and we solicit a careful inspection of the quali-

OR. PEARL and MIDDLE STS.,
:

!

THIS TUESDAY MORNING.

CO.,

&

aged_90 years.

THIS

are’ismuHptqpay-ihq $800,000 mortgage, and,

(

DEATHS.
In tills city, Sept, 28, Capt. Arthur M. Small,
aged 85 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.]
In Bangor, Sept, 22, Charles Lowell, formerly of
Portland, aged 78 years.
IB Eastport, Sept. lSe^Irs. Inez MJaglf* of
James W. Bobertson an* only daughterof Thos.
M. and Harriet E. Bibb®, aged 21 .years and 2
months.
In North Turner, Sept. 20, Capt. Wnt Childs,

BY AUCTION.
IN TUESDAY, Sept. 29,at 2Vi o’clock p.nn, at
w
our salesroom, 18 Exchange street, we shall
He II a choice stock
of Groceries, consisting of
Cl osse & Blackwell's, E. T. Cowdrey’s and Cutting
Co’s Fruits and l'ickles, Meats and Preserves,
miiny, Maccaroni. Spices and Herbs, Gelatin,
ips. Blacking. Brooms, Sugar, Teas, Tobacco
d Cigars, Store Fixtures. Plattorm and Counter
ales, Scoops and Measures. Show Case, Tilton A
M cFarland Safe, Oil Tank. Money Drawer, Bread
Cl ■sc. Cheese Box, &c.
F. O. BAII.EY A CO., Auctioneer*.

i. A. Atkinson

Benjamin Simpson of Bridgton

diminished, and it will require but
little imriection of the scheme to reduce
what is now the major interest of the city to
a minor interest and place the control of the
road in the hands of the other holders.
But the scheme proposes not only to issue
preferred stock to those who are entitled to
nothing under the foreclosure, hut it further
name of STEVHpfS
&iGOiaj)|Portland,
preposes to make the new mortgage suffito be
jtewors, bn petition
cient in amount to nay the first mortgage .adjudged
of said Debtors. wThieli petition' Was filed on the
debt of $800,000 and “the scheme might or
of
A. D. 1885, to
twenty-eighth day
might not embrace a provision for complet- which date interest onSeptember,
claims is to he computed.
That the payment ot any debts to or by said
ing tlie road by including in the new mortDebtors, anil the trausfer and deliverv of any propgage sufficient bonds to be reserved for that
eny ny mem are iornmuen ny law.
purpose."
That a meeting;of the Creditors of said Debtors,
if
this
new
is
to
be
made
Now,
mortgage
to prove their debts ami choose one or more assufficient not only to servo the lawful and
iof their estate, will be haldj&t a Court of
signees
rightful purpose of giving to each sec- Insolvency tobe hohien at Probate;Court Room in
ond mortgage bondholder snob a proportion said Portland, on the nineteentli day of October,
of the new mortgage bonds-as would fairly
A. D. 1885, at t0n o’clock In the forenoon.
Given under my hand the elate first above writrepresent the value of his stock under the
H. R. SARGENT,
foreclosure, but is also to be made sufficient ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Into pay the $800,000 mortgage, and to provide
said
of Cumberland.
for
County
solvency
funds for extending the railroad, who is to
sep29&octfl
becgppe tig; holder of these new bonds which
ing is

_

In Cumberland Mills. Sept. 26, by itev. T, s

Perry. Charles ILJUreeley and Mbs Lillie c.
Iweetser, both of Cumberland.
in Brmvnneld, Sept. 24. by Bey. 8, S, Jordan,
and

k

Now, if this proposed new mortgage and
the preferred stock were to be issued pro
rata to the holders of. the second mortgage
bonds only, tlie present relative proportions
would be preserved in the ownership of the
preferred stock and the new mortgage bonds,
and the city would still retain its controlling
interest; lint when this preferred stock is
issued to others than the holders of the second mortgage bonds, as for instance, as tlie
scheme proposes, to the Tjolders of the third
mortgage bonds and the iih»ec«r d debt, the
proportion of the city’s holding of the pre-

AUCTION SACKS.

NKVV ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

right

UMOVXLM11/1J

Proposed Schemes of Re-

me

turn out in full force at the next
which will,he called in a few dpys.

the title of the city to the extent of the full
value of its mortgage interest; and. not only
that, hut gives the city full control of the
management of the railroad, it is not a
little surprising
te
consider
what is
proposed as a substitute for this foreclosure
and what is well denominated a “scheme”
for waiving the foreclosure altogether and
proceeding by universal consent under the
original charter of tire P. & O. Kallroad, precisely as if no foreclosure had ever taken
place. The scheme proposes to keep alive
the whole of the original stock of tlie company, amounting we suppose to tw o millions
dollars or more (but the amount we do not
know), all of which stock is finally extinguished and cancelled by the foreclosure.
Other parties than the city have
large interests in this stock and to perpetuate these adverse intereat^is the
first direct result, of
waiving the ..foreclosure and proceeding
under the original charter hv common consent, Again, another effect of the foreelos-

PERSONAL.

FarmiNgton, Sept. 2«.
Otis T. Allen,
(alias Otis Allen, of CUcsterville,
mas arraigned this
morning
upon an indictment
iomid
_

jury

the amount of the bonds which lie has
previously held. Ample legislation has been obtained to give such new corporation all the
powers of the old Corporation under its
Original charter and all the powers that may
5*1
Miy'w^y required for its successful
management. Such new corporation owns
tne entire road, franchise and
property subject to the liens of $1,050,000, already stated,
and the
city owns more than half the stock
and controls the corporation. “The advantage of tlqis form of organization,” says Mr.
1 utnani, ‘would he that tlie
corporation will
be strong, with good credit and able therefore to make arrangements for
extending its
tine, if deemed prudent to do so. The city
would retain the control of this corporation,
as ft would be the owner of a
mbiority or its
stock.”
,
AVitli this simple and satisfactory result
already assured, satisfactory in all respects
except that tlie value of tlie property so acquired by the city may not be equal to 25
per cent, of the moneys which the city has
put into the road; aiid it is useless by any
device to attempt to get for the city'more
than tlie value of the mortgaged property—
with full knowledge on the part of the citizens of Portland, that this foreclosure has
been procured at an expense of many thousand dollars and that itquiets and perfects

—

the-

Tenth Animal Fair
—OF THE—

Rochester Agrieul’l and Mechiin’l Asso’n,
-WILL BE HELD AT-

ROCHESTER,

N.

H.,

Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday. Sept. 29,30 & Oct.

I

Good races each day on one of the iinest half-mile
tracks in the State. A good band of music will be
on the grounds dally.
Rouuil TripTit Ufls, l*ortlnml to Km-hFair r and Kriurn, iutl titling Admi*»iou to the
Fnir, $1.85. WJood only on ihv nliove elute*.
We»>E8DAY, Sept. 30. a Special Tr in will be
run from Rochester to Portland, leaving l;
hester
at o.oo p.m., arriving in Portland at 8.10 n.m.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
sep28a3t

